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Abstract
Institutions, Interest Groups, and Gun Control Policy: A Comparative Study of
Focusing Events
Anthony Fleming
This dissertation discusses the importance of firearms related focusing events in
two states: the United States and Canada. It is my contention that focusing events can
lead to items being placed on the agenda; however, interest group activity can either
impede or promote the policy outcomes due to the event.
I argue that in the United States firearms related focusing events often lead to
new policy being placed on the agenda when there is a Democratic government; however,
due to the diffuse nature of the American political system and the presence of the NRA (a
staunchly status quo group) policy rarely, if ever, goes to the formulation stage.
Furthermore, when there is a Republican government in power, focusing events lead to
fewer policy alternatives being placed on the agenda, much less advancing to the
formulation stage.
Alternatively, in Canada, firearms related focusing events will lead to an item
being placed on the agenda when there is a left of center government. Due to public
outcry (from the masses and more importantly interest groups), and motivated policy
entrepreneurs within government; policy makers will react quickly and decisively in
creating new firearms legislation. There are two reasons for this: centralized power of
the parliament, and the minimization of status quo interest group influence due to the
blocking of alternative venues in the short term after a focusing event. This minimization
of influence for these groups means that focusing events not only lead to new firearm
legislation being placed on the agenda, but also allows other actors inside of government,
in particular left of center policy entrepreneurs, to have significant power in policy
making in the short term. When there is a right of center government, firearms related
focusing events will lead to the policy being placed on the agenda, but rather than having
major overhauls to the subsystem, changes will be incremental in nature, if they occur at
all.
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Chapter One: An Introduction to Political Culture, and Gun Control Policy in the
United States and Canada
Introduction
In 2007 at Virginia Tech, a lone gun man executed arguably the worst mass
murder in U.S. history. Yet, even after such a tragedy, no new restrictive federal gun
control policy was created.
In 1989, a similar event took place in Canada; a lone gun man perpetrated what is
known as the Montreal Massacre. Unlike in the United States, Canada took action in less
than two years. New comprehensive gun control policy was created.
These two very similar events had drastically different outcomes. In the United
States very little happened at the federal level, in Canada there were broad and sweeping
changes made to gun control legislation at the federal level. It is my contention that the
structure of a states government, along with interest group pressures and political parties,
play a significant role in dampening or accelerating the effects of a focusing event.
Presidential systems, like in the United States, react slowly to events such as the Virginia
Tech slayings. They react slowly, in part, because of the diffuse nature of power in
presidential systems. Parliamentary systems, especially effectively unicameral ones, are
more centralized in power and this enables them to react quickly to focusing events.
Interest group pressures also have significant impact. Dominant status quo
interest groups are capable of preventing the passage of new legislation in a presidential
system. Yet, in a parliamentary system, interest groups may not be able to react quickly
enough to provide the parliament with alternative ideas to prevent change, or they may be
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discipline.
If a pro-change interest group is the most powerful interest group in a presidential
system, change may come, but it will be slow, and will take multiple events to cause
change. In a parliamentary system, if a pro-change interest group is the most powerful,
change will be extremely quick. In order to test the theory I study firearms related
focusing events in the United States and Canada.
The United States Presidential Institutional Structure vs. Canadian Parliamentary
Institutional Structure:
It is necessary to discuss the basic differences between presidential and
parliamentary systems before going into a more in depth discussion. Presidential systems
are generally diffuse. The executive and the legislatures are different and co-equal
entities. This allows for a cooling off period for the creation of legislation after a
focusing event. Parliamentary systems have concentrated power. The executive and the
legislature are, in fact, the same branch of government. This allows for policy to be
passed quickly during periods of high emotion especially when there is a single party
majority. This means that the public and interest groups may have very little time to try
and dissuade the policy makers from a particular course of action. (Lijphart 1999, 10-21)
Whether this policy is of a purely symbolic nature or of real substance is an interesting
question.
In presidential systems, the executive is nearly always elected by the public.
Parliamentary systems differ because the executive is chosen by the legislature. This
leads to a centralization of power in a single branch of government, the executive
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Commons, with the Senate taking a less substantial role in policy making. For the party
in power to be able to wield power in a way to ensure its policies are implemented,
parties need a working majority of the seats in the lower house, and the party must have
strict party cohesion. This is very different from the United States where legislators
freelance and are themselves their own “enterprise” (Salisbury and Shepsle 1981).
Of particular importance, parties must be able to have the majority of the seats
without forming a coalition. Lijphart argues that when a party doesn’t hold the majority
of the seats and must enter into a coalition, this weakens the hold of a government’s
policy making abilities. He goes on to suggest that in states where you have multiple
powerful parties that are capable of preventing one party from receiving fifty percent of
the legislative vote, you will find that the ability of parties to control policy making at
their discretion is significantly reduced. However, when there is a disciplined majority
party system in a parliament, Lijphart finds that the efficiency and the power of the
dominant party to act and disregard the minority allows for there to be an “elective
dictatorship” (Lijphart 1999, pg 12-13). The “elective dictatorship” reference suggests
that policy making can be made very quickly in parliamentary states.
In presidential systems the minority groups (interest groups and parties) can still
play a role in the creation of policy. There are many access points for the formulation of
policy. Minority groups are able to block or limit the scope of many pieces of legislation.
In parliamentary systems, there are few access points and only one body that can create
legislation, the majority party or coalition in the House of Commons. This means that
minority groups have a nearly insurmountable mountain to climb when trying to
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excluded from policy making and their sole role is to be that of the opposition (Lijphart
1999, pp 11). If all minority groups are marginalized (minority parties and opposing
interest groups), then the ability of policy to go from the agenda setting stage to the
formulation stage should be relatively easy in comparison to presidential states.
The Key Variables of the Study: A Discussion of the Structure of Government,
Parties, and Interest Groups
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the structure of government is particularly
important in determining the outcome of a focusing event. The presidential structure of
the United States is diffuse and this allows for there to be multiple locations where
interest groups can access the policy process and either influence or dissuade the creation
of policy. In Canada, on the other hand, the parliamentary system there allows for an
efficient creation of policy because of power being concentrated in one branch of
government, in Canada’s case, the House of Commons. These structural differences
between the two countries in my theoretical opinion are a prime factor in determining the
outcome of focusing events and whether the influence from them will lead to agenda
attention and ultimately policy creation.
The second major variable in this dissertation is the impact of parties. The party
system in the United States has two major parties, the Republicans and the Democrats.
The Republicans, as a general rule, favor lenient gun control legislation and the
Democrats favor more restrictive gun control legislation. The influence that the National
Rifle Association has on both of these parties, in particular, the Republican Party is
discussed in future chapters.
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restrictive gun control. Right of center parties usually favor lenient legislation.
However, the interest group dynamics are different in Canada than in the United States.
Arguably the most influential interest group in Canada is the Coalition for Gun Control
which is a passionately pro-gun control group.
Thus, when we consider parties in both countries, it is important to understand
that right of center groups support lenient gun controls and left of center groups support
restrictive gun controls. Because of these political leanings of parties, it is important to
understand their impact on policy creation when they are in control of government after a
major focusing event.
Finally, we must consider the importance of interest groups and their role in
creating or dissuading policy. In the United States, the most powerful and most
important interest group is the National Rife Association. Its influence has been felt
throughout the entirety of my study. In Canada, the most influential interest group is the
Coalition for Gun Control. Its impact on policy making in Canada began after the 1989
Montreal Massacre, but its influence has grown considerably since.
In the United States, one of the most well known interest groups is the National
Rifle Association. The NRA is an old organization. It was originally created in 1871.
The NRA was primarily a gun club that helped its members easily obtain surplus military
weapons. The federal gun control legislation of 1934 was only moderately impacted by
the NRA. However, in the 1960s when the federal government began turning its interests
to the topic of gun control, the National Rifle Association became far more political. The
political role of the NRA has been felt by many congressional members in Washington.
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the House of Representatives, has often been attributed by Democrats, in particular,
President Clinton, to the NRA. The influence of the NRA on the 1994 election is
explored more thoroughly in Chapter 3.
The NRA’s membership also grew significantly from the 1960s. In the mid1970s, there was about a million NRA members. This number has steadily grown. In
2001, NRA membership had increased to well over 4 million. The NRA also has a
significant budget. By 2001, the NRA had a budget of $168 million dollars, and was
working with very little debt. It hired 300 employees with 65 specifically devoted to
lobbying efforts (Spitzer, pp 75-76). With its strong membership base, large budget, and
its single minded purpose in defeating gun control legislation the NRA has become the
most influential gun policy interest group in the United States
The NRA’s primary opponent is the Brady Campaign, formerly Handgun Control
Inc. It was initially created in 1974, by a Republican businessman Pete Shields whose
son was murdered by a firearm. Handgun Control Inc. was significantly hindered by lack
of resources until the 1980s. After the wounding of Presidential Press Secretary James
Brady, his wife, Sarah, joined the executive board of Handgun Control Inc, and
eventually took over leadership of the organization. The organization was then renamed
the Brady Campaign.
The Brady Campaign has attempted, ironically, to duplicate the tactics of the
NRA in order to gain influence. They have tried to build a grassroots base of
membership, demonize the opposition, influence its members to contribute money, and
for its members call politicians. However, when compared to the NRA’s membership
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and its annual budget was only $7 million dollars (Spitzer, pp 94-95). The discrepancy in
membership and funding, in particular, demonstrates one of the key reasons that the NRA
has been able to continue its stranglehold on the creation of new gun control legislation.
In Canada, unlike the United States, gun control groups have been far more
influential in impacting gun control policy. Arguably the most influential interest group
that lobbies gun control in Canada since the early 1990s is the Coalition for Gun Control
which is headed up by Wendy Cukier. On their website, the Coalition for Gun Control
states that it was created in a direct response to the Montreal Massacre. It states that its
goals are: possession permits for all gun owners, a cost effective way to register all guns,
a total ban on assault weapons and large capacity magazines, regulation of ammunition,
and stricter handgun control laws (www.guncontrol.ca). Though statistics on its
membership and funding have been difficult to find, it is evident through actions of
Canadian politicians and from reactions from the media and anti-gun control groups that
this interest group is the primary mover and shaker on restrictive gun control legislation
in Canada.
The primary lenient gun control group in Canada is the National Firearms
Association. The National Firearms Association was created in 1978 by David
Tomlinson. The NFA has similar goals to its counterpart in the United States, but hasn’t
been as successful in preventing gun control legislation as the NRA. The NFA states that
it quests for fair and practical firearm and property legislation within Canada. The NFA
states that it is “Canada’s firearms voice in Ottawa” (www.nfa.com). Like the Coalition
for Gun Control, statistics on its membership and funding have been difficult to find.
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Stages of the Policy Process: A Quick Overview
In this section the stages of the policy process are described. Throughout the
dissertation I mention the impact of focusing events on the policy process; in particular,
the impact focusing events have on agenda setting and formulation. Thus, it is important
to understand where agenda setting and formulation fall within the policy process.
Thomas Dye defines the six stages of the policy process. The first stage of the
policy process is the problem identification stage. At this stage there is the identification
of policy problems and there will be demands by some groups for policy action. The
second stage is known agenda setting. At this stage there is a focusing of attention of the
mass media and public officials on specific public problems to decide what will be
decided. The third stage is policy formulation. At this stage there is a development of
policy proposals by interest groups, congressional committees, and think tanks. The
fourth stage is policy legitimation. At this stage there is a selection and enactment of
policies through political actions by Congress, the President, and the court. The fifth
stage is policy implementation. At this stage, the policies are implemented by organized
bureaucracies, public expenditures, and by the activities of executive agencies. The final
stage of the policy process is policy evaluation. At this stage the policies of government
are evaluated by bureaucracies, the media, the public, and government itself (Dye, pp 14)
The main stages of the policy process that I am concerned with in this paper are:
agenda setting, formulation, policy legitimation, and to a lesser extent implementation.
The one difference between my descriptions and Dye is that I combine policy
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because formulation as defined by Dye is the creation of policy by the combined forces
of interest groups and congressional members; policy legitimation is the step of taking
these policies and then enacting them. Thus, I see that there is a very fine line between
the two, and when I discuss policy formulation in this dissertation it will mean a
combination of both of these stages.
Gun Culture Differences between the United States and Canada: Should Gun
Culture be used as an Explanatory Variable?
There are significant cultural differences between the United States and Canada.
These differences are important for us to understand in order to have a more concrete
grasp of why gun control focusing events have such a significant variation in response
from one country to the next.
Lipset (1990) argues that the United States and its beliefs derive from the
American Revolution. The American people rose up against their oppressors in Great
Britain in order to form a new independent nation. This uprising has had its lingering
effects on Americans.
One such effect is that Americans have a natural dislike for authority. Americans
tend to see the state and authority in a negative way. This stems from the ideas and ideals
that were implanted in the American psyche after the American Revolution.
Another effect that has risen in the United States is the belief in civil liberties and
individualism. Americans believe that they should have the right to act independently
and not be interfered with by the state. Americans are also more driven to succeed
individually and are less concerned about communal success.
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founding of the United States. The United States government is designed in a way to
prevent the government from being all powerful and overly intrusive into American lives.
The Bill of Rights was also established to ensure liberty and undeniable rights to
individuals.
The political culture that was created after the American Revolution led to the
United States adopting an inefficient presidential system. It also has led to the powerful
interest group structure that we see in the United States. Every American believes in civil
liberties, but not all Americans believe in the same civil liberties. This has led to the
creation of groups who seek to promote a certain liberty, and others who seek to deny it.
We can see that this clearly applies to gun control. The National Rifle Association at its
most basic form is a group seeking to protect the civil liberty of gun ownership whereas
the Brady Campaign seeks to deny this liberty.
Canada is different than the United States. Canadians are the people who did not
rebel against the British. The Canadians viewed the rebellious Americans to the south as
“rabble-rousers”. The Canadians had a peaceful break with the British. Canada did not
begin separating from the United Kingdom until 1867. In 1982, Canada asked the United
Kingdom to relinquish formal control of authority over the Canadian constitution. The
United Kingdom accepted the request. It is interesting to note also that Canada relied
heavily on the United Kingdom for a variety of issues. Canadian citizens were not their
own separate citizenry until 1947, and the highest court in Canada was the Privy Council
of Great Britain until 1982 (Lipset p 46).
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deference to the state and to laws. Canadians are far more likely to acquiesce to the state.
Canadians are far more community centered. Canadians are also less concerned about
liberties and are more concerned with stability and security. Canadians believe that
giving away liberties in order to maintain social order is common sense. Even with the
1982 passage of the Canadian Charter of Rights, which greatly enhanced individual and
group liberties in Canada, Canadians are still more community and society oriented than
Americans.
The different political culture that we see in Canada led to the creation of a very
different political environment than what we see in the United States. The government in
Canada is a parliamentary system which has fewer checks and allows for government to
work quickly and efficiently. The public does not distrust government like they do in the
United States so they did not see the need to create a presidential system, which has the
numerous checks and balances. The United States created the separation of the main
branches of government because they distrusted the power of it. This distrust came from
the hatred for the United Kingdom and its taxes during the Revolutionary War.
Interest groups that seek to protect civil liberties are less important in Canada
than in the United States. The fundamental right to civil liberties that is felt in the United
States is not as important to most Canadians. This has led to interest groups that seek to
protect civil liberties in the Canada, such as the National Firearms Association, to be
much weaker than groups that seek to protect public safety rather than civil liberties, such
as the Gun Control Network.
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has developed in the way that it has. We have a more solid understanding of why
Americans formed a presidential system and the Canadians a parliamentary one. We also
understand why interest groups promoting civil liberties in the United States have
stronger support than those that seek to deny them; and we also understand why in
Canada interest groups promoting public safety and security have stronger support than
those who promote civil liberties.
Kopel (1992) explains why there is a difference in views in relation to gun control
policy in Canada when compared to the United States. He argues that Canada views its
Mounties and the law in a positive light, which helps explain why Canadians are far more
likely to accept the gun laws of the government whereas the American hero, the cowboy,
is more likely to take matters into his own hands to protect himself from threats whether
they be outlaws or a corrupt government. Kopel suggests this fundamental difference
between gun cultures is one of the prime reasons that the publics of the United States and
Canada have differences in gun control opinions. However, not all agree that the
difference in gun control opinion between the publics of the United States and Canada are
that different.
Political culture is a powerful underlying reason why different countries
organized themselves in different ways. It also helps us understand why certain types of
interest groups are more strongly supported in some countries and less supported in
others. But does it explain the reaction to focusing events that government institutions
and interest groups have?
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and Canada don’t differ very much when it comes to gun control policy. They find that
Canadians generally favor stricter gun control legislation than in the United States;
however, the margin is not as significant as often perceived. They find that majorities of
the population in both countries favor moderate gun control legislation such as
background checks and firearms licensing. The one major discrepancy that they found is
that Canadians own fewer handguns and favor much more restrictive controls on them.
However, Mauser and Margolis argue that gun control policy differs significantly
between the two countries for institutional reasons and not cultural ones.
They argue that the parliamentary nature of the Canadian government allows for
Canadians to pass gun control policy without much interference from the general public.
They also argue that the nature of Canadian political institutions allows for only certain
interest groups to have access and prevents many interest groups from having any say at
all. At the time of publication, they found that gun control groups on both sides of the
fence were poorly organized and had very little influence in determining the outcome of
gun control policy. Another important factor is that members of parliament are more
insulated from public pressures than their counterparts in the United States. In sum, they
find that institutional factors in Canada better explain gun control policy differences than
cultural explanations.
Like Mauser and Margolis, I argue that culture has an indirect impact on the
policy that is created after an event. I argue that the form of governmental institutions
plays a more significant role in determining the outcome of a focusing event than
political culture. The presidential system in the United States makes it difficult to create
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system in Canada allows for policy to be passed quickly and efficiently. I suggest that
historical political culture may have led to why and how these institutions were formed,
but political culture does not make them function the way that they do today. Thus,
political culture is why government institutions were designed the way that they were at
the birth of each nation, but political culture does not necessarily dictate how these
institutions will behave. Their behavior is a product of their design.
When considering culture and interest groups, I can understand why the National
Rifle Association is powerful in the United States, but its counterpart in Canada is weak.
However, a majority of people in both states, and an overwhelming majority at that,
believe in stricter gun control laws (Schuman and Presser 1977; Lindaman and HaiderMarkel 2002). The National Rifle Association is a minority group supporting a minority
opinion in the United States, and the National Firearms Association is minority group
supporting a minority opinion in Canada. Yet, the NRA is far more influential than the
NFA. Why?
Based on the previous arguments by Lipset and Kopel, we could suggest that it is
a cultural argument, but if it were purely cultural why would the opinion of the general
masses be trumped in the United States in favor of a minority opinion? I believe that the
NRA is far more powerful than its counterpart in Canada, not for cultural reasons, but
because of its organization and its access to politicians. This access that the NRA has is
due in large part because of the design of American institutions which allow for multiple
access points. Thus, I suggest that we consider culture a factor, but that we pay more
attention to the importance of the structure of government organization in both states. The
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have (or do not have) in each of these states are more important factors in determining
why each state behaves the way that it does after a gun violence focusing event.

The Gun Control Situation: A Historical Perspective on the United States and
Canada
The United States:
The United States has had many gun violence focusing events over the years.
Some of the most noted took place in the 1960s with the assassinations of John Kennedy,
his brother Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King Jr. Due to the multiple
assassinations in the 1960s, Congress passed the Gun Control Act of 1968. The bill was
first proposed in 1963, but because of the National Rifle Association and its allies in
Congress it died each year in committee, only to be proposed again the next year until it
finally was passed. However, this was the first major piece of legislation to tackle the gun
control debate since 1938 (Spitzer pp 112). In signing the legislation, President Lyndon
Johnson said, “Today we begin to disarm the criminal and the careless and the insane,”
but he lamented that the bill fell short because “we just could not get Congress to carry
out the requests… for the national registration of all guns and the licensing of those who
carry guns.” (http://www.enotes.com/gun-violence)
The final boost to get the bill passed was the assassination of Robert Kennedy.
The bill was voted on and passed in the House of Representatives the day after Robert
Kennedy was assassinated and two months after the assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr. The Gun Control Act of 1968 met vigorous opposition from the NRA and its allies.
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control advocates, specifically the blanket registration and licensing of all firearms that
were proposed by President Johnson (Spitzer pp 115).
The Gun Control Act of 1968 banned the interstate shipment of firearms and
ammunition, prohibited the sales of firearms to minors, drug addicts, mental
incompetents and convicted felons, strengthened licensing and record-keeping
requirements for gun dealers and collectors, extended federal regulation and taxation to
“destructive devices” such as land mines, bombs, hand grenades, and the like; increased
penalties for those who used guns in the commission of a crime covered by federal laws,
and banned the importation of foreign-made surplus firearms, except those appropriate
for sporting purposes (Spitzer 115). Spitzer argues that this was a modest change to gun
control legislation because Johnson had been pushing for blanket registration and
licensing requirements. The impact of the legislation was actually minimal because the
number of gun dealers and the importations of shotguns increased, as did the domestic
ownership of all firearms.
The next major focusing event of note took place thirteen years after the passage
of the Gun Control Act of 1968. On March 30, 1981, John Hinckley fired six bullets at
President Ronald Reagan in the space of three seconds, hitting Reagan, a police officer
and a Secret Service agent, and seriously wounding of Reagan Press Secretary James
Brady. It took twelve years and two administrations later before President Clinton
signed the Brady Bill, which required a waiting period and background check on all
handguns purchased through licensed dealers (www.pbs.org). However, immediately
following this focusing event, no new federal gun control legislation was created until
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United States weaker.
In 1986, the Firearms Owners Protection Act was passed. The bill was proposed
by Senator James McClure (Republican of Idaho) and Representative Harold Volkmer
(Democrat Missouri). The main goal of this bill was to repeal some provisions of the
legislation that had been passed in the Gun Control Act of 1968. The National Rifle
Association began heavy lobbying efforts in order to obtain enough votes for the bill to
become law. Their actions worked. The bill was passed in the Senate with a vote of 7915 and in the House with a vote of 292-130 (Spitzer 117-118).
The Firearms Owners Protection Act amended the 1968 legislation. Interstate
sales of rifles and shotguns became legal. It eliminated record-keeping requirements for
ammunition dealers, made it easier for individuals selling guns to do so without a license
unless they did so regularly, allowed gun dealers to do business at gun shows, and
prohibited the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) from issuing
regulations requiring centralized records of gun dealers. The act also limited the BATF
to one unannounced inspection a year of gun dealers and prohibited the establishment of
any form of comprehensive firearms registration (Spitzer 118).
The next major gun event took place January 17, 1989, in Stockton, California:
25-year old Patrick Purdy fired an AK-47 at random at Cleveland Elementary School,
killing five children (aged between 6 and 9) and wounding 29 others and one teacher
before taking his own life. The incident inspired a rash of legislation restricting the
purchase of assault weapons in California and set the scene for more attempts at federal
legislation (Davidson, 1993).
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Weapons Ban proposed the banning of weapons with fully automatic fire. There were
some definitional problems in what was included as an assault weapon, which made it
difficult to pass. President George H. W. Bush initially was against the ban, but after the
Stockton shooting he became a supporter of the bill. However, the Assault Weapons Ban
languished in committees (Spitzer 121).
In 1991, George J. Hennard killed 22 people and himself in Killeen, Texas. This
event was the worst mass murder in the United States until the Virginia Tech shooting of
2007. The Senate included provisions for an assault weapons ban in its crime bill for that
year. The House, which voted on the ban the day after the Killeen, Texas Massacre,
removed the Assault Weapon Ban from the bill. So, even though there were two mass
slayings in a time frame of a little more than two years, no new federal gun control
legislation was passed even though it was vigorously debated and was actually passed in
the Senate (Spitzer 121).
On November 30, 1993, the Brady Bill was signed into law. The Brady Bill had
been hotly contested in the House and Senate for nearly six years. The Bill required a
five-business-day waiting period for handgun purchases; it also authorized $200 million
dollars a year for states to upgrade their criminal records, increased the price of federal
firearms licensing, made it a federal crime to steal from licensed dealers, and made police
engage in reasonable efforts to check the background of gun buyers. The last provision,
that of police checking the background of gun buyers was later found to be
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in the case of Printz v. US (Spitzer 129-130). The
provisions of the Brady Bill were not exceptionally extensive; however, the bill was
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lenient gun control proponents and since its inception has had a great deal of its power
removed.
In 1994, the Assault Weapons Ban was once again proposed. With the urging of
President Clinton, who was an avid supporter of the ban, the Senate passed the bill. The
Assault Weapons Ban was once again proposed to the House and this time there was
success. The House Judiciary Committee approved the bill, and it was sent to the floor
for a final vote. The bill was passed with a vote of 216-214. The Assault Weapons Ban
was for all intents and purposes a modest bill. It outlawed for ten years the sale and
possession of 19 specified weapons. The bill also specifically exempted 661 sporting
rifles and limited gun clips to those that could only hold ten bullets or less. Existing
assault rifles were exempted from the ban (Spitzer 122-124). The Assault Weapons Ban
was a significant piece of legislation that followed on the heels of the Brady Bill; even so,
it was fairly modest in its goals. The ten-year provision of the ban was not renewed. The
bill has expired and assault weapons that were banned are once again legal for purchase.
It is not conclusive which focusing events impacted the creation of the Brady Bill
and the Assault Weapons Ban the most; however, what we do find is that gun control
legislation in the United States has been modest when compared to Canada. The
legislation that has been passed, the Assault Weapons Ban and the Brady Bill, were
initially successful, but later either expired in the case of the Assault Weapons Ban or
were weakened significantly by the Courts.
Unfortunately, the Killeen, Texas was not the last major firearms focusing event
in the United States. Since then there have been several major focusing events, but new
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infamous high school shooting in the United States took place. The shootings at
Columbine High School provided one of the most powerful symbols to be attached to the
gun control policy issue. On April 26, 1999, President Clinton appealed to Congress to
limit access to explosives and firearms. And on April 27, 1999, the President, the First
Lady, and others tried appealing to Congress to have their gun control legislation placed
on the agenda.
However, the political battling by the Democrats and Republicans resulted in a
standstill. The Democrats tried to push more restrictive firearm control policy through
the two chambers. They were met with stiff resistance from Republicans and the National
Rifle Association. The Democrats attempted to get the support of the public, but this
support waned after the legislative process was drawn out over a longer period of time.
Because of this, the power of the symbols that attached to the policy in response to the
focusing event was allowed to decrease and subsequently no new federal laws were
created (Spitzer pp 132-133).
Since Columbine, there have been even more school shootings and massacres. In
the past two years, two shootings took place at major universities. The Virginia Tech
shooting was the worst mass murder in United States history. Another mass slaying took
place at Northern Illinois University. Even so, at this point in time, very little new
legislation has been created at the federal level (during the 110th Congress, 2007 to 2008,
a tweak was made to the instant background check to make it easier to use).
In the United States, gun control policy has been passed, but it has been very
modest in comparison to other states. In fact, two pieces of legislation that were created
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control legislation. The first piece of legislation prevented gun manufacturers from being
liable for their products causing death or injury. The second piece of legislation
prevented the ability of the federal government from seizing firearms during times of
crisis.
The major restrictive federal legislation that has been created has often been
dismantled by the NRA and its Republican allies. We also find that focusing events draw
attention to the issue, but do not always lead to new policy. Interestingly, as Birkland
(2006) argues, a single focusing event may not be enough to drive a policy to the
formulation stage, but multiple events in a short period of time may lead to new
legislation. All three pieces of restrictive legislation that were discussed took place after
multiple focusing events in less than a two year period. The Gun Control Act of 1968
was passed after both Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy were assassinated in a
period of less than six months. The Assault Weapons Ban and the Brady Bill were both
passed after the Purdy Massacre and the Killeen, Texas Massacre, which took place in a
period of less than two years. However, more recently we have seen a plethora of
focusing events, from the multiple high school shootings that culminated in the worst,
Columbine, to the two major university shootings, Virginia Tech and Northern Illinois,
and yet we still see very little federal legislation created. I argue that this is due to the
power of the National Rifle Association, coupled with its relationship with members of
government, in particular Republicans and Democrats from rural states. The diffuse
nature of American political institutions facilitates the ability of the NRA to attack new
gun control legislation at multiple access points within government.
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The first piece of major gun control legislation took place in 1934. This
legislation required the registering of handguns with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
In 1969, after a series of terrorist activities in Quebec, Bill C-150, the Criminal Law
Amendment Act, was proposed. It created a list of restricted, non-restricted and
prohibited firearms. For the first time, police had the right to search for firearms and
seize them without a warrant from a judge when the police believed that the firearm
could be potentially harmful even if the firearm was not being used in the commission of
a crime. Bill C-150 also implemented for the first time registration certificates; these
certificates had to be obtained for each individual firearm a buyer purchased (www.cfcccaf.gc.ca).
In 1976, Bill C-83 was introduced. It proposed stricter penalties for firearms
crimes, the prohibition of all automatic weapons, requiring any buyer to obtain a license
to purchase a firearm or firearm ammunition, and at the age of 18 anyone using a firearm
must also obtain a license. Applicants for licenses would also have to have two written
documents from references stating that they were of firm mind and body in order to
obtain a license. Bill C-83 did not become law, but many of its provisions were reintroduced the following year (www.cfc-ccaf.gc.ca).
In 1977, Bill C-51, a watered down version of Bill C-83, was passed. It required
potential firearms purchasers to seek Firearms Acquisition Certificates. In order to obtain
a firearm, a potential purchaser had to have a background check. The law prohibited the
ownership of fully automatic weapons, unless they had already been registered or would
be registered by January 1st, 1978 (www.cfc-ccaf.gc.ca).
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first of several high profile shootings that led to drastic changes in the gun legislation in
Canada. Lepine targeted and slaughtered fourteen women. He forced the men to leave
the classroom so that he could shoot the women. In 1990, immediately following the
events of the Lepine shooting, Bill C-80 was proposed. Even though Bill C-80 failed to
become law, the provisions that were introduced in it would lay the foundation for the
proposals in Bill C-17 introduced in 1991 (www.cfc-ccaf.gc.ca).
Both critics and supporters say the Coalition for Gun Control, which was born after
the Montreal Massacre, was instrumental in the passage of Bill C-17 in 1991 under a

Conservative government (Wilson-Smith 1999). In 1991, the Senate approved the
firearms control legislation, C-17; it required Canadians to register virtually all their
firearms by 2003. The law also made all Firearms Acquisition Certificate (FAC)

applicants take a safety course, pass a thorough background check, and wait 28 days after
applying to receive a FAC for the purchase of a firearm to obtain another FAC for the
purchase of a second firearm; it also placed more restrictions on handguns, ammunition
magazines, and semi-automatic rifles (www.cfc-ccaf.gc.ca).
In 1992 there were two other high profile killings that drew in particular the
interest of the Coalition for Gun Control and led them to recommending more restrictive
gun control measures. The Coalition called the first event the Yeo Inquest, in which a
violent offender out on bail used his legally owned rifle and shot and killed two women.
Also in 1992, a disgruntled university professor shot and killed four other academics at
Concordia University. The Coalition for Gun Control recommended the registration of
all firearms in Canada after the events (www.guncontrol.ca). These events, coupled with
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Liberals took back control of parliament.
In 1993, the Liberals regained control under the direction of Prime Minister Jean
Chretien. The Liberals began in earnest to implement a system not to only register all
firearms, but also to register their owners. Thus, the stage was set for the Canadian
Firearms Registry to be created (Brown-John 2003).
On April 5, 1994, Georgina Leimonis was shot and killed by an immigrant to
Canada (McDonald 1995). The result of this shooting was that the parliament met not
only to create stricter gun control legislation, Bill C-68, but to create stricter immigration
laws. New gun control laws were created in the form of the Firearms Act of 1995. All
rifles and shotguns now had to be registered, a new licensing system was to be
implemented to replace the FAC system, and the possession of a license was required to
buy ammunition. The Canadian Firearms Centre was given the task of creating a new
licensing system (www.cfc-ccaf.gc.ca).
The Firearms Act was given a phasing in period by the Canadian parliament. The
laws and regulations created by it did not begin until December 1st, 1998. As of January
1st, 2001, all Canadians had to obtain a license to purchase firearms or ammunition. As
of January 1st, 2003, all Canadians needed to obtain a valid registration certificate for all
firearms in their possession, including non-restricted rifles and shotguns (www.cfcccaf.gc.ca).
The Vernon Massacre in 1996 was another major focusing event in Canada. It
resulted in the death of nine people and the suicide of the shooter. On November 27,
1996, Allan Rock, Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, made a statement
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even more restrictive. "The goal of the new regulations is to keep guns out of the hands
of criminals and to help keep Canada safe," said Minister Rock. "We have put in place
measures to prevent violence, to do everything we can to reduce the number of tragedies
such as the Vernon Massacre. Canada is well on its way to implementing one of the
toughest and most effective gun control laws in the world” (McDonald 1995).
The Firearms Act did not pass without meeting opposition. Alberta and other
western provinces challenged the validity of it almost immediately. However, the
Canadian Supreme Court upheld the validity of the law. Even though the Firearms Act
was held to be valid, it has had major failings. Various problems have arisen that have
made many question its effectiveness, even its former supporters (Brown-John, 2003).
The Firearms Act is an example of drastic policy change that was implemented in
response to firearms violence. However, with the number of problems that it has had,
perhaps the Firearms Act is an example of why politicians like to make incremental
changes rather than drastic ones when drafting policy.
The problems that have arisen with the Firearms Act have lead to various attempts
to modify the system. In 2001, under Liberal government Bill C-15 became law. Its
goals were to relax the screening process on firearms and to extend grandfathering for
prohibited firearms. The bills goal was also to make it easier for firearms owners to
comply with the legislation. When the Conservatives took over control of Parliament in
2006, they attempted to introduce lenient gun control legislation to further modify the
Gun Registry and to remove some of its provisions. But these attempts failed.
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has been created after these major focusing events. Gun control policy before the
Montreal Massacre was moderate. Canada’s gun control measures were stiffer than in
the United States, but they were not nearly as stringent as they have become. Since the
Montreal Massacre, Canada has prided itself on its strict gun control laws.
One major difference between Canada and the United States is the lack of a major
pro-firearms group. In the United States the NRA has been capable of limiting gun
control legislation, but the same cannot be said for Canada. The National Firearms
Association is not nearly as powerful as its American counterpart. The lack of a powerful
pro firearms group at the time of these events, coupled with Canada’s parliamentary
system, may be the major reason focusing events there have led to significant changes
there.
Comparing the United States with Canada
There is a clear difference between gun control policies in the United States when
compared to Canada. The United States has had relatively weak laws created to regulate
firearms, and there have been laws passed to protect gun owners. In Canada, gun control
laws have become more and more restrictive over time. The United States’ drastic
difference in gun control laws when compared to Canada is a curious phenomenon. Why
is there such a difference between gun control policy responses after a focusing event in
the United States and Canada? Is it because of interest groups, governmental institutions,
parties, political culture, or a combination of the four?
Pal (2003), argues that the variance in gun control legislation between the United
States and Canada is based on two fundamental issues: the structure of government, and
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is far easier for gun control legislation to be created there. In the United States, the
diffuse nature of institutions and the access of interest groups, in particular the NRA
makes it very difficult for new restrictive gun control legislation to be created.
In Canada, gun control legislation falls under criminal law, and criminal law is
made almost exclusively at the federal level. This gives the central government extreme
power in making gun control legislation. Pal also argues that because parliamentary
systems are far more efficient at making policy, this allows for gun control to be created
more easily there. Pal also concludes that focusing events lead to gun control legislation
in Canada, but not the United States (Pal, 254). The reason for this is because of the
design of Canadian institutions, which allow for the Canadian government to create
policy more quickly and easily than its American counterpart. This institutional
arrangement allows the Canadian government to impose losses to interest groups and
others in society with more ease than in the United States.
In the United States gun control legislation is rarely considered. Pal argues that
the only time gun control legislation is considered is when there is an assassination or
massacre, a strong push by the president for there to be new gun control laws, and
through executive orders. However, the latter two rarely happen (Pal, 244). Gun control
legislation is far more likely to fail in the United States than in Canada. The main
reasons given for failure are: the NRA blocks or impedes legislation, the structure of the
legislature, and the NRA exacts punishments on legislators who do not accept the
proposals made by the NRA (Pal, 245).
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the creation of gun control policy is very interesting. My theory will be testing the same
propositions made by Pal, but will be focusing more on the impact of assassinations and
massacres and less on the role of the executive. I believe that the focusing events and the
structure of government are the primary factor that leads to change in Canada (with
interest groups having less power), and that interest groups and institutional structure of
the legislature are the primary variable that prevents change in the United States. I
believe that the executive matters in the United States and Canada in the policy process,
but the executive in most cases is reacting to a focusing event when proposing new
legislation and is not actually going to be attempting to create new gun control policy
without a galvanizing event.
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Setting, Institutions, and Interest Groups in the United States and Canada
Agenda Setting Literature in the United States and Canada:
My goal is to merge the literature on agenda setting, focusing events, institutions
and interest groups cross nationally and across time in order to obtain a better
understanding of not only the American policy making system, but also of Canada. It
will be my contention throughout this work that gun violence focusing events play a
major role in the passage of policy in Canada, but they will not be nearly as important in
the United States due to the built in checks and balances of presidential systems and the
power of a staunchly status quo group, the National Rifle Association. This assumption
is based on the fact that presidential systems are structured in a way for there to be many
access points, which means that there are many places for a piece of legislation to die;
this enables status quo interest groups to block the passage of new legislation rather than
assisting pro change interest groups in lobbying for the creation of new policy. Also, it
will be my contention that interest groups in Canada will not be as powerful in preventing
the passage of policy after a focusing event because of the centralized control of power in
parliamentary systems, especially if the party or parties in power are adversarial to the
status quo interest group’s goals.
The literature is divided into two different sections: the United States and Canada.
Each section discusses the key literature on agenda setting, institutions and interest
groups. After covering the literature on each state, there is a section that discusses where
the literature converges/diverges in regards to agenda setting and another section that
discusses interest groups and institutions and where the literature converges/diverges. Of
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are handled by scholars who study each of the selected case states.

Agenda Setting: United States
Agenda setting theory is best viewed as an attempt not to uncover where an idea
comes from, but rather what factors lead to the idea taking hold and resulting in policy
change. Kingdon’s garbage can model (1984) is interesting because of its view of agenda
setting; ideas gain momentum quickly, and hit the agenda suddenly, sometimes after
years of deliberation on the issue. A vast majority of the change that occurs is
incremental.
When subjects land on the agenda, they seem to hit all of the participants inside
government at the same time. (Kingdon 1984) These statements are the theoretical basis
behind the garbage can model of agenda setting (see also Cohen, March, and Olson
1972). The garbage can model contains problems and solutions of various kinds that are
proposed by participants as they are generated (Kingdon 1984). These problems and
solutions come from three streams: the problem stream, the solution stream, and the
political stream. The three streams intersect to provide for the opening of what Kingdon
refers to as policy windows, which are opportunities for drastic policy change. Policy
windows enable participants in policy making, particularly policy entrepreneurs, avenues
to create policy change.
Kingdon argues that policy entrepreneurs act in three different ways. First, they
try to elevate their particular policy concern to the agenda. Second, they try to soften up
the policy makers by lobbying them with letters, hearings, and press coverage. Third and
most important to my study is that they engage in “coupling” (205). Coupling is when a
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This propitious moment is when a policy window opens. For there to be new policy
created, a policy entrepreneur must be ready and able to drive their pet project home
(Kingdon 1984 pg 204-205). One thing that is evident from Kingdon’s discussion of
policy entrepreneurs is that policy windows are the ideal time for policy entrepreneurs to
act if they want policy change. But what causes policy windows to open?
According to Kingdon, entrepreneurs are capable of driving home policy when a
policy window opens. Kingdon focuses heavily on policy change, and not as much on
the status quo. Birkland (1997) argues that policy entrepreneurs press for policy change
that favor their goals, but status quo policy entrepreneurs will be seeking limited change
or none at all after a focusing event (19).
Baumgartner and Jones (1993) argue that policy entrepreneurs attempt to have
their alternatives made into policy. They suggest that new ideas are constantly being
proposed and can lead to the instability of a policy monopoly, an arrangement where key
members of the government work closely with a certain interest group(s) to create policy.
I suggest that multiple new ideas would be proposed by policy entrepreneurs in a policy
monopoly when there is a focusing event. Thus, because of the proposal of multiple
policy alternatives after a focusing event, it leads the policy monopoly to be at its most
unstable and allows for the opportunity for policy change.
One of the primary variables that leads to the opening of policy windows is the
increase of public attention. Scholars have indicated repeatedly the responsiveness of
government officials to public opinion. Congressional members respond to their
constituencies because of electoral concerns (Mayhew, 1974), and more recent studies
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(Erikson et al, 2002).
Erikson et al (1995) find that when the public calls for a more liberal or a more
conservative government, politicians oblige. When the public mood is liberal, we tend to
see liberal policies made, and when the public mood is conservative we tend to see
conservative policies. Large scale shifts in public opinion lead to large scale shifts in
public policy. The public mood shifts slowly because the public becomes disillusioned
with conservative or liberal policies and wants change. The party that is in power passes
ideologically driven policies that alienate the general public. Thus, the overall mood of
the American public slowly begins to shift from liberal to conservative or conservative to
liberal, due to the actions of the party in power. The authors argue that long term shifts in
public opinion will lead to change in policy. So, just how long does public opinion have
to be heightened before it leads to new public policy?
Interestingly, Schuman and Presser’s (1977) survey research of the general public
on attitudes towards police gun registration of all firearms discovered some startling
conclusions. They found that an overwhelming percentage of the public have over time
favored gun registration, but they also found that those who opposed the gun registration
control were far more prepared to become politically active in their opposition than those
who favored gun control registration. They argue that because the people who write
letters and meet with legislators are most often the intense dissenters, policy makers
believe that these dissenters are actually more representative of the public than what they
actually are, which is a primary reason that the majority opinion for firearms registration
has been widely ignored.
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party elites, members of the House and Senate, and mass opinion finds that there is a
clear divergence between Democratic elites and Republican elites on the gun control
issue, and this divergence has grown in recent years. In 1970, 30 percent of Democrats
favored gun control and in 1999, 84 percent favored stricter gun control legislation. In
1970, 29 percent of Republicans favored gun control and in 1999, 34 percent favored
stricter gun control legislation; there was a four percent difference in 1970 versus a 50
percent difference in 1999 of policy maker opinion on the gun control issue. On the flip
side of the issue, a very high percentage of the masses have always favored gun control.
The Democrats are actually more in line with mass public opinion than the Republicans
(pp 101). Yet as demonstrated in the Schuman and Presser article, the minority opinion
and the Republican Party have been quite capable at preventing new gun control
legislation in the United States.
Counter to the Erikson et al piece, gun control policy appears to be unique, long
term desire by majority of the public that has led to very little gun control policy. The
long term public opinion has generally favored stricter gun control legislation, but as
evidenced by Schuman and Presser (1977) and Lindaman and Haider-Markel (2002), this
does not seem to be happening with respect to the creation of new restrictive gun control
policy. So, what could cause change to the gun control policy realm? If not long term
steady pressure, perhaps violent shocks to the system will lead to new gun control policy?
Baumgartner and Jones (1993) advance a theory of punctuated equilibrium. The
punctuated equilibrium theory builds upon the work of Kingdon, but instead of focusing
predominantly on incremental change, the authors wish to explain periods of sweeping,
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wide enough for volatile change to occur. Rapid, sweeping change is a result of changing
policy definitions, the attachment of new symbols, and positive feedback. Most issue
change occurs during periods of heightened general attention to the policy. In the process
of agenda-setting, the degree of public indifference to a given problem changes
dramatically. Media attention to public policy tends to follow a pattern of either feast or
famine. Important political questions are often ignored for years, but during certain
periods almost every general media outlet features similar stories prominently. External
shocks to the system affect all relevant policy making institutions simultaneously,
causing change in each of them rather than in only one or a few. This can lead to the
mobilization of the normally apathetic. Depending on the degree of apathy that prevails,
different groups will see their views adopted as the majority view. As the level of apathy
changes, so do majority opinions.
Punctuations can be so powerful, in fact that they can make even strict party
discipline states react against their own party platform. Walgrave et al (2008) in their
study of parties and a large number of policy agendas in Belgium find that punctuations
to the system have a startling impact. Belgium is a parliamentary state that has very
cohesive party structure. Belgium’s party discipline more closely resembles Canada in
that regard than it does with the United States. But Walgrave et al find that when there
are external shocks to the system, the media and the public pressure parties into
considering policy to which they may be ideologically opposed. This suggests that
punctuations and focusing events may be able to trump party power. However, in the
United States, where party cohesion is much less important, gun violence focusing events
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media and the public. This may suggest that interest group power is far more relevant in
the creation of policy in the United States than in other countries.
Downs (1972) looks at agenda setting and policy change in terms of an issue
attention cycle. These stages include (1) a pre-problem stage, (2) a discovery and
enthusiasm stage, (3) a realization of cost stage, (4) a gradual decline of interest stage,
and finally, (5) a post-problem stage. The argument Downs makes in his model is that
major policy changes are unlikely to occur, and indeed many policies never come to
fruition, because of the realization of costs involved with making the policy. Essentially,
the process is often too slow for there to be policy change. The public is most likely to
accept broad and sweeping change immediately after an event. However, due to the
diffuse nature of institutions in the United States, it takes too much time for policy to be
formulated and implemented. This leads to a decline in enthusiasm and support for new
policies leading to no change. However, Downs does not apply his theory to
parliamentary systems. In these systems, change can be very rapid due to centralization
of power. Downs’ theory is more applicable when applied to the United States, because
parliaments are less diffuse in nature and policy can be passed quickly during times of
heightened attention and enthusiasm.
In my summary of the key authors, Kingdon (1984) argues that the garbage can
model accounts mostly for incremental change, but periods of drastic change can occur.
Baumgartner and Jones (1993) use their punctuated equilibrium model to account for
non-incremental change. With this in mind, it is reasonable to ask several questions that
emerge from the literature.

What factors can lead to periods of punctuation or, in the
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stage? Why do items go from the agenda setting stage to the formulation stage, or why
do they go to the agenda setting stage but never go any further? My argument is that
focusing events can play a major role in forcing gun control policy alternatives on the
public agenda in the United States, but are not successful in forcing gun control policy to
be formulated due to the power of the National Rifle Association. In other states, where
there is not a powerful pro-firearms group like the NRA and policy making power is
centralized, gun violence focusing events lead to gun control policy alternatives not only
being placed on the agenda, but frequently lead to new gun control policy.
Kingdon (1984) describes focusing events as a “crisis or disaster that comes along
to call attention to the problem, a powerful symbol that catches on, or the personal
experience of a policymaker” (pgs 94-95). In Kingdon’s interviews of actors inside
government, thirty-five percent mentioned focusing events as important factors in agenda
setting.
The emergence and diffusion of powerful symbols is another variation of a
focusing event. The subject is already on the minds of important people, and a symbol
comes along to focus their attention. Symbols act as reinforcements for something
already taking place and as something that rather powerfully focuses the attention, rather
than as a prime mover in agenda setting. Symbols catch on and have important focusing
effects because they capture in a nutshell some sort of reality that people already sense in
a vague, more diffuse way (Kingdon 1984, pg97).
Many authors have argued that focusing events only rarely carry a subject to
policy agenda prominence by themselves. They need to be accompanied by something
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lead to attention to something that could be considered a problem if subsequent
consideration really establishes there was a widespread condition that needs attention.
Third, focusing events can affect problem definition in combination with other similar
events. Awareness of a problem sometimes comes with the second crisis, not the first,
because the second cannot be dismissed as an isolated fluke, as the first could (Kingdon
1984, pg 98).
Cobb and Elder (1983) recognized the importance of what they called
“circumstantial reactors” in leading to the reconsideration of policies. Sabatier (1991)
accounted for focusing events within the advocacy-coalition framework, studying how
events influence policymaking and politics within policy domains and communities.
Baumgartner and Jones (1993) also describe focusing events as one of several factors
capable of bringing about rapid change.
Light (1982) recognized the importance of events in his study of Presidential
agendas, stating that the President should seek action on his agenda early before
unforeseen events can usurp the primary attention of the agenda. Events can actually
handcuff the President. Presidents have their own priorities; however, when a crisis
arises the President has to focus on that problem because of the increased media attention
and public attention to the issue, and these groups look to the President for his leadership
in times of crisis. Thus, focusing events not only create public attention to an issue but
force strategic actors such as the President into focusing on the event as well.
Yates and Whitford (2005) argue that it is hard for the president to focus his
attention to a single agenda issue. The president does have the power to focus public and
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views (key opposition in the Congress, powerful interest groups). In fact, it is hard for
the president to argue that a particular issue is more important and needs to be focused on
by other policy makers. Presidents consider other major actors, such as the courts and the
congress, and competing policy alternatives before making their own decision on how to
handle an agenda issue. One unique thing about Presidents is that they respond to the
public far more vehemently during election years, than during non-election years (Yates
and Whitford 2005). Thus, the impact of public opinion on Presidential agendas is
inconsistent and time-dependent. The president is a strategic actor who will take into
consideration the strategies and priorities of all other actors before making a decision.
Focusing events are successful at bringing about agenda attention because of the
powerful policy images they can leave imprinted on the minds of citizens and
policymakers. Focusing events, such as disasters or tragedies, offer new opportunities to
attach new symbols to policies. This allows the policy definition and image to change,
and often leads to periods of opened policy windows or punctuated equilibrium.
However, policy change is not guaranteed; there are many factors that can lead to its
prevention.
Birkland (1997) studies focusing events such as natural disasters, oil spills, and
nuclear power plant accidents where agendas were controlled through the expansion and
containment of an issue. A focusing event is defined by Birkland as being:
an event that is sudden, relatively rare, can be reasonably defined as harmful or
revealing the possibility of potentially greater future harms, inflicts harms or
suggests potential harms that are or could be concentrated on a definable
geographical area or community of interest, and that is known to policy makers
and the public virtually simultaneously (Birkland 1997, pp 21).
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events happen suddenly, with little or no warning. Sudden events are associated with
“spikes” of intense public interest and agenda activity that are attributable to a particular
event. Interest groups that seek to prevent these issues from becoming elevated on the
agenda will find it very difficult to keep them off the news agenda and institutional
agendas. Conversely, groups that seek to elevate an issue on the agenda can use these
events to attract greater attention to the problem revealed by the event or take advantage
of the event to attach their pet solution to an existing problem with a new symbol
(Birkland 1997, pp 23).
The second criterion is that the event is generally rare. Even if we did know that
the event was coming, we may never be able to fix the precise location or time of the next
catastrophe. The rarity of an event is closely related to its suddenness; rare events cannot
be predicted, and thus strike with little or no warning. The more frightening the event,
the more focal attention it will gather (Birkland 1997, pp 23).
The third criterion is that the event affects a large number of people. These
people can be from the same geographic area or from the same communities. They also
can consist of the public or policymakers, attentive or inattentive to politics. Often,
focusing events can lead to the inattentive becoming suddenly attentive to politics
because they want action regarding the important issue associated with the event
(Birkland 1997, pp 24).
The fourth and final criterion is that the public and most informed members of the
policy community learn of a focusing event virtually simultaneously. These events can
very rapidly alter mass and elite consciousness of a social problem. Since the event
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expansion strategies must be employed hurriedly and almost on the fly; neither side of the
ensuing debate is able to time the occurrence of events and plan, in any detail, their
responses to them. In short, potential focusing events are important because they are hard
to keep off the agenda and will become more difficult to contain as they gain broader
attention (Birkland 1997, pp 24).
Birkland’s 1997 work was very important in that it discussed focusing events
specifically and discussed their importance in getting items placed on the agenda.
Birkland (2006) goes a step further. He studies the impact of focusing events not only on
agenda setting, but on policy change. He argues that all policy makers go through a
learning phase after a focusing event in order to learn how to handle the problem. He
creates a model based on policy makers learning after a focusing event. He argues that
learning is defined as “a process in which individuals apply new information and ideas or
information and ideas elevated on the agenda by a recent event to policy decisions”
(Birkland 1997, pp 22).
He argues that after an event all policy makers will say they are interested in ways
to learn how to correct the problem. He does suggest that some policy makers will have
less interest and less motivation to make changes to the current status quo because of
ideological and organizational commitments (Birkland 1997, pp 17).
Second, he argues that not all focusing events carry the same weight, even those
that are in the same field. One can have events that are discussed countrywide or
regionally without causing much of a stir, or one can have major events that really draw
in the attention of the public and the media. He cites Columbine High School as a major
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Arkansas and Oregon in that same year had helped draw the attention to the problem of
school violence (Birkland 1997, pp 163).
Third, interest groups mobilize. This mobilization draws more attention to those
groups from the public, from the media, and from policy makers. Fourth, because of the
mobilization and a desire for policy makers to learn, interest groups become far more
prevalent, especially when it comes to legislative hearings.
Fifth, in order for there to be coherent policy created after a focusing event, there
must be learning by policy makers. Birkland also argues that policy makers who are
being pushed to do something by an alarmed public may pass policy that mimics another
policy, or a policy that has been used elsewhere. What is particularly interesting is that
Birkland is suggesting that policy makers sometimes make knee jerk reactions without
much consideration of what the policy actually entails. This would indicate that in the
short term following a focusing event, interest groups, even powerful status quo ones,
could have their interests trumped by an alarmed policy making group (pp 20).
Interestingly, Hayes (2001) also discusses this phenomenon and labels it dramaturgical
incrementalism. He suggests that policy makers will react quickly to show the public that
they are trying to handle the problem, but in fact the policy that is being created is solely
symbolic. Symbolic policy is policy that is created to show the public that the
government is doing something about the problem, though the policy may not receive
funding or may be too difficult to enforce.
Sixth, much like Downs and his discussion of the issue-attention cycle, Birkland
suggests that learning of policy makers decays over time. The interest in learning by
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become fewer. This corresponds with Downs, because it shows a gradual decline of
interest in the creation of new policy by all actors involved. However, there can be a
resurgence of interest in the policy realm if a new focusing event takes place. One can
argue that the pre-problem stage and the post-problem stage of Down’s attention cycle
are actually the same stage. One happens before a given event and one takes place after,
but in the firearms policy realm there are a series of focusing events that have taken
place. Thus, a pre-problem stage for a future focusing event is actually the post-problem
stage of a past focusing event.
Birkland (2006) applies his model to the cases of 9/11, airline security, and
hurricane and earthquake disasters. The first problem he encounters with his model is
that there are not many interest groups that were overly interested in what sort of changes
that were passed in each of these policy areas. Birkland also found that solutions to the
problems were often already in the hands of policy makers in the form of briefings and
reports. These solutions were often created by interest groups, specialists, and
bureaucrats as solutions to focusing events that had happened in the past, but had failed to
be implemented because of insufficient attention. In the cases Birkland used, the primary
means of solutions were provided by specialists. Even though there had been reports on
the potential problems for air security that became glaringly obvious on 9/11, there were
also reports on how to fix these problems. Policy makers took the advice from specialists
on how implement the proposed solutions in the long term; however, Birkland also found
that policy makers also made knee jerk policies after the event to show the public that
they were in fact doing something.
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groups, and the media after a focusing event. He argues that not all focusing events are
equal, but that each focusing event, even if it is small, is important because it does alert
the public and the elites to a potential future problem. When a major focusing event
occurs, interest groups are the primary educators of the public, the media, and policy
makers. Interest groups, depending on their policy preference, will come up with
different ways to handle the problem. These ideas on how to handle the problem are
unlikely to be new, but are likely old solutions that they believe can be pushed forward
during this period of opportunity (Birkland 2006, pp 86).
Unfortunately, because Birkland does not test his theory in an area where there
are multiple adversarial interest groups, it is hard to understand whose policy ideas are
heard and implemented and whose ideas are discarded, and why these ideas are either
implemented or discarded. I would suggest that interest groups and the party in power
play an important role in determining what kinds of ideas will be implemented. When
there is a Republican controlled legislature, then conservative interest groups will have
their ideas implemented more readily than liberal interest groups. The opposite would
also hold true. I also contend that when there are powerful status quo interest groups, that
a quick reaction will be less likely to become anything but symbolic because of the rapid
damage control by the status quo group, and the ratcheting up of pressure on allies to
prevent them from being swayed into passing quick policy.
In summary, focusing events occur suddenly, hitting everyone without warning,
affect a large number of people, and are rare. Further, the events can affect the
governmental agenda in profound ways because they can lead to the redefinition of an
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policy makers. Focusing events are capable of getting agenda attention for an item, but
interest groups are capable of reacting quickly to contain (if a dominant status quo group
is present) or spread the issue (if a dominant pro change group is present). If a dominant
status quo interest group or groups is present, they should be able to slam the policy
window shut before a policy goes from the agenda stage to the formulation stage of the
cycle. However, if there is a dominant pro-change group or groups, they should be able
to use these policy windows, as Kingdon suggests, and drive new policy from the agenda
setting stage to the formulation stage.
The literature has highlighted the key agenda setting literature in the United
States, with a particular emphasis on focusing events. What we can deduce is that
focusing events are very important in bringing an item to the public, media, and political
consciousness. The literature has also emphasized that policy entrepreneurs are very
important in the role of policy making when policy windows open. Policy entrepreneurs,
whether they are policy makers or interest groups, can promote or dissuade policy.
Canada: Agenda Setting
Soroka (2002) studies agenda setting dynamics within Canada. He argues that in
order to understand agenda setting we must understand the three types of agendas. He
argues that there is a media agenda, a public agenda, and a political agenda.
The media agenda is the political agenda of the Canadian mass media. Soroka
argues that the media itself has an agenda. He suggests that actors who fall into the
media agenda category are the news stations, influential members within the media
community, polling agencies, and people in entertainment (Soroka 2002, pp 11).
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problems in the country. However, Gallup Canada has not been uniform in its question
format and this has caused there to be serious discrepancies in the data. This has in effect
made public polling data in Canada very difficult to use (pp 47). This suggests that the
public agenda in Canada may be hard to discern.
The Canadian policy agenda literature closely resembles the popular agenda
setting literature from the United States. But Soroka is quick to point out that the popular
theories in agenda setting for the United States do not always apply to Canada (pp 55).
The problem with applying American agenda setting literature to Canada is discussed
later in the chapter.
Soroka (2002) discusses various ways in which scholars have studied the policy
agenda through government spending (pp 59). He argues that government spending is
not always a good indicator of policy change because for the most part spending is
incremental in nature. (See also Wildavsky 1964)
In the United States legislative committees are widely studied for their
importance. Committees in the United States are very important in their ability to kill
bills. However, in Canada committees do not play nearly as important a role. Soroka
(2002) argues that because of the minor role of committees, committee data should not be
relied on heavily for proper results on agenda attention in Canada (pp 63). Other authors
have also concluded the same (March 1974; Matheson 1976; Docherty 1997).
In Canada, executive speeches and press releases are not nearly as significant in
presenting the position of the government as they are in the United States. The reason for
this is because in the United States the President needs to gain public support and
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directly on policy making and they do not need to inform the public well in advance of
the policy proposals. The government initiates policy in cabinet and the policy is then
announced by the appropriate minister in the House of Commons (Soroka 2002, pp 64).
However, the one executive release that Soroka finds to be of importance for
understanding agenda setting in Canada is the Throne Speech. The functional equivalent
of the Throne Speech is the State of the Union in the United States. The Throne speech
provides an insight on the goals and preferences of the Prime Minister for that session of
Parliament. These Throne Speeches often set the policy agenda for the country. The
problem with Throne Speeches is that they do not come forth at any set interval. Throne
Speeches are made at any new session of Parliament, which is generally an interval of
time close to a year from the previous Throne Speech (Soroka 2002, pp 64).
Soroka also examines the relevance of studying legislation and legislative
initiatives in relation to agenda setting. However, Soroka points out that many scholars
will focus too heavily on legislation that has been implemented rather than all bills that
were proposed yet failed to become legislation. He goes on to suggest that one of the
biggest problems when studying Canadian legislation is that bills that are proposed by the
government almost always become law, but bills that are proposed by individual
legislators or private member’s (PM) bills may be discussed, but rarely, if ever, become
law. These bills rarely are taken seriously, and if they are considered, it is generally as
symbolic legislation (Soroka 2002, pp 66).
Soroka suggest that one of the best ways to understand agenda setting and policy
making in Canada is to listen to Parliamentary debates, especially Question Period.
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notified in advance, is totally spontaneous. This means that issues that are highly salient
to the media and the public are readily and often brought before key policy makers
(Soroka 2002, pp 69).
Now, it is important to examine how key agenda setting literature from the United
States holds up when applied to Canada. Howlett applies the theories of Kingdon’s
Garbage Can Model, Baumgartner and Jones’ Punctuated Equilibrium and Down’s Issue
Attention Cycle.
Howlett (1998) finds that policy windows similar to what Kingdon describes
appear in other countries besides the U.S. Howlett's study of the Canadian policy making
process includes several policy areas: acid rain, nuclear energy, capital punishment, and
drug issues. Howlett defines and tests four types of policy windows (random,
discretionary, spillover, and routine) on the aforementioned policies.
Random windows are just that, there is an unexpected policy opportunity that
appears to come from nowhere. Howlett did not find any evidence of random windows,
those which happen spontaneously, but he believes this is a product of the few cases that
he studied in depth, and would not conclude that random windows never occur in
Canada.
The second type of unpredictable policy window is the discretionary window.
Here, politicians attempt to set the agenda to deal with a particular issue, normally
selected from among matters already of some public concern (pp 506). He found the
discretionary windows are often opened due to the media’s influence. He found that
discretionary windows were evident in Canadian policy making.
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has been created in a similar policy realm. Howlett suggests that a hypothetical spillover
window may open when the government is considering acid rain policy; this may lead to
the government also considering nuclear energy policy because both policy realms
potentially deal with pollution and the environment. Howlett found some evidence that
spillover windows do occur.
He also finds that the institutionalized nature of policy making in Canada leads to
routine windows. He believes that these routine windows open more frequently during
election years. This leads Howlett to suggest that routine windows open frequently and
should be predictable, whereas at the other end of the spectrum there are the rare and
random windows, and these are impossible to predict.
It is unlikely that the rare and random windows that Howlett discuss are in fact
random. I would suggest that the presence of focusing events lead to the opening of these
rare and random windows, which allows for policy makers and entrepreneurs to drive
policy past the agenda setting stage to the policy formulation, adoption, and
implementation stage.
Howlett (1997) also studies the Down’s Issue Attention Cycle and Punctuated
Equilibrium by Baumgartner and Jones. Howlett uses a rigorous quantitative study of
two policy areas, acid rain and nuclear energy, to test if the issue attention cycle plays a
role in Canadian agenda setting. Howlett drew his data heavily from parliamentary
records and major news papers within Canada. When applying the Downsian model to
agenda setting, he finds that it does not explain Canadian agenda setting very well. He
argues that when applied to Canada, only circumstantial evidence can be found to support
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weak evidence that Punctuated Equilibrium exists in Canada. He suggests that this may
be coincidence more so than actual hard evidence. The reason for this, Howlett argues, is
that when policy windows open it could be because of institutionalized reasons, such as
elections or budget concerns, and not because of punctuations and events. Though
Howlett appears to dismiss the impact of focusing events and argues that policy making
in Canada is ordered, I argue that focusing events do matter in the gun control policy
realm and that specifically in Canada, gun violence focusing events will carry a lot more
weight in agenda setting and policy formulation.
When comparing agenda setting in the United States with Canada, we see some
marked contrasts in what is important to understand in each state. An example of this is
the minor role of committees in Canada, but their significance in the United States.
However, there has been very rudimentary research on the impact of focusing events in
Canada. Howlett is the closest in studying their impact, but appears to downplay the role
of events. Ironically, Howlett argues that when policy windows do open, it is because of
the ordered nature of institutions in Canada, yet, he also has great respect for Kingdon,
who argues that the system is pure chaos and that because of this chaos, change is
incremental. It is too difficult for policy makers to create vast and sweeping policy in a
short time, thus they have to satisfice. I will apply Birkland’s theory of focusing events
to Canada in order to better understand the importance of events. Do they play a small
role like Howlett argues, or do they in fact play a major role in getting items placed not
only on the agenda, but into the formulation stage as well?
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Summing Up the Literature: Agenda Setting

The majority of agenda setting studies have been carried out in the United States.
Baumgartner and Jones, Kingdon, and Birkland all are studying the impact of
punctuations, garbage can models, and focusing events within the United States, and
there is less emphasis in applying these frameworks to other states.
In Canada, scholars have applied some of the key American agenda setting
literature to events within Canada. Howlett specifically applies Downs, Kingdon, and
Baumgartner and Jones. Howlett demonstrates that these theories can be applied cross
nationally, though the relevance of these theories to Canadian policy making may vary.
Howlett tested the theories to only a few policies. In order for there to be a more robust
study of agenda setting it is important to apply these theories to more policy areas. One
theory Howlett did not test in the study of Canadian policy making is Birkland’s studies
of focusing events. For this study, I will be specifically studying the impact of focusing
events within Canada.
In conclusion, focusing events in the United States have been found to draw the
attention of the public and policy makers simultaneously. Focusing events, when coupled
with mobilized interest groups seeking policy change, can lead to periods of change;
however, the impact of focusing events can also be retarded by powerful status quo
interest groups. Canadian scholars for the most part have ignored the impact of major
events in shaking up the political environment in these states. It is important to
understand how focusing events impact these two states in order to have a broader
understanding of policy making there.
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Interest Groups and Their Influence:
Robert Dahl (1956), in his famous work, A Preface to Democratic Theory,
brought up the issue of intense minorities and the role in which intensity might play in
impacting policy making. Dahl defined intensity as “the degree in which an individual
prefers some alternative.” However, Dahl stated that this definition was lacking because
it would be nearly impossible to distinguish just how much an individual really preferred
that alternative (Dahl, pp 91). Nonetheless, Dahl outlined various situations in which an
intense minority and an apathetic majority had opposing or concurrent preferences on an
alternative. In all cases but one, Dahl stated that an intense minority and an apathetic
majority would not cause any problem with democracy. However, there was one
situation in which the intensity of the minority could provide a form of tyranny of the
minority over the majority. In this situation the largest percentage of the majority only
slightly favored the creation of a new policy; however, the majority of the intense
minority was strongly opposed to the new policy. In this case, Dahl believed that the
minority would be able to have tyranny over the majority and their policy alternatives
would be created (Dahl, pp 99).
When looking at Dahl’s description of when a minority has tyranny over the
majority, we find that this scenario remarkably resembles the role that the National Rifle
Association and its members have over the majority of apathetic Americans. Based on
Dahl’s assumption of intense minorities, the NRA is a prime example of when an intense
minority can trump the interests of a majority that weakly favors gun control legislation.
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to understand the power over policy change, we need to first understand the mobilization
of bias. And in order to understand this, we need to know who is hampered by the
mobilization of bias and who gains from it. He argues that in order to comprehend
power, we need to know when there is non-decision making, that is when the status quo
oriented group or groups is able to influence the community not to make change or even
consider making change. The National Rifle Association deliberately casts the gun
control issue in moral terms to evoke the fundamental and personal values of gun owners
(Spitzer 1988, p. 136; 1995). Finally, in order to understand decision making, the
participation of individuals and groups needs to be taken into account.
Schattschneider (1960) make a compelling argument about the mobilization of
bias. He suggests that mobilized groups (interest groups) are able to limit decision
making and that these groups are able to limit or deny new policy from being made. In
relevance to this paper, this would suggest that after a focusing event, interest groups
have the ability to prevent the creation of new policy.
Cobb, Keith-Ross, and Ross (1976) in their comparative study also focus on
mobilization of bias and the expansion of an issue. They argue that the public agenda
items consist of three variables: (1) widespread attention (2) action by a sizeable portion
of the public, (3) attention to the item by an appropriate unit of government. An
individual or a small group comes up with the agenda item, and then they try to expand
the conflict. Opponents of the idea will try to contain expansion.
Cobb, Keith-Ross, and Ross (1976) identify three types of agenda setting: (1)
outside initiative, (2) mobilization, and (3) inside initiative. Outside initiative is triggered
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initiative is triggered by someone within the sphere of the government. Mobilization is
when actors inside of government try to expand the issue from the formal agenda to the
public agenda by garnering support. The authors believe that all three agenda setting
models can be found in any society. In egalitarian societies, the outside initiative model
is more frequently used, in rich societies with central control, agenda setting is more
likely to be caused by inside initiative. If a society is diverse and democratic, no
particular style will be predominant.
In respect to interest groups and their role in various societies, Cobb, Keith-Ross,
and Ross argue that groups are weak in material resources, but large in number are most
successful using the outside initiative model. If a group is homogenous, they will
mobilize more easily because the group is more likely to behave and think in a similar
fashion. If a group represents lower economic groups, it is more likely to use the outside
initiative model. If the group is used to support higher level economic groups, it will
more likely use the inside initiative model (See also Goldstein 1999).
Wilson and Herzberg (1987) find that the ability to block policy by a single
individual or committee is a real possibility. The ability to block the agenda does not
signify a specific outcome, but it does help protect the status quo. The ability to block
legislation can be found in subcommittees, lower level policy planners, and in the
bureaucratic hierarchy. They argue that with so many groups having the ability to block
legislation, it becomes very hard for there to actually be policy change. With the NRA
being as powerful as any interest group, it is easy to understand how its influence could
be felt at every step of the policy process.
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congressional members who are already slanted to their ideological view of a given
policy. They also find that when the moneyed interests lobby opponents, they have no
effect.
Hall and Wayman find that moneyed interests are very capable of having a major
impact on the outcome of a bill. They do so by mobilizing supporters in both the House
and the Senate. They also try to mobilize swing legislators, those who do not have a
strong position either way on a policy. They argue that it is possible that one moneyed
interest’s efforts will be balanced by an opposing moneyed interest lobbying efforts. The
authors suggest that interest groups can counter each other when they are mobilizing
congressional members; however, the authors do not discuss the potential problem of the
relative power of interest groups. Not all interest groups are created equal; this makes it
possible for interest groups that have far more financial resources to outspend and thus
out-mobilize the competition. This would allow for interest groups to have more of a free
reign in terms of mobilizing congressional members for the creation or prevention of a
policy.
Sinclair (1986) suggests that policy oriented congressional committees are very
resistant to outside influences, but will make new public policy as long as the current
trends match the ideology of the majority of the congressional members on that
committee. The author argues that hot button items such as banning abortion or school
prayer were, in fact, counter to the views of the Democratic controlled committees of the
1980s. She notes that it takes extreme pressure for political change from outsider actors
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that is counter to their ideology.
Sinclair’s argument demonstrates that structural arrangements of government can
make it difficult to create new policy in the United States. She argued that congressional
members do in fact work closely with interest groups. This means that when there is a
major focusing event, who is in power matters in determining whether new policy will be
created or not. Allies to the gun lobby will be unlikely to support restrictions on firearms,
whereas opponents to the gun lobby will be more inclined to support restrictions.
Pross (1986) argues that even though Canada has a pluralistic style of interest
group representation it varies from the United States. He suggests that powerful interest
groups that are institutionalized have very little problem accessing government through
what he terms policy communities. Policy communities consist of interest groups who
work closely with government, in particular bureaucratic agencies and that agencies
minister (Pross 1986, pp 98). These communities also consist of the parliament, outside
interest groups that are both allies and rivals, and may even involve foreign governments
and foreign interest groups. He suggests policy communities are more fluid than the iron
triangle in the United States because of the lack of congressional committees. However,
the main actors in Canadian policy making are the dominant institutionalized interest
group and the subsequent bureaucratic agency and cabinet (Pross 1986, pp 114).
Pross (1986) suggests that Canadian interest groups do not lobby in the same
locations as their American counterparts. He finds that in Canada, 40 percent of all
lobbying efforts are placed on the bureaucracy, 20 percent to backbenchers, 19 percent to
the cabinet, and only 7 percent to legislative committees. In the United States, the
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19% of the time (p 58-59). This suggests that Canadians lobby some aspect of
Parliament 46% of the time, but will lobby the bureaucracy nearly as often with 40%, but
the United States 60% of lobbying efforts are directed at the Congress, and toward the
bureaucracy only 21% of the time. This leads us to believe that in normal policy making
that the bureaucracy is lobbied far more heavily in Canada than in the United States.
Also, counter to the argument furthered by Sinclair, legislative committees in Canada are
far less important.
However, Pross also gives data on where lobbying efforts are spent. He finds
that lobbying efforts on laws are 51% of the time lobbied to the cabinet, and 11% to back
benchers, and only 19% to the bureaucracy. He also finds that 30% of all lobbying on
bills is done to back benchers, 33% to the cabinet, and once again only 19% to the
bureaucracy (p 58). Thus, Pross demonstrates that the bureaucracy is lobbied more in
general, but parliament actors are lobbied more often when it comes to matters such as
bills and laws. This suggests that the parliament is fundamentally important to interest
groups who want to have favorable bills and legislation formulated, and the bureaucracy
is less important to formulation.
If the major interest group and the majority of congressional members are
resistant to change, then no policy will be made. This is especially true when considering
the relationship between the NRA and the Republican Party (Spitzer 1988). Spitzer
argues that because of this close relationship, which formally began in 1968 with the
Republicans supporting firearms use and ownership in its party platform, the Republican
Party has become staunchly opposed to gun control. This close working relationship has
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that has been created (Spitzer 1988, pp 104). Furthermore, if the policy community in
Canadian policy making consists of groups that are resistant to change then it is likely
policy will not be created there either. In recent years, we have seen that the National
Firearms Association has not had nearly the success as the Coalition for Gun Control
when considering the number of bills that have been created that favor stricter gun
control legislation.
When we add in a discussion of interest groups with agenda setting, it is easy to
see that they have a significant impact on policy. The two most important characteristics
of interest groups are their ability to influence policy makers and their resources,
(political, organizational and financial). The latter facilitates the former. As Pralle
(2008) suggests, powerful, well financed, well organized interest groups are able to
monopolize the time of policy makers, prevent venue shift, and are more adept at having
their policy preferences enacted.
Pierson (2000) suggests that resources are a major factor in determining the
success of an interest group. He argues that powerful advocacy groups can overwhelm
their opponent and fill the political space opened up by a key event (Pierson 2000, pp 81).
Groups that are financially powerful and can react quickly are much more adept at having
their preferences implemented as policy.
Pross (1986) in his discussion of Canadian interest group organization states that
interest groups must have a formal structure, clear definition of rules, a system of
generating and allocating resources, a collective memory, rules for governing behavior,
and most important procedures for reaching and implementing decisions (p 113). He
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for them to be powerful over a long period of time. However, he suggests that single
issue oriented groups generally lack many of these key components, which generally
results in them floundering and failing. He does suggest that single issue groups can
become institutionalized. The Coalition for Gun Control in Canada seems to fit this
typology. They came into being after the Montreal Massacre, but have had a lasting long
term impact.
Pralle (2008) argues that interest groups need not only to be powerful, but they
need to be able to handle venue shifts. Much like Schattschneider argues with expanding
the conflict, Pralle argues that interest groups need to be able to focus their attack and
resources at various levels of governance.
Pralle uses a case study of pesticide policy in the United States and Canada. She
found that in the United States powerful pro-pesticide interest groups were capable of
mobilizing and preventing the passage of new restrictive legislation. They were able to
do this because they were far more organized than the opposition and they were able to
mobilize at the local, state, and federal level. At the same time, anti-pesticide groups
within the United States were very weak and disorganized and were unable to expand the
conflict to other venues.
In Canada, the opposite held true. Anti-pesticide groups were far more powerful
and far more organized than the pro-pesticide groups. The anti-pesticide groups realized
that the pro-pesticide groups were more organized at the national level, so they shifted
venues to ban pesticides to the provincial and local level. The pro-groups were unable to
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groups were able to have their preferences enacted (Pralle 2008).
Pralle’s study demonstrates that the most powerful interest group in a certain
policy area tends to trump rivals. Powerful interest groups are powerful because they are
better organized, better financed, and better mobilized than their competitors. For this
reason, in the United States the pro-pesticide group was able to win, but alternatively in
Canada the anti-pesticide group was able to win.
When we couple the interest group literature with the agenda setting literature it
paints, an interesting picture of the gun control policy realm. As noted above, policy
entrepreneurs are very capable of promoting or preventing policy from going beyond the
agenda setting stage to the formulation stage. Policy makers will sometimes make quick
reactions to focusing events, but according to Birkland (1997) and Hayes (2001) these
policies are often symbolic.
Firearms Related Interest Groups: The United States and Canada
The two most important interest groups in the United States that deal with the
firearm debate are the National Rifle Association and the Brady Campaign. The National
Rifle Association is the primary group that is pro-firearms and opposes most gun control
legislation. Its rival is the Brady Campaign. The Brady Campaign actively attempts to
limit the spread of firearms and has attempted to have restrictions placed upon them.
The National Rifle Association was formed in 1871. Its primary goal was to help
train soldiers how to shoot with higher efficiency, after an abysmal showing by soldiers
during the Civil War. The National Rifle Association’s first foray into politics came in
1934 when the Legislative Affairs unit was created. However, the NRA did not directly
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(NRA.org).
The NRA did not become a true political entity until 1975 when the Institute for
Legislative Action was created. The ILA is the primary lobbying branch of the NRA.
Since 1975 the NRA-ILA has become more and more active in gun control related
subjects in government (NRA.org).
On the opposite side of the gun debate is the Brady Campaign. The Brady
Campaign was initially called Hand Gun Control Inc. Like many other interest groups
that desire restrictive gun control legislation, it was founded after a focusing event. The
Brady Campaign is named after James Brady, the Press Secretary for President Reagan
who was shot during the attempted assassination of President Reagan in 1981. James
Brady’s wife started the group as a means to limit hand guns; however, the Brady
Campaign has become more all encompassing, focusing on larger aims for gun control.
The Brady Campaign is the primary opponent to the NRA.
In Canada, interest group behavior closely resembles that of their counterparts in
the United States. Canada has a pluralist interest group structure. However, interest
groups may not be nearly as powerful in Canada as they are in the United States. As
Lijphart (1999) suggested earlier, parliamentary governments have strong centralized
control of policy making, and minority parties and groups can be marginalized. This
would lead us to predict that when there is a leftist government in power, leftist interest
groups will be more likely to have their goals and preferences implemented, and right
wing interest groups will be less powerful at the national level. The opposite would also
hold true, if there were a right wing government in power, right wing interest groups
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interest groups goals and preferences turned into policy because of their lobbying efforts
or because the party in power already has policy goals that are similar to the groups? By
examining the case of gun control, we may be able to get a partial answer to this
question. It is now important to take a look at the two most powerful interest groups that
are centered on the gun debate in Canada: the National Firearms Association (the most
powerful pro-firearm group) and the Coalition for Gun Control (the most powerful antifirearm group).
In Canada, the National Firearms Association (NFA) was formed in 1978. It has
fought vigorously against what it deems to be unfair firearms legislation. Its primary
purpose has been to further the idea of “fair and practical firearms legislation”. Another
of the major goals of the NFA is to help citizens and members of the NFA who have been
accused of improperly possessing firearms. The NFA attempts to obtain legal counsel for
these individuals, and have had great success in having some charges dropped. Mainly,
the NFA has fought to protect what they deem to be their firearm rights and try to
overturn the laws that were passed in the 1990s. They believe the passage of these laws
were egregious violations of democratic values. Interestingly, these laws were passed
after what is known as the Montreal Massacre (www.nfa.ca).
The Montreal Massacre led to the creation of the Coalition for Gun Control. They
were created specifically because of that event. The Coalition states that it supports
legislation that: requires permits for all guns, a cost effective way to register guns, a total
ban on all assault weapons, controls on all ammunition, and tighter restrictions in gun
control (www. Guncontrol.ca).
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the creation of the Coalition for Gun Control, and it also led to the National Firearms
Association becoming more politically motivated. What is interesting is that, based on
Pralle’s discussion of the power of interest groups, it would seem that interest groups that
are already established would be better equipped at controlling an event; however, the
NFA was unable to. A more in-depth study of the consequences of the Montreal
Massacre is required to fully understand why the established National Firearms
Association lost and why a new group won. In order to understand the role of gun
violence focusing events on gun control policy in Canada, it is important to study not
only the impact of just the Montreal Massacre, but other focusing events as well.
Canada: An Overview of Government Institutions
Earlier, I discussed the key differences between a presidential and parliamentary
system. However, it is very important to go into a discussion of the specific institutions
that are confronted with focusing events within Canada to get a complete picture. This
section will discuss the Canadian parliament and the role interest groups play in
impacting the Canadian policy making institutions.
Archer et al (1999) describes the House of Commons as the “symbolic and
physical centerpiece for Canadian policy making (Archer 1999, pp 176).” Currently there
are 308 seats in the House of Commons. Each province and territory is approximately
represented by its population. The largest province, Ontario, has 103 seats while Prince
Edward Island has four, the Northwest Territories two, and the Yukon but one (Archer
1999, pp 177).
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one side and the opposition on the other. It is the duty and the responsibility of the
opposition to criticize the policy making of the majority. This, in theory, should provide
for lively debate and create better laws and legislation within Canada (Archer 1999, pp
182).
In Canada, there are several major parties that have influence at the federal level.
These parties are: the Liberal Party, the Conservative Party, New Democratic Party, and
the Bloc Quebecois. The Liberal Party and the Conservative Party are the most powerful,
with each having had control of government various times in history. Unlike the United
Kingdom where coalition government is rare, Canadian parties often have to unite in
order to have a majority to control government (Archer et al 1999). This means that it is
harder for parties to drive through all of their policy preferences and have to be more
willing and more capable of compromise in order to stay in power.
Party discipline plays a major role in parliamentary governments. Party discipline
helps ensure that MPs support the cabinet and the Prime Minister. If party discipline is
broached, it seriously jeopardizes the chance that an MP will later move up through the
party ranks and can often lead to them becoming career back benchers or being evicted
from the party altogether. Interestingly, Archer et al (1991) argue that party discipline
does not have to be enforced by the leadership. In general, MPs will be loyal to the party
because they are self interested and want to move up through the ranks, and they also
know that in order for them to have any lasting impression on the policy making
landscape in Canada, the party need to gain power. And for the party to remain in power
there has to be strict party discipline (Archer 1999, pp 203-204).
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The previous discussion has demonstrated that government MPs in Canada usually will
follow to the letter the goals of the cabinet and the Prime Minister. The strict party
discipline that is seen in Canada is unlike anything seen in the United States, where
Representatives and Senators are more concerned with themselves and their constituents
than their party.
Now that we have discussed in brief the House of Commons and party discipline
it is important to look at the center of policy making power within Canada: the Prime
Minister and the cabinet. In 1867, Canada adopted cabinet government. Ministers within
the cabinet are responsible to the House of Commons. Ministers are only able to serve as
long as their party is in power. Ministers also are collectively responsible for their
subordinates in their department. If subordinates do not carry out the goals of the
cabinet, it is an embarrassment to the cabinet and the minister and can lead to the minister
being forced to resign, though this has happened rarely. Ministers are also responsible to
each other. They speak in unison to the public, to the rest of the House of Commons, and
in the past to the Crown (Archer et al 1999, pp 229).
Archer et al (1999) argue that with the growth of party discipline, the strength of
cabinet government has grown. They suggest that only through “gross mismanagement
on the part of the government whip” could a cabinet lose on a piece of major legislation.
The Canadian cabinet acts with the assurance that the rank and file members of the party
will dutifully agree on legislation that has been proposed by it. The cabinet is almost
completely in control of the wording of legislation; however, the passage of the
legislation can be slowed both in the House and in the Senate (Archer 1999, pp 234).
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powers to slow the creation of legislation (Archer 1999, pp 186). In the House,
parliamentary committees have gained power in recent years and this has allowed for
opponents to legislation to have some access in slowing the process (Archer 1999, pp
191).
The key figure within the cabinet is the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister is
considered to be the first among equals within the cabinet (Archer 1999, pp 250). The
Prime Minister is the elected party leader of the leading party. Party leaders have
historically been nominated and selected at party conventions; however, in recent years
there has been a shift to more direct elections for party leadership by party members
(Archer 1999, 469-470). The Prime Minister owes his or her position to the party and to
the electorate, but not to cabinet ministers. In fact, the Prime Minister appoints the
ministers; this means that even though the Prime Minister is supposed to be the first
among equals, the Prime Minister should in fact have significant control over legislation
created within the cabinet. Prime Ministers in Canada have also demonstrated the ability
to stay in office for exceptionally long periods of time; this has allowed them to have a
lasting impression on Canadian policy (Archer 1999, pp 250-251).
The Prime Minister is the key official within the House of Commons. The Prime
Minister is capable of influencing all members of the party within government to follow
his lead on policy. Because of strict party discipline, the party will generally follow the
lead of the Prime Minister. This gives the Prime Minister a more powerful relative
position than the United States President in that the Prime Minister will almost always
have the complete support of the majority party.
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States. The role of the Senate is to review the laws that have been passed by the House of
Commons. The reason for this was initially intended to prevent excesses by the House
and the Prime Minister and to provide sound technical review of the legislation (Archer
1999, pp 185).
If Senators do not approve of the legislation that has been passed in the House of
Commons, they can veto it, and no override is present. As noted above, these formal
powers have been used rarely by the Senate. The reason for this is likely due to the fact
that Senators are not elected and are in fact appointed by the Prime Minister. However,
because Senators are appointed for life, holdover members from the previous parties’
reign in power can still be present when a new party takes over. When the former
majority party of the House of Commons is still dominant in the Senate, the new party
may have some difficulties, but as of this date, there have only been a few minor troubles
between the House of Commons and the Senate. Thus, the Senate is more of an
extension of the power of the Prime Minister, and is not nearly as important in policy
making as the Senate in the United States.

Summing Up the Literature: Interest Group and Institutions
The United States governmental institutions vary drastically from Canada. The
presidential structure of the United States makes for a stark contrast to the parliamentary
style of Canada. Though governmental institutions vary, both states have pluralist
interest group structures. This suggests that interest groups will behave similarly in all
three states, but because of the structure of governmental institutions, their influence may
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interest groups to have a multitude of access points to lobby the government. However,
in parliamentary systems access points are fewer and further between because of the
concentration of power in the lower houses. Interest groups are also less effective in
lobbying individual members of parliament because of strict party cohesion and the fact
that members of parliament rely on the party for power more than they will ever rely on
an interest group.
Another important factor for interest groups in parliamentary governments is
when parties opposed to the policy alternatives of that interest group are in power. In
order to be successful, interest groups have to lobby cabinet members and the prime
minister, but when these members of government are adversarial to the interest groups
they will find that their influence is nearly eliminated.
In sum, I argue that interest groups will behave very much alike across borders,
but because of governmental structure their influence will be dampened in parliamentary
governments and increased in presidential states. In presidential systems there is often at
least one chamber of the legislature or the presidency that is controlled by a party that is
favorable to an interest group’s goals, but in parliamentary systems when a new
government takes power interest groups will find that they either have new allies within
government or have completely lost influence.
Theory:
The literature demonstrates that there are a multitude of factors that impact
agenda setting and formulation. Focusing events can lead to items being placed on the
agenda. Interest groups play a significant role by encouraging the placement of items on
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interest groups can lead to policy change or the prevention of policy change.
Looking comparatively at agenda setting, we find that the structure of
governments plays a significant role in determining if a policy will be placed on the
agenda and if policy will advance to the formulation stage. The party in power also
plays a role in determining how policy changes after a focusing event, but is not as
significant as interest groups or the structure of government in determining the eventual
outcome of policy.
In the United States interest groups should be able to impact the formulation of
policy after a focusing event because of access. Interest groups are able to influence
individual legislators, and they have multiple government institutions that they can
influence. In parliamentary systems, such as Canada, interest group impact is
marginalized by the lack of access due to the concentrated power of the executive and
legislative branch, the absence of access points, and an inability to influence individual
legislators.
Another important factor in considering interest groups is that, on any given issue,
there can be a pro change group and/or a pro status quo group. However, just because
there is the presence of at least one of these different types of interest groups does not
mean that they are equal. On any given issue, one group may be more powerful in a
variety of ways (membership, funding, and organization) than the other. This power
helps these interest groups in creating or preventing change due to a focusing event. In
pluralist systems, when there is a dominant interest group, it will have significant sway
over the formulation of policy. If the dominant interest group is a status quo group, it
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group is a pro change group, it may be able to facilitate the formulation of new policy.
The second major factor in determining whether a focusing event will impact
policy is the structure of governments in a given state. Some states have presidential
systems where other states have parliamentary systems. States that are presidential have
a diffusion of power (power is not concentrated in one branch of government). This
causes a slowing of the policy making process and results in natural delays.
In parliamentary systems, the power of the government tends to be concentrated
in one branch of government. This can lead to the quick passage of new policy when
there is a focusing event. Parliamentary systems can pass policy quickly and efficiently
before there has been a cooling off period for policy makers, interest groups, and the
public.
The third factor considered is the party that is in power. When the Republican
Party is in control of the presidency and the Congress, gun violence focusing events will
not lead to any new federal gun control laws. In the case of divided government in the
United States, the gridlock that comes from it will make it very difficult for either party
to pass new legislation. When the Democratic Party is in control of the presidency and
the Congress, slight to no changes will be made to federal gun control law after a
focusing event. In Canada, when right wing parties are in power gun violence focusing
events can lead to incremental change, but when leftist parties are in control broad and
sweeping legislation will be passed. Conservative, right wing governments in Canada
will behave similar to what Walgrave et al (2008) proposed. That being, during times of
heightened public awareness to the gun control issue, and pressures from pro-gun control
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platform. However, I theorize, that because these governments are more conservative,
they will be less inclined to make sweeping changes to policy than their left wing
counterparts.
Hypotheses:
General Hypotheses:
The United States is less responsive to gun violence focusing events than Canada
because of institutional arrangements, interest group pressures, and the party in
power.
Primary Hypotheses:
PH1A: The presidential structure and the NRA are able to prevent the passage of new
restrictive gun control legislation after a focusing event when Republicans are in
control of the Presidency and the Congress, or when there is divided government.
PH1B: The presidential structure and the NRA are able to prevent major changes in
restrictive gun control policy after a focusing event when the Democrats are in control
of the Presidency and the Congress; change can happen but it is rare and when it does
its incremental. (I define incremental change as being when an existing policy is
tweaked to make it more expansive).
PH2A: The parliamentary structure of Canada and the Coalition for Gun Control are
able to place items on the agenda and encourage the passage of new restrictive gun
control policy after a focusing event when a leftist government is in power, these
changes are often drastic overhauls to the gun control policy realm. (Drastic change is
defined by periods when entirely new comprehensive legislation is created.)
PH2B: The parliamentary structure of Canada and the Coalition for Gun Control are
able to place items on the agenda and encourage the passage of new restrictive gun
control policy after a focusing event when a right wing government is in power, these
changes will be incremental in nature.
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In order to test the hypotheses I am using a detailed case study approach of each
state. In past research on this subject I was able to identify the primary gun violence
focusing events that took place in each state. The case studies this time will address the
same focusing events (plus those that have happened since) and apply a more in depth
approach.
In order to understand the impact of each individual focusing event on gun control
policy, it will be important to find a linkage between the focusing event and policy being
placed on the federal government agenda and policy formulation. There has been
circumstantial evidence discussed above that suggests that focusing events do lead to new
policy in Canada, and that focusing events have a minimal effect in the United States
except when there is a left of center government.
First, I will be using the public opinion polls. I will be using these opinion polls
for a variety of reasons. First, it will allow us to understand what the public opinion on
gun control policy throughout my time period. Second, these public opinion polls will
give us a solid understanding of whether or not a gun culture really exists and has this
gun culture been increasing or dwindling over time.
Second, I will analyze all gun bills that were proposed by Congress and
government bills proposed by the Parliament. In particular, I will be interested in finding
variation in the number of bills proposed and bills passed during Congresses or
Parliaments that contained focusing events when compared to those that did not. By
analyzing these bill proposals it will allow me to demonstrate how government
institutions and interest groups are capable of influencing agenda attention and policy
outcomes.
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States, and The Globe and Mail in Canada. These newspapers will help me confirm that
the focusing events discussed are in fact major focusing events. They will be able to do
this because they are national newspapers that discuss events at that level. Some gun
violence events may have local and state significance, but are less important on the
national level. These newspapers will also be analyzed from the day of the event, until
the event is no longer mentioned in the newspaper for a period of a week. This will
demonstrate that the event has become less important to the media, and demonstrates a
gradual decline of public interest to the event. The data taken from the newspaper will
demonstrate the importance of the event and will also allow for an understanding of what
form of immediate response law makers had to the event. I will also be interested in
discovering how interest group leaders addressed the event through interviews given by
them to the media. I will also be covering the newspaper coverage of new gun control
legislation. When new policy is created it is important to understand if that new policy
was created in response to a particular focusing event and what law makers and interest
groups thought of the new gun control legislation.

Future Chapter Layout:
Chapter Three focuses on the United States. My time period will range from the
Kennedy Assassination in 1963 to 2008. First, I discuss the importance of public
opinion in regards to gun control. Second, I discuss bill proposals in relation to focusing
events. The third section takes an overview of the New York Times and its coverage of
focusing events, interest groups, and policy outcomes.
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1963 to 2008. The first section discusses public opinion in relation to gun control in
Canada. The second section discusses bill proposals in relation to focusing events.
Finally, I discuss each major gun violence focusing event in Canada through the lens of
the media, and then do an in depth discussion of the subsequent reaction by interest
groups and institutions. I then conclude with a section that discusses the importance of
focusing events, interest groups, and institutions on gun control policy in Canada.
Chapter Five is the final chapter. This section discusses the differences and
similarities between gun control policy in the United States and in Canada. It also
addresses the relative importance of focusing events in each state. It also discusses how
interest groups and institutions behave after a focusing event in each state and whether
their actions were a determining factor for the variance of gun control policy.
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Case Study One: The United States
This chapter will examine the role of gun violence focusing events in the United
States. The first section of this chapter goes into a discussion of the public’s opinion on
various aspects of gun control from 1963 to 2008. This allows for us to have a solid
understanding of whether gun control attitudes have varied drastically over time. It
should also provide us with some feeling of the gun culture within the United States, and
whether that gun control has increased or decreased over time.
The second section of this chapter will focus on bill introduction and formulation
in Congress. This section will discuss trends in bill proposals between the years of 1963
and 2008. After a review of the trends, the focus then turns to an examination of gun
control bill proposals in years that contain major gun violence focusing events. This will
help us understand if more bills are proposed during years of major gun violence focusing
events. It will also help demonstrate whether the presence of a focusing event leads to
not only the proposing of more restrictive legislation, but also leads to the creation of
more restrictive legislation.
The third section investigates the New York Times and articles it has covered
during the times of the major focusing events. This section allows for a more in depth
understanding of the attitudes of the public, policy makers, and interest groups at the time
of the event. This section will go into a discussion of each focusing event at the time of
the event and subsequent news coverage. I will also be discussing New York Times
articles that discuss the creation of new gun control policy.
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Section one examines various gun control public opinion polls. The majority of
the data was collected in the past twenty five years. Data going back to the beginning of
my study was scarce. The majority of data came from polling services. This is due to an
almost complete lack of public opinion data on gun control being collected and or used
by scholarly journals such as Public Opinion Quarterly. Section one is divided into three
parts. The first part will discuss gun control attitudes in general in the United States,
followed by gun control attitudes towards handguns, then a discussion of gun control
attitudes towards assault weapons. I discuss these three types of gun control public
opinion in order to obtain a solid grasp of public attitudes on gun control.
General Gun Control Attitudes and Opinions:
This first section discusses various public opinion polls that have focused on
general trends in public opinion toward gun control. Like much of the public opinion
data, there is very little data on opinions that go back to the beginning of my study. The
first public opinion poll that will be discussed in this section was collected by the Gallup
poll from 1990 to 2008. The question asked in this poll was: Do you feel that the laws
covering the sale of firearms should be made more strict, less strict, or kept as they are
now?
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Gallup Poll 1990 to 2008

The data collected from this poll demonstrates that public opinions on gun
firearms control had changed significantly in eighteen years. In 1990, the 78% of the
public sought stricter gun control laws, where only 2% sought less strict laws, and 17%
of the population thought that laws should be kept as they are now. However, the data
demonstrates that there has actually been a downward trend in people seeking stricter
laws and an upward trend of people wanting less strict laws and the law being kept as it
was. The 2008 poll demonstrates that only 49% of the population sought stricter gun
control laws, whereas 8% sought less strict laws and 41% would like the laws to stay the
same as they are now.
ABC News/Washington Post used a similar survey from 1999 to 2009. The
question posed was: Do you favor or oppose stricter gun control laws for this country?
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The public opinion data taken from 1999 to 2007 by the ABC News/Washington
Post shows a range of 57% to 67% of the population favored stricter gun control
legislation, except in 2009 when only 51% favored stricter gun control legislation. This
poll does not show the dramatic downward trend in those who favor stricter gun control
laws that is seen in the Gallup poll.
When looking at the data taken from the two polls, one can see some discrepancy
in numbers. There has been more of a downward trend of those who favor stricter gun
control legislation in the Gallup poll and this trend is not nearly as pronounced in the
ABC News/Washington Post poll. However, the main point that should be taken from
these data does not relate to these trends. The main point is that in all years except 2008
in the Gallup poll at least 50% of the population has favored stricter gun control
legislation. In a majority of years at least 60% of the public favored stricter gun control
laws. However, public opinion has not translated into many new restrictive gun control
laws.

Handgun Attitudes and Opinions:
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Gallup from the periods of 1959 to 2008. The question posed in this public opinion poll
was: Do you think there should or should not be a law that would ban the possession of
handguns, except by the police and other authorized persons?
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The data in this graph do not include all firearms and do not include all of the
years of my study, but they do include one of the most controversial gun types, handguns,
and a considerable number of the years were analyzed. The data demonstrate some
surprising results. The only time in the history of my analysis that more people actually
favored a handgun ban rather than opposed a hand gun ban was 1965, when 49% of the
population favored gun control whereas 44% opposed gun control. Of the other years
analyzed in this study, the lowest percentage of people to oppose hand gun bans was 50%
of the population, and in the majority of the data collected after 1993, better than 60% of
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- 79 the population opposed handgun bans. Even when there was the presence of major
focusing events such as in 1981, 1999, and 2007, the highest percentage of people to
favor handgun bans was 38% in 1999, and the lowest percentage of those who opposed
handgun bans was 54%.
Other polls have focused on similar handgun issues. Pew Research Center for the
People and the Press posed the question: Would you favor or oppose a law that banned
the sale of handguns?
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Pew Research Center (1993 to 2008)

Like the data collected from the Gallup poll, the data collected by Pew Research
demonstrate that the majority of the public has been against the outright banning of
handguns. However, this does not mean that the majority of the public does not seek
stricter handgun control measures. The Harris Poll in a three year study asked the
question: In general, would you say you favor stricter or less strict laws relating to the
control of handguns?
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- 80 The Harris Poll from these three years demonstrates that there is a stark difference
between opinions regarding the banning of handguns versus opinions that favor stricter
regulation of handguns. This demonstrates that the public may not favor outright bans on
handguns, but they may in fact like to see more gun control measures being applied by
the government.
A Gallup poll survey that was periodically been taken from 1985 to 2000 asked
whether or not the public would favor the registration of all handguns. The results
demonstrate that an overwhelming percentage of U.S. citizens do, in fact, support the
registration of all handguns.
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17
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25
Gallup Poll Survey (1985 to 2000)

The data in this section provides us with an understanding of public opinion
toward handguns in the United States. In general, it has shown us that the majority of
Americans do favor restrictions to handguns. In particular, the registration of all
handguns was heavily favored. However, Americans also are heavily against the banning
of handguns. This suggests that most Americans appear to be willing to find a middle
ground when it comes to handgun ownership.
Assault Weapon Attitudes and Opinions:
Assault weapons, those weapons that are fully automatic or semi-automatic, have
long been a contention in the battle over gun control policy in the United States. The
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This ban expired in 2004 after it was on the books for ten years. There have been a
number of polls that have questioned the American public’s attitude towards these assault
weapons.
In 1999, an ABC News/Washington Post poll asked: Would you oppose or
support a ban on the sale of all assault weapons? Of the 1526 adults polled, 77% said
they would favor the ban, and only 22% said that they would oppose the ban.
In 2000, a similar poll was taken by CBS News/New York Times. The poll
asked: Do you favor or oppose the nationwide ban on assault weapons. Of the 947 adults
polled, 68% favored the ban, where only 28% opposed the ban.
In 2003, a poll by NBC News/Wall Street Journal asked: About 10 years ago
Congress banned the sale of assault weapons. In your view, should Congress keep or end
this ban. Of the 1,003 adults polled, 78% favored keeping the ban and only 16% thought
the ban should end.
In 2004, the Harris Poll conducted a similar poll. The question posed was: Do
you favor continuing the ban (of assault weapons)? Of the 1,018 people polled, 71%
favored keeping the Assault Weapons Ban, and only 26% opposed the ban.
These four polls give us a snapshot look of the opinion of the public on the ban on
assault weapons from 1999 to 2004. Even though the polls were taken in different years
and by different researchers, the results are almost identical. People tend to favor the
banning of assault weapons.

- 82 ABC News/Washington Post did a multi-year poll asking the public if they would
favor a ban on assault weapons. The results listed below show a similar trend to what we
have already seen. The public tends to favor the banning of assault weapons.
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The Assault Weapons Ban was created in 1994, and at this time nearly 4 out of
every 5 Americans favored the banning of assault weapons. When the Assault Weapons
Ban was allowed to expire in 2004, there was still overwhelming support for it. This
suggests that public opinion, even when it overwhelmingly supports a ban on assault
weapons, can have its opinion trumped by policy makers and interest groups. As
mentioned earlier in the work, powerful interest groups and their ability to influence
policy makers have the ability to trump the opinion of the masses when it comes to the
making of policy. The decline of the Assault Weapons Ban coupled with the data from
these polls provides excellent evidence for this point.
The examination of the public opinion on gun control in the United States
continues in Chapter Four. In Chapter Four, there is a discussion of Mauser and Margolis
(1992) and their comparison of gun control public opinion in the United States and
Canada. Their study provides useful insight in understanding the difference and
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issue.
Section 2: A Preview
This section takes an in depth view of bill proposals and their outcomes from
1963 to 2008. This sections main goal is to understand the importance of agenda attention
to gun control policy and congressional activity. The data was collected from the
Congressional Index, and from the Electronic Congressional Index found on
Thomas.gov. While searching the Congressional Index, I did an overall count of all bills
proposed in a Congressional session, but I also examined each bill proposal in order to
understand if the bill that was introduced was a restrictive bill or a lenient bill.
A restrictive bill was categorized by being a bill that made present gun control
policy more restrictive in some fashion, such as making waiting periods, taxing
ammunition, banning certain firearms, etc. A lenient bill was categorized by being a bill
that made gun control policy more lenient in some fashion, such as providing
exemptions, repealing laws, etc. Some bills that were proposed were not considered to be
either restrictive or lenient and were removed from the analysis. Generally, these bills
were the ones that involved stricter penalties for offenders who used firearms during a
crime. These bills were discarded because even though they make criminal laws more
restrictive, they were almost always proposed by congressional members who favored
lenient gun control laws. Thus, they are laws that target criminals and aren’t laws that
target guns and were excluded.
Section 2A: Major Gun Violence Focusing Events
Before going into a discussion of agenda attention after focusing events it is
important to know which focusing events were identified and used. I identified nine
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time of the event on the national level, raised questions by politicians and interest groups
on whether new federal gun control legislation should be created, and were still being
sited as an example of major gun violence years later. I realize that there have been other
gun violence events, but these other events did not merit the attention nationally and
politically as the ones listed below.

Major Gun Violence Focusing Events 1963-2008

Focusing Event

Party in control
of House of
Representatives

Party in
control of
Senate

Party of
President

1963

JFK Assassination

Democrat

Democrat

Democrat

1968

RFK Assassination

Democrat

Democrat

Democrat

1968

Martin Luther King Assassination

Democrat

Democrat

Democrat

1981

Attempted Assassination of Reagan

Democrat

Republican

Republican

1989

Stockton Massacre

Democrat

Democrat

Republican

1991

Killeen Texas Massacre

Democrat

Democrat

Republican

1999

Columbine School Shooting

Republican

Republican

Democrat

2007

Virginia Tech Shooting

Democrat

Democrat

Republican

Year

It can be noted that there are multiple types of events. There are assassinations
and there are the mass murders. Though they are different types of events, the policy
reaction by politicians and interest groups tend to be the same to each type of event.
What I mean by this, if hypothetically, an assault weapons ban or a waiting period had
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assassination or a mass murder, the bill that was being sought by these proponents would
still be the same. I also argue that the response by gun groups that sought the status quo
would also be similar. Thus, whether the event was an assassination or a mass murder
doesn’t matter to agenda attention in my analysis.

Section 2B: Trends in Gun Bill Proposals Overtime
This section of the dissertation examines gun bill proposals. Each gun violence
focusing event that was listed above is displayed on each chart. This allows for an
examination of the data to see if spikes in gun bill proposals coincide with focusing
events. Throughout Chapter Three, I break the gun control data down based on
congressional session and not year. Because of this trend, especially later on in this
chapter, is why I use congressional sessions on the x-axis of these graphs. The first two
charts examine the House and the latter two charts examine the Senate.
The first two charts examine House gun bill proposals overtime. The first chart
examines all bills proposed. The second chart breaks the gun bill proposals down by
whether they were lenient or restrictive.
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These two charts examine gun bills proposed from the 88th Congress,1963-1964,
to the 110th Congress, 2007-2008. These two charts show that between the 88th and 95th
Congress, 1963-1978, there were a large number of gun bills being proposed. The
number of gun bills proposed leveled out between the 96th and the 103rd Congresses,

- 87 1979-1992. However, from the 103rd Congress until the 108th Congress, 1993-2003, the
number of gun bills being proposed once again increased significantly.
Two things appear to be in concert here. The first is gun violence focusing events
do seem to have an impact on House gun bill proposals. After the JFK assassination the
number of all types of House gun bills being proposed increased significantly; however
after the assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, the number of House
gun bills proposed reached its highest point. After the 1968 Gun Control Act, passed
during the 90th Congress, the number of restrictive House bills being proposed decreased
significantly while the number of lenient bills proposed reached their highest point. Gun
bill proposals stayed at a fairly low rate even after the attempted assassination of Reagan;
however, there was an increase House bill proposals. After the Stockton and Killeen
massacres there was a lagged effect of two congresses in the House before there was a
marked increase in restrictive gun bills proposals. However, starting with the 103rd
Congress, 1993-1994, the number of House gun bills being proposed increased
significantly. The reason for this lagged effect goes to my second factor in impacting gun
bill proposals and that is party of the president. The Stockton and Killeen shootings took
place when there was a Republican President; however, the increased number of gun bills
proposed coincided with a Democrat President being elected to office. After the passage
of two restrictive pieces of legislation during the 103rd Congress and the massive defeats
the Democrats took in the House after the 103rd Congress, the number of restrictive gun
bills proposed went in to decline and the number of lenient bills being proposed increased
significantly. The number of restrictive gun control bills being proposed had a brief
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proposed continued to be at their highest since the late 1960s.
I believe these two charts indicate that gun violence focusing events do in fact
impact gun bill proposals in the House. The number of bills proposed appears to be
greatly impacted by focusing events; however, the party in power of the Congress and
particularly the Presidency seems to be important in dictating the number and type of
House bills proposed.
The next two charts examine Senate gun bill proposals overtime. The first chart
examines all bills proposed. The second chart breaks the gun bill proposals down by
whether they were lenient or restrictive.
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The trend line of Senate gun bill proposals resembles the trend lines seen for the
House. After the three major focusing events of the 1960s, the JFK assassination in
1963, and the Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King assassinations in 1968 there was a
spike in Senate bills proposed. In particular there was a spike in restrictive gun control
legislation. After the 1968 passage of the Gun Control Act, restrictive Senate bill
proposals declined and lenient bill propels increased significantly. This trend is also seen
in the House.
The number of Senate gun bill proposals of both types decreased significantly
from the 95th Congress to the 101st Congress, 1977-1989. In the 101st Congress, we saw
the Stockton Massacre which was followed by the Killeen Texas in the 102nd Congress.
These two events coincided with a significant increase in restrictive Senate gun control
proposals. The number of restrictive Senate bills continued to increase through the 1990s
when there was a Democrat as President. The only time there was a slight decrease in
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House. The largest number of total and restrictive bills proposed transpired after the
Columbine school shooting during the 106th Congress, 1999-2000. However, after a
Republican was elected to the Presidency in 2000, the number of restrictive Senate bills
proposed dropped significantly.
The data in all four charts demonstrates that gun bill proposals appear to be driven
by the presence of focusing events, but is also significantly impacted by the party of the
president. When there is a Republican president, restrictive gun bill proposals are much
lower than when there is a Democrat president. In order to better understand how parties
and the president impact gun bill proposals, the next section of this chapter breaks down
bill proposals into several categories which are discussed below.

Section 2C: Bill Proposals and Agenda Attention to Gun Control Policy
The next portion of this chapter breaks down bill proposals into separate
categories. These categories examine bill proposals by overall numbers of bills proposed,
bills proposed during Congresses that contained a major focusing event, bills proposed in
Congresses that followed Congresses that contained a major focusing event, and bills
proposed in Congresses that did not have a major focusing event and did not follow a
congress that contained a major focusing event. I use this technique in breaking down the
data because I believe it allows for a better understanding of the impact of focusing
events and the impact of allowing for a lagged response by policy makers in introducing
new gun control legislation.
The first two charts examine all bill proposals between 1963 and 2008. The first
chart examines the House and the second examines the Senate.
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The first two charts in this section encompass all the data that was gathered on the
House and the Senate. When we examine the House, we can see that the number of bills
being introduced after a focusing event actually declines when compared to the overall
numbers; however, the biggest change is that the number of lenient bills decreases by
nearly 50 percent, and there is actually a small increase in restrictive bills being proposed.
This trend, of the number of lenient House bills being proposed declining during a
Congress that contains a focusing event is seen more often than not through the data. It
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would appear insensitive to the public. However, in the Congress that follows a Congress
that contained a major focusing event the number of restrictive House bills and lenient
House bills introduced are both higher than the average. I believe this is because after
there has been a cooling off period both sides of the issue are ready to wage battle. Thus,
I believe that in Congresses that follow Congresses that contain a major focusing event
you will find the most contention. Finally, not surprisingly, when there are no major
focusing events, there is a large decrease in restrictive House bills being proposed, but
lenient bills being proposed are at their second highest, following only when it’s a
Congress that followed a Congress that contained an event. This signifies to me that
lenient bill proponents try to have legislation created when there are less people
interested in gun control.
When we turn to the Senate, the most striking thing we notice is that there is not
much of a change when we look at any of the four categories. There is a slight increase
in restrictive gun bills and a slight decrease in lenient gun bills being proposed when
there is a major focusing event. There is also more lenient gun bills and less restrictive
gun bills proposed than at any other time when there are no major focusing events.
However, the change is so slight from one category to the next it is hard to state that these
trends are directly attributed to focusing events or is more happenstance.
Because the numbers in these two categories are all encompassing and do not
allow us to examine the data based on party or president, I found it important to break the
data down even more. The next two charts examine gun bill proposals when there is a
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examine gun bill proposals when there is a Republican controlled Congress.
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The data listed above only encompasses data in which there was a majority of
Democrats in that chamber. When we examine the House data, we find that after a
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restrictive bills proposed increase, with the biggest change being the number of lenient
bills dropping considerably. Like in the general trends, the biggest battle ground for bill
proposals appears to be during Congresses that follow Congresses that contained a major
focusing event. The total number of bills proposed, the total number of lenient bills
proposed, and the total number of restrictive bills proposed are all at their all time
highest. Lastly, the number of bills proposed when there are no major focusing events
demonstrates that restrictive bill proposals are at their lowest and lenient bills are at their
second highest. When we look at bill proposals when there is a Democrat House, we find
the same trends we saw when we looked at overall House bill proposals: 1. a decline of
lenient bill proposals when there is a focusing event; 2. a huge number of lenient and
restrictive bills being proposed in Congresses that follow a Congress that contained a
major focusing event; and 3. the number of restrictive bills being proposed bottoming out
when there are no major focusing events.
The second chart listed above examined the Senate when it was controlled by the
Democrats. The data shows that when there is a major focusing event the number of
restrictive Senate bills proposed increased slightly, and the number of lenient bills
proposed decreased slightly. Like in the House, the largest number of restrictive bills
being proposed occurred in the Congresses that followed Congresses that contained a
major focusing event; however, unlike the House the number of lenient bills proposed did
not increase, and rather stayed quite low. Finally, like in the House, when there is no
major focusing event the number of restrictive bills being proposed reached there lowest,
and in this case, the number of lenient bills proposed reached their highest. The data for
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impact in bill introduction in the Senate when there is a focusing event; 2. the number of
restrictive bills proposed reaches its highest in Congresses that follow Congresses that
contained major focusing events, and 3. the number of restrictive bills reaches its lowest
when there are no major focusing events and the number of lenient bills reaches its
highest.
The data for when Democrats control a chamber of Congress demonstrates that
focusing events do appear to impact gun bill proposals in the House and the Senate.
When there are major focusing events, lenient bill proposers tend to back down, but
surprisingly, restrictive bill proponents do not appear to capitalize quickly and begin
introducing large amounts of restrictive legislation. The true battleground, especially in
the case of the House, appears to be in Congresses that follow Congresses that contain a
major focusing event. I believe the reason for this is because the restrictive bill
proponents are given an entire new term to introduce legislation and lenient bill
proponents have allowed themselves a cooling off period to help them not appear cruel
and callous. Lastly, when there are no major focusing events, restrictive bill proposals
decline significantly. It appears that when there are no focusing events to draw attention
to the gun control issue, it is not considered to be nearly as an important issue. However,
when there are no major focusing events, lenient bill proponents appear to be driven to
propose large amounts of lenient legislation. We now turn to a discussion of when the
Republicans control Congress in order to see if the trends that held true when Democrats
control hold true when the Republicans control.
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The data above shows us some surprising results that differ from the general
trends of bill proposals and from trends of bill proposals when Democrats are in control.
First, we find that when there is a major focusing event, the number of restrictive bills in
the House when it is Republican controlled reaches its highest point and the number of
lenient bills proposed reaches its lowest point. Secondly, we find that in Congresses that
follow Congresses that contained a major focusing event we find that the number of
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focusing events, and the number of lenient bills proposed increases. Third, the number of
restrictive bills proposed when there are no major focusing events reaches its’ lowest
point, but the number of lenient bills proposed stays the same.
The data on the House when it is Republican controlled has a few differences
when compared to earlier trends. First, the largest number of restrictive bills being
proposed occurs when there is a major focusing event, and not during Congresses that
follow Congresses that contained a major focusing event. This may be because after the
cooling off period there is less interest by the majority party to press for more restrictive
gun control legislation. Secondly, there is never a major increase in lenient bill
proposals. This is somewhat surprising. One could assume that when there are no major
focusing events and the Republicans control the House there would be large number of
lenient gun bills being proposed; however, this is not the case.
When we turn to examining the Senate data, the trends that we find here are
incongruent with trends seen in earlier charts. First, when there is a major focusing
event, the number of restrictive Senate bills increases to its highest point, which is not
terribly unsurprising; however, the number of lenient bills proposed does not change.
Second, the lowest number of bills proposed occurs after Congresses that follow
Congresses that contained a major focusing event. The number of total bills, the number
of restrictive bills, and the number of lenient bills all reach their lowest point. Finally,
when there are no major focusing events, lenient bill proposals reach their highest point,
but the number of restrictive bills proposed is considerably higher than one might assume
based on trends seen in previous charts.
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First, the fact that the number of lenient bills proposed has very little variation and is so
low is somewhat surprising. The second surprising trend is that during the normal
battleground of bill proposals, Congresses that follow Congresses that contained a major
focusing event, the number of all bill proposals are at their lowest.
The data for when the Congress is Republican controlled demonstrates that
focusing events do appear to impact gun bill proposals. In both chambers of Congress,
when there is a major focusing event there is an immediate outpouring of gun control bill
proposals; however, in both chambers the Congress that follows the event, has a smaller
number of bills being proposed. Thus, it appears when Republicans control Congress
there may be an immediate reaction to a focusing event, but after a cooling off period the
issue appears to become less important. However, the most surprising aspect of the data
is that the number of lenient bills being proposed in both chambers of Congress was not
higher.
The discussion above allowed us to have some insight on how the Congress
behaved when it was controlled by the two parties. The next section goes one step
further and compares the relationship of the President with the Congress. There will be
eight charts in this section. The first four charts compare gun bill proposals when there is
a Democrat President with a Democrat House, Republican House, Democrat Senate, and
a Republican Senate. The finally four charts compare gun bill proposals when there is a
Republican President with a Republican House, Democrat House, Republican Senate and
a Democrat Senate.
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The first two charts in this section focus on the relationship between a Democrat
President and the House. The first chart demonstrates that when there is a major focusing
event and the Democrats control both the Presidency and the House the number of
restrictive bills being proposed is at its highest. The number of lenient bills proposed
under these conditions is extremely low. The normal battleground for bill proposals is
during Congresses that follow Congresses that contained a major focusing event.
However, in the case of the Democrats controlling both the House and the Presidency, the
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are no major focusing events, the number of restrictive gun control bills being proposed
reaches its all time low, and the number of lenient bills being proposed reaches its all
time high.
When we turn to a discussion of bill proposals when there is a Democrat President
and a Republican House, we first notice that there has not been a time during this study
that there was a Republican House that met the criteria for being a Congress that
followed a Congress that contained a major focusing event. Secondly, we notice that the
number of restrictive bills being proposed when there are major focusing events is high;
we also notice that the number of lenient bills being proposed is considerably higher than
the number of lenient bills being proposed when there is a Democrat House. When there
are no major focusing events, the number of lenient bills being proposed reaches their
highest point, and the number of restrictive bills being proposed reaches their lowest
point.
When we compare the data, it appears that focusing events do lead to more gun
bill proposals. The biggest difference is that when there is a Republican House as
opposed to a Democrat House, the number of lenient bills being proposed is higher.
However, interestingly, when there are no major focusing events there are actually more
restrictive bills being proposed when there is a Republican House rather than when there
is a Democrat House. We now turn to examine the relationship between a Democrat
President and the Senate.
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When we look at the Senate data for when there is a Democrat president and the
Senate is controlled by the Democrats, we find that the number of gun control bills
proposed when there is a major focusing event is actually lower than the overall average
for when there is a Democrat president. The number of bills proposed during Congresses
that follow Congresses that contained a major focusing event was nearly identical to the
overall average for when there is a Democrat president. Interestingly, when there are no
major focusing events the number of gun control bills proposed in the Senate is extremely
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actually higher than the number of restrictive bills proposed. Thus, when we consider the
data for this graph, we find that major focusing events do appear to impact the number of
gun control bills proposed in Senate when it is controlled by the Democrats and there is a
Democrat President.
The second chart in this section takes in to account when there is a Democrat
President and a Republican Senate. The data would lead us to believe that major focusing
events do in fact impact the number of bills proposed in the Senate when there is a
Republican Senate and a Democrat preside. However, the numbers in this section are
extremely skewed because there was an n of only one, but because of this very low n, it is
hard for me to make many accurate predictions from this graph.
The next four charts in this section examine the relationship between a
Republican President and the House and Senate. The first two charts examine this role
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The first chart examines when there is a Republican House and a Republican
President. There was not a time during the data where there was a Congress that
contained a major focusing event that met these conditions. When there was a Congress
that followed a Congress that contained a major focusing event, the number of lenient
bills proposed dropped slightly; however, the number of restrictive bills jumped
considerably. When we examine the numbers for when there are no major focusing
events, the number of lenient bills proposed stays at a nearly constant level, but the
number of lenient bills drops significantly. The data suggests that when there is a
Republican President and a Republican House, major focusing events can and will lead to
restrictive gun control bill proposals in the subsequent Congress; however, the number of
lenient bills proposed does not appear to be impacted by whether an event is present or
not.
The second chart examines when there is a Democrat House and a Republican
President. We find that when there is a major focusing event, the number of lenient and
restrictive House bills proposed were at their lowest. However, during Congresses that
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and restrictive gun control bills proposed reached their highest levels. This trend has
been seen throughout the data. Also, the number of bills proposed when there are no
major focusing events is nearly identical to the overall average of bills proposed for when
there is a Republican President. The data appears to suggest that major focusing events
do impact gun bill proposals; in particular, it appears that it impacts gun bill proposals
during Congresses that follow Congresses that contained a major focusing event. Lastly,
when we compare the data from the two charts, it demonstrates that when there is a major
focusing event and there is a Republican president, there will still be considerably levels
of restrictive gun control legislation proposed after a major focusing event.
The last two charts examine the influence of a Republican president on the
Senate. The first chart examines the influence of a Republican president on a Republican
Senate. The second chart examines the influence of a Republican president on a
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The first chart demonstrates that when there is a Republican President and a
Republican Senate, the number of bills proposed when there is a major focusing event is
actually lower than the overall average number of Senate bills proposed when there is a
Republican President. The number of restrictive and lenient bills proposed both decrease.
When there is a Congress that follows a Congress that contained a major focusing event,
the number of bills proposed closely resembles the overall average when there is a
Republican President. The biggest difference is that there is fewer lenient bills proposed,
and higher restrictive bills proposed. Lastly, and oddly, the largest number of bills
proposed is when there are no major focusing events. During this period of time there are
more lenient and more restrictive bills proposed than at any other time. The trend seen in
this chart goes against the majority of the previous charts and the trends seen there.
The last chart discussed in this chapter demonstrates that when there is a
Republican President and a Democrat Senate, the number of total bills proposed when
there is a major focusing event declines, but there is actually more restrictive bills
proposed than the overall average for when there is a Republican President. When there
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of bills proposed closely resembles the overall average for Senate bill proposals when
there is a Republican President. The biggest discrepancy once again comes from less
lenient bills and more restrictive bills. Finally, when we look at the bills proposed when
there are no major focusing events, we see that the number of restrictive bills proposed is
at its lowest and the number of lenient bills proposed is at its highest. The trends seen in
this graph closely resemble the trends seen in earlier charts.
Overall, when we consider all of the charts, the data appears to indicate a number
of things. First, when there is a major focusing event, the Congress that contains the
event generally sees a significant drop in lenient bill proposals, but not a large drop in
restrictive bill proposals. Second, when there is a Congress that follows a Congress that
contained a major focusing event, the number of restrictive and lenient bills proposed
tends to increase significantly. This appears to indicate that after there here been a
cooling off period lenient bill proponents attempt to counter legislation, and restrictive
bill proponents have time to formulate a number of new bill proposals. Finally, the data
indicates that when there are no major focusing events, generally the number of
restrictive bills proposed is at their lowest and the number of lenient bills proposed is at
their highest. This seems to suggest that when there are no major focusing events to
drive attention, restrictive bill proponents do not attempt to drive through much new
legislation; however, lenient bill proponents use this time to try and remove or change
existing restrictive legislation.
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The discussion above was designed in a way to demonstrate that when there is a
major focusing event, agenda attention to gun control policy increased, in particular, to
restrictive gun control bill proposals. The data also demonstrated that in Congresses that
follow Congresses that contained a major focusing event, agenda attention to both
restrictive and lenient bills increased significantly. Lastly, when there were no major
focusing events, restrictive agenda attention generally bottomed out, where lenient
agenda attention was often at its highest.
My hypotheses stated that I believed that focusing events may lead to increased
agenda attention, but they would unlikely lead to new gun control bills being created
when there was unified Republican control, or divided government. I also hypothesized
that when there was unified Democrat control of government focusing events may lead to
new restrictive gun control policy; however, I didn’t believe that this policy would be
drastic in nature, rather it would be incremental. This final discussion examines the few
bill proposals that did in fact become law.
Since 1963, 687 restrictive House bills have been proposed and 234 restrictive
Senate bills. In that same time period, there have been 275 lenient House bills proposed
and 71 lenient Senate bills. Of these, only six major pieces of federal firearm legislation
have been created. Three of these were restrictive bills and three were lenient.
The following chart examines the six pieces of federal gun control legislation that
have been crafted since 1963. The data demonstrates that for every piece of lenient
legislation that has been created, there was a Republican President and a Republican
Senate, in one instance, the 1986 Gun Owners Protection Act, there was a Democrat
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of restrictive legislation that has been created there was a Democrat President, a
Democrat House, and a Democrat Senate.
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The charts in the previous portions of this chapter focused on gun bill proposals
and when they were proposed. The chart above demonstrates that lenient federal gun
control bills have been formulated when there were no major focusing events, and there
was Republican control of at least the Presidency and one chamber of Congress.
On the flip side, the three pieces of restrictive federal legislation that were created
tended to coincide with major focusing events or followed Congresses that followed
Congresses that contained major focusing events. The Gun Control Act of 1968 was
created immediately after two major focusing events. The Brady Bill and the Assaults
Weapon Ban were created during the 103rd Congress, which followed a Congress that
contained a major focusing event.
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increased attention to the gun control issue, no matter which party is in power. The data
in the previous sections even demonstrated that more restrictive bills were proposed in
some situations when there was Republican control rather than Democrat control;
however, even with the increase in agenda attention there have only been three pieces of
restrictive federal gun control legislation to be created in the past forty-five years and
none of them were created when there was Republican control of the Presidency or either
branch of the Congress.
The data also gives support to Hypothesis PH1B. Focusing events draw increased
attention to the gun control issue when there is Democrat control, in particular, to the
number of restrictive bill proposed during the Congress that contained the major focusing
event and the Congress that follows a Congress with a major focusing event. However,
of the hundreds of bills that have been proposed when there were major focusing events,
or was a Congress that followed a Congress that contained a major focusing event, only
three pieces of restrictive gun control legislation were created. All three pieces of
legislation were relatively modest in their goals. This suggests that even when there is
Democrat control of the Presidency and/or the Congress it is exceedingly difficult for
restrictive gun control proponents to drive through policy even when there is heightened
agenda attention due to a major focusing event.
Though it has been hard to determine the National Rifle Associations direct
involvement in these findings, it can be assumed based on the discussion in previous
chapters, that the Republican party, who closely shares the values of the National Rifle
Association, are being significantly influenced by its lobbying efforts. It can also be
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congressional members who come from districts that have populations that favor more
lenient gun control measures. In order to provide sound evidence for these assumptions,
we now turn to the final section where I use the New York Times to find discussions of
major focusing events and gun control policy by politicians, interest group leaders, and
the media.

The New York Times Coverage of Major Focusing Events and Gun Control Policy:
This final section of Chapter Three looks at the major gun violence focusing
events that have occurred in the past forty-five years. There have been many shootings
and slayings in that time frame; thus it was difficult to identify just exactly what events
could be characterized as a major focusing event, and what events would be considered
less important on the national level. The major focusing events that were identified and
used for the data on bill introductions in Congress are the same events that are discussed
in this section.
Sadly, slayings that only involve two or three people are often not even discussed
by the New York Times, unless the murders were in the New York metropolitan area.
What gun violence events that truly drew the attention of the New York Times for an
extended period of time were not these more routine slayings, but the truly shocking and
horrendous events. Mass murders of a large number of people by a firearm drew major
attention from both the public and the New York Times. The major gun violence focusing
events that were identified were the Purdy Massacre in Stockton, California; the Killeen,
Texas Massacre; the Columbine slayings; and the Virginia Tech murders. I realize that
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events did not draw the attention as these ones.
The other type of major gun violence focusing event that draws the public’s and
media attention is assassinations or the attempted assassinations of major political
figures: the assassination of John F. Kennedy; the assassination of Martin Luther King
Jr.; the assassination of Robert Kennedy; and the attempted assassination of Ronald
Reagan. Though assassinations are different than the wanton killings of a mass murder,
they both draw attention to the gun control debate. Both types of events lead to
restrictive gun control bill proponents to introduce new legislation. (It will be noted that
other assassination attempts were excluded from this discussion. Like some mass
murders, I found these events to have less national bearing on potential gun control than
the ones used in this analysis.)
This section will do a case by case look at the major focusing events mentioned
above to discuss the public, the media, politicians, and interest group views of the event
at the time that it happened and what the attitudes were for more restrictive gun control. I
will also discuss the major pieces of legislation that were created.
The 1960’s: The John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., and Robert Kennedy
Assassinations and the Birth of Gun Control Act of 1968.
The first major focusing event that occurred in my study was the assassination of
John F. Kennedy on November 22nd, 1963. After the Kennedy assassination literally
hundreds of articles were written that discussed the assassination. Many of these articles
were referencing the impact that his death had upon foreign leaders. However, a few
discussed the political implications of the event.
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being imported into the United States, such as the Italian made rifle that was used for the
assassination, and that there was a bill introduced to curb these imports. The bill had
been introduced in August of 1963, but it was expected that the event would lead to an
increased desire by lawmakers to see this legislation was created (Godbout November 25,
1963).
Many gun enthusiasts and gun owners feared that the assassination of the
President would lead to new restrictive laws that would take firearms away from them
National Rifle Association Vice President Franklin L. Orth, wrote to the New York Times
to explain the NRA’s view on potential new gun control legislation. Orth argued that the
NRA’s primary goal was to teach and train people on how properly to use firearms. Orth
stated that “the right to keep and bear arms is not obsolete, as has been suggested.
Without this right and all of its ramifications, this country could be unalterably weakened
in its defense posture.” Interestingly, Orth was arguing that gun control laws in the
United States would make the country look weak to potential invaders and enemies (Orth,
Dec 3, 1963).
During the year 1964, a multitude of articles were written in the New York Times
with reference to the Kennedy assassination. However, most discussion in the New York
Times in 1964 discussed the increase of gun control in the New York metropolitan area,
and did not discuss gun control at the federal level.
The next two focusing events that are discussed are the assassinations of Martin
Luther King Jr. and the assassination of Robert Kennedy. There will also be a discussion
of the 1968 Firearms Act.
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amounts of attention from the New York Times. Of these, several touched on the gun
control debate. On April 12th 1968, Harold Glassen of the Michigan branch of the
National Rifle Association stated that the “assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. was a
senseless, cruel murder.” He went on further to state that “every time a prominent person
is shot it does create an emotional atmosphere which has its effect but it should have no
effect on gun control legislation.” (Associated Press, April 12, 1968)
One of the primary proponents for gun control legislation was Senator Dodd,
Democrat of Connecticut. Senator Dodd’s bill pushed to provide more restrictions on
mail order firearms and restrictions on handguns. The bill was successfully pushed
through the House Judiciary Committee on April 7th, three days after the assassination of
King. The Dodd bill was added to President Johnsons proposed Crime Bill. It, along with
the Crime Bill, would lead to the Firearms Act of 1968. The lobbying efforts of the NRA
had made it very difficult for the Dodd bill to gain much support. However, due to the
politically charged atmosphere caused by the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., the
time was right for the creation of new gun control legislation (Franklin, April 21 1968).
The Dodd bill was just the tip of the iceberg in the reaction to the King
assassination. On April 28th, Dr. Thomas Pettigrew wrote the New York Times calling
for increased gun control legislation because of our society being violent by structure, not
by nature. In this article he argued that the National Rifle Association influence was
preventing Congress from doing the right thing and creating gun control legislation up to
what he termed “a level with more urban societies.” He said that these laws needed to be
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28th, 1968).
On May 10th 1968, President Johnson appealed to the Senate for stricter gun
control laws. The President was quoted as saying: “What in the name of conscience will
it take to pass a truly effective gun control law. Has not the high-powered mail order rifle
brought tragedy enough to America?” Johnson urged that the bill needed to be passed
rapidly because “the mugger and murderer will not wait—neither must we.” (Associated
Press, May 10th 1968) On May 15th, 1968 Senator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts
was quoted in the New York Times as having serious problems with the weakness of the
gun control provisions in the Senates crime bill and sought further restrictive provisions
to be added. He was quoted as saying: “It amazes me that we continue to tolerate a
system of laws which makes it so outrageously easy for any criminal, insane person, drug
addict, or child to obtain lethal firearms which can be used to rain violence and death on
innocent people.” (New York Times, May 15, 1968)
On May 17th, certain provisions were added to the Senate crime control bill. If
the bill were implemented, it would ban the importation of surplus handguns and military
weapons, along with preventing the sale of firearms to criminals. The Senate did
eliminate the proposed provision of banning the mail order of rifles and shotguns.
Senator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts proposed an amendment to ban mail order
firearms to the Dodd bill, the gun control provisions of the Senate crime bill, but his
amendment was voted down. President Johnson expressed extreme disappointment that
this provision was dropped and Senator Dodd was quoted as saying: “How many
Presidents have to be assassinated, how many Dr. Martin Luther Kings have to be killed
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Republican Senator Roman L. Hruska of Nebraska, argued that only about 500 murders a
year result from the use of rifles and shotguns and that the nations 20 million hunters
should not be penalized by restrictions on their sale (Finney, May 17 1968).
In the waning hours of June 5th, 1968 Presidential candidate Robert Kennedy was
assassinated. The following day, June 6th 1968, the House moved quickly in passing
broad anticrime legislation, including the interstate sales of handguns and surplus military
weapons (though controls on rifles and shotguns were still absent). It was believed that
the House crime bill would not have included any provisions to include gun control
restrictions; however, the assassination of Robert Kennedy was the final confirmation
that legislation needed to be created to curb violence. Even House Republican Leader
Gerald R. Ford stated: “Surely there can be no further quibbling about the urgent need for
tougher law enforcement legislation.” (Finney, June 6, 1968)
Also on June 6th, Franklin Orth, executive Vice President of the National Rifle
Association commented on the assassination of Robert Kennedy: “This is a terrible
tragedy, a senseless act.” But when asked would stricter gun control legislation have
prevented the act he stated: “I honestly believe it would not have prevented this crime. I
know of no law in existence or proposed that could have prevented it” (Associated Press,
June 6th 1968). The National leader for the National Rifle Association, Harold W
Glassen, also expressed disdain for the creation of any new gun control laws. He was
quoted as saying: “The simple fact is there is no gun control law that the mind of man
could conceive that would have had the slightest effect in preventing any of the
assassinations of our day.” He also stated that “let’s not punish 40 million American
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state that the National Rifle Association supported the legislation barring the sale of guns
to juveniles, delinquents, to drug addicts, and to convicts. He also stated the National
Rifle Association supported waiting periods, but did not support the registration of every
gun in America because it would be too complex to carry out (Grose, June 8, 1968)
On June 7th, 1968, President Johnson reacted to the death of Senator Robert. F.
Kennedy by imploring the Congress to create stricter gun control legislation. President
Johnson stated in private and public discussions that he wanted to capitalize on the shock
of the Kennedy shooting to bring the sale of rifles and shotgun under tight control. The
bill that was created by the House and passed overwhelmingly was still considered to be
too weak by President Johnson, and he stated that he had several more restrictive
measures that needed to become law. The stricter provisions that Johnson wanted to add
to the bill were: the prohibition of the sale of rifles and shotguns by mail and in any
manner to persons under the age of 18, prohibition of the sale firearms to residents of
another state; the provisions also would prohibit the criminal and the insane from being
able to purchase firearms.
In discussing the bill in its present form, President Johnson stated: “It leaves the
deadly commerce in lethal shotguns and rifles without effective control-55 long months
after the mail order murder of President John F. Kennedy. So today, I call upon the
Congress in the name of sanity, and in the name of an aroused nation, to give American
the gun control law it needs.” Johnson also showed aggravation with Congress and its
deference to the National Rifle Association. Johnson was quoted as saying: “The voices
of the few must no longer prevail over the interests of the many” (Frankel, Jun 7 1968).
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the pressure of the White House to add the more restrictive gun control provisions of
President Johnson, he doubted that they would be adopted. He also suggested that the
National Rifle Association was not nearly as powerful or influential as the White House
made it to be (Finney, June 8, 1968). However, Senator Millard Tydings, a Democrat
from Maryland, accused the National Rifle Association of being nothing more than a
front for gun makers whose lobbying power scares Congress away from strong gun
control legislation. Senator Tydings also vowed to introduce legislation to require the
registration and licensing of every privately owned firearm (Associated Press, June 9,
1968).
On June 10th, Senator Dodd proposed new legislation that would ban the interstate
shipment of mail order rifles and shotguns. The bill also proposed the registration of all
firearms and the prohibition of anyone being able to purchase ammunition unless they
could prove their weapon was registered (New York Times, June 11th, 1968). However,
Republican leader of the Senate Everett McKinley of Illinois stated that “There is enough
gun legislation on the books now.” And Democratic leader Mike Mansfield of Montana
stated that “no matter how stringent new laws might be, none represented a cure-all”.
The two leaders agreed that new gun control legislation did not need to be created at the
time (Finney, June 11, 1968).
On June 11th, 1968, the House version of the Dodd bill was blocked by a 16-16
vote in the House Judiciary Committee. President Johnson was not impressed by this
course of events. He stated that: “It was a bitter disappointment to all Americans and to
the President.” He also hoped that “the House Judiciary Committee will promptly
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11, 1968)
After Johnson’s disapproval of how gun control legislation was being discarded,
there was a large outpouring of public outrage that no gun control legislation was created.
Senators who had been opposed to new gun control legislation stated that they would
now favor the new provisions and would likely vote for President Johnsons provisions
(Finney, June 12th, 1968)
On June 14, the National Rifle Association notified its members that “the right of
sportsmen to obtain, own and use firearms for proper lawful purposes is in the greatest
jeopardy in the history of our country… Unless the sportsmen of America clearly express
their views without delay to their Senators and Congressmen, individuals will be
prohibited from acquiring long guns in interstate commerce and general firearms
registration will become a reality.” Senator Tydings accused the National Rifle
Association of “creating a campaign of calculated hysteria and distortion to defeat
reasonable gun control legislation” (Finney, June 15, 1968).
On June 24th, 1968 President Johnson called for the registering of all firearms and
the licensing of all firearms owners. Johnson said that he did not want the new bill to
slow down the proposed amendments to the anti-crime bill that would ban the interstate
shipment of shotguns and rifles by mail (Frankel, June 25, 1968)
Between early July and early September there was a standstill on the new
restrictive gun control measures. The bill and its provisions were initially supported, but
delaying tactics by opponents lead to several months of standstill. On September 11,
1968 Attorney General Ramsey Clark asked the Senate to include the registration and
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registration was not widely supported in the Senate (Finney, Sept 10, 1968)
On September 18th, the Senate passed a gun control bill restricting the interstate
sale of rifles and shotguns. However, the proposal for blanket registration and licensing
failed to be added to the bill, the proposal was defeated by a 55-31 vote (Finney, Sept 18,
1968)
On October 22nd, President Johnson signed the final version of the gun bill that
would be included in the 1968 Omnibus Crime Bill, and what would become the Gun
Control Act of 1968. Johnson was pleased with the restrictions on the interstate shipment
of rifles and shotguns; however, he was displeased that a blanket registration and
licensing system was not implemented. He argued that the National Rifle Association
was responsible when he stated that: “The voices that blocked these safeguards were not
the voices of an aroused nation. They were the voices of a powerful gun lobby that has
prevailed for the moment in an election year (Hunter, Oct 23, 1968).”
The assassination of President Kennedy in 1963 and the two assassinations of
Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert Kennedy in 1968 led to a vigorous debate for the
creation of new gun control. However, as has been demonstrated in the previous
discussion, the power of the National Rifle Association was evident in preventing various
provisions from coming to light in the 1968 Gun Control Act. The National Rifle
Association actively sought aid from its members, and gun control proponents actively
blamed the NRA for the failure of their gun control laws from seeing the light of day.
The Gun Control Act of 1968 that emerged from the political maelstrom was far weaker
than gun control proponents had sought.
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debate. Gun controls of various types were introduced at the federal level after each of
the focusing events discussed in this section; however, only one federal law was created
and it was widely considered by gun control proponents to be too weak. Thus, major gun
violence focusing events did lead to increased agenda attention to restrictive gun control
laws, yet their impact in creating significant federal laws was minimal and hard won.
The Early and Mid-80s: The Attempted Assassination of Ronald Reagan; the Gun
Owners Protection Act
On March 31, 1981, President Reagan was nearly killed in an attempted
assassination. The shock of this event was felt immediately across the country and by
policy makers. Members of the Senate reacted immediately to the event. Senator
Edward Kennedy, Democrat from Massachusetts, stated: “All of us who care about this
country and who care about our fellow citizens bear an important responsibility in
whatever way we possibly can to rid this society and to rid this country of the kind of
violence and hatred that we have seen.” And Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
Democrat from New York, stated: “How much shooting is going to have to happen
before we get rid of those guns?” (Tolchin, Mar 31, 1981)
Gun control proponents immediately attempted a push for more gun control laws
on pistols in the wake of the President’s shooting. Nelson T. Shields, Chairman of
Handgun Control, Inc, stated that public pressure for such legislation (restrictive gun
control laws) had been mounting. Gun control proponents felt that new laws needed to
be created because the enforcement provisions of the 1968 Gun Control Act had been
weakened, and it was thus a failure. However, John M. Snyder, a chief lobbyist for gun
groups, predicted that the rush of activity (the surge on gun control agenda attention)
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would be more likely to pas a bill sponsored by the National Rifle Association to weaken
the enforcement power of the government. Snyder reasoned that this was the case
because of the strong sentiment against gun control by members of Congress and the
President. Snyder called Reagan the “most pro-gun President we have had in many
years.”(New York Times Mar 31, 1981)
On April 1, 1981, new restrictive gun control legislation was urged by some in
Congress; however, there was little hope by most Congressional members that new
legislation would be brought forth due to the shooting. Speaker of the House Thomas P.
O’Neil Jr., Democrat from Massachusetts, stated: “I doubt that a general gun control bill
would meet with very much success around here. Personally, I’m for gun control, but
realistically I don’t think it can pass.” Senator Dodd, who had pushed vigorously for the
gun control that was created in 1968, stated: “The National Rifle Association is the most
effective lobby in Washington. There will be a lot of rhetoric and a lot of talk, but I don’t
see anything happening, unfortunately.” Other Democrats stated that even bringing up
the idea of gun control was “devastatingly counterproductive” for liberals because it
provided a rallying cry for conservative Republicans (Roberts, April 1, 1981).
On April 2, 1981, Senator Edward Kennedy proposed new gun control legislation
in the Senate. Kennedy sought to compromise on gun control legislation and propose
more moderate controls, and not the broad sweeping legislation that he had proposed in
the past. However, other Senators were skeptical that the legislation would come to pass.
Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum, Democrat of Ohio, stated: “I would not be very
optimistic that any gun control legislation would move very rapidly.” Senator James A.
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proposals of Kennedy were more cosmetic than real.” He also went on to say about the
proposed legislation to limit cheap firearms: “A large percentage of cheap handguns are
in the homes of people who want to defend themselves because the criminal justice
system doesn’t.” (Roberts, April 2, 1981)
On April 4, 1981, Senator Kennedy, in discussing his proposal to restrict pistols,
stated that gun control “ (Gun control) is not an easy issue for any officeholder or
candidate” General sentiment on Capitol Hill was that Kennedy’s statement was an
understatement. Congressional members have stated that supporting tighter gun laws has
been one of the most frustrating and fruitless of legislative tasks in recent years. The
reason for this failing most law makers agree can be directly attributed to the National
Rifle Association. Representative Jim Wright, Democrat from Texas stated: “Every
member of Congress tells the same story. There are hundreds of people, in some cases
literally thousands, who never write to them on any other subject, but become irate and
paranoid and very frightened at any suggestion of gun control”(Roberts, April 5, 1981).
On June 16, 1981, President Reagan himself came out and voiced his opinion on
the gun control issue. President Reagan favored gun control legislation, but the type of
legislation he favored did not sit will with many gun control proponents. Reagan
advocated that stricter penalties should be provided for people who use firearms in the
commission of a crime, like the laws he had signed in California. Reagan believed that
gun control laws “were virtually unenforceable” and did not favor the restrictions
proposed by Senator Kennedy (King Jun 17, 1981)
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the gun control proposals of Senator Kennedy. The next piece of major gun control
legislation to be created was not restrictive in nature, rather it was a major piece of
lenient gun control law that effectively destroyed the 1968 Gun Control Act. The next
portion of this discussion goes into a brief description of attitudes of policy makers
during the creation of the Gun Owners Protection Act of 1986.
The 1986 Gun Owners Protection Act did not come into being without opposition.
The National Rifle Association, which had long worked with police groups, created a rift
with many police organizations by attempting to force through the law that would loosen
gun control restrictions. A group of twelve national police organizations met to denounce
the proposed bill (Burnham, Jan 31, 1986).
On April 10, 1986, the House of Representatives approved a bill making it easier
to buy, sell, and transport firearms across state lines. The primary aim of the new
legislation, which was sanctioned and driven by the National Rifle Association, was to
allow for easier interstate movement of firearms. The easing of the laws demonstrated
that the National Rifle Associations lobbying prowess was powerful as ever (Greenhouse,
April 11 1986).
On May 19, 1986, the Gun Owners Protection Act was signed into law by
President Reagan. The President stated that he was happy with the law because it
“protected law-abiding citizens without diminishing the effectiveness of criminal law
enforcement” (Associated Press, May 20, 1986).
The Gun Owners Protection Act became law when there had been no major
focusing events for several years. The bill is a testament to the power of the National
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portion of this section goes into a discussion of two major focusing, the Purdy Massacre
and the Killeen, Texas Massacre, and their impact on gun control legislation in the early
1990s.
The Late 80s and Early 90s: The Purdy Massacre, the Killeen, Texas Massacre, the
Brady Bill, and the Assault Weapons Ban
On January 17, 1989, Patrick Edward Purdy used an AK-47 machine gun to kill
five children and wound 29 others and teacher. On January 28, 1989, a bill was
introduced in the United States Congress to ban the sale of military assault weapons to
the public. The bill was introduced as a direct response to the Purdy Massacre (Reinhold,
January 28, 1989).
The National Rifle Association was not impressed by the proposed ban. David
W. Conover, a lobbyist for the NRA, stated: “It’s called an assault weapon by people who
want to ban it, a rifle by those who don’t. It has a romantic sound to it. But there’s no
difference between semiautomatic rifles that are assault and those that are conventional.”
Another NRA lobbyist, John Snyder, stated that the reason the federal government
wanted to ban assault rifles was because: “When the criminal justice system is
embarrassed, it tries to blame somebody else, in this case gun owners”(Reinhold, January
28, 1989).
On February 16, 1989, President Bush made his stance on the proposed new gun
controls known. President Bush stated: “If you suggesting that every pistol or rifle
should be banned, I would strongly oppose that. I would strongly go after the criminals
who use these guns. But, I’m not about to suggest that a semi-automated hunting rifle be
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supporting the law that says they shouldn’t come in here? Yes” (Boyd, Feb 17, 1989).
However, on March 17, 1989, President Bush made a new statement on the gun
control debate. In a months time he had softened his view on more restrictive gun control
measures and said that an accommodation needed to be made. He said his change in
attitude was due to the high levels of public outcry and the concerns of police officers
(Weinraub, March 18, 1989).
The National Rifle Association felt the pressure of both the public and lawmakers
from the Purdy Massacre. In an interview, Wayne LaPierre, the executive director of the
NRA’s lobbying division, stated the views of the NRA on the proposed assault weapons
ban. LaPierre stated: “The hysteria (the public outcry from the Purdy Massacre) on this
is just unbelievable right now. Whenever you put an emotional label to an issue, it takes
a while to get the truth out. What was needed on this issue was a cooling off period to
get the debate back in the real world and look at it gun by gun” (Dowd, March 18, 1989).
By mid-April, the discussion of the proposed Assault Weapons Ban had petered
out. There was still intermittent mention of the bill in the New York Times, but for the
most part they were editorial pieces asking where the President stood on the gun control
issue, and the confusion of law makers on whether they should pursue the bill if the
President was not fully behind it. Thus, the Purdy Massacre led to the Assault Weapons
Ban first being mentioned by gun control advocates, but because of NRA pressures and
reluctance by the Republican President, the Assault Weapons Ban died for the time
being.
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Massacre, took place. George Jo Hennard shot and killed 23 people. On October 17,
1991, the House overwhelmingly rejected a ban on the sale and ownership of
semiautomatic weapons and multiple bullet gun clips. The vote stirred extreme
controversy. Representative Chet Edwards, a freshman Democrat from the Texas district
that contained Killeen, stated he had switched his opinion on gun control. He stated:
“Don’t let the tragedy in my district yesterday be the tragedy in your neighborhoods
tomorrow. We cannot bring back the lives of 22 citizens lost yesterday. But with your
vote we can save some lives.” However, Representative Harold L. Volkmer, a Democrat
from Missouri and strong opponent to gun control, stated: “It was not the pistol that
caused those deaths.” Gun control proponents were stunned by the vote. A chief
lobbyist for gun control proponents, Jeffery Y. Muchnick stated: “This vote is
disgraceful. It’s hard to believe members are so callous when people are being killed in
the streets” (Kraus, Oct 18, 1991).
The Killeen, Texas, Massacre was the worst mass murder in United States history
up until the Virginia Tech shooting. However, even with the event fresh in the minds of
congressional members, the House bill that was voted on two days after the shooting was
unanimously voted down. However, the Purdy Massacre and the Killeen Texas Massacre
had a lingering impact on future gun control proposals. When President Clinton and the
Democrats took control of the Presidency and both chambers of Congress in 1993, the
impact of these focusing events once again came to the fore.
In early 1993, the battle for the Brady Bill, and, to a lesser extent, the Assault
Weapons Ban began in earnest. In early August 1993, President Clinton declared his
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waiting period and a background check on all potential buyers of handguns (Eckholm,
Aug 15 1993)
On November 10, 1993 the House approved legislation that would require a buyer
of a handgun to wait five business days before taking possession of it, but only after
adding an amendment that would end the requirement after five years. This was the
second time the bill had been passed in the House; the previous version of the bill had
been killed in the Senate. Chair of the House Judiciary Committee, Jack Brooks,
Democrat Texas, said that the bill “infringes on the rights of law abiding citizens.”
(Krauss, Nov 11, 1993)
On November 24, 1993, the Senate passed the Brady Bill. Sarah Brady, the wife
of Reagan Press Secretary James Brady who was wounded in the attempted Reagan
assassination, was the leading proponent of the bill. The National Rifle Association had
lobbied against the bill vigorously but in the end failed to prevent its passage. Wayne
LaPierre called the waiting period “unfair to honest, law abiding people. The criminals
won’t wait.” However, major gun control proponents were ecstatic. Charles Schumer,
Democrat Representative from New York, stated: “This is the first time since 1968 that
the NRA has been beaten on a major issue, but it won’t be the last. Lawmakers will learn
that there is life after voting against the NRA.” The victory of the Brady Bill heartened
gun control proponents to attempt to create even more restrictive legislation, and thus a
stronger push for the Assault Weapons Ban began (Krauss, Nov 25, 1993)
On May 1, 1994 the debate over an Assault Weapons Ban began to heat up. NRA
spokesman Wayne LaPierre stated: “The good guns they don’t want to ban and the guns
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None shoot any harder. None make any bigger noise.” The guns that LaPierre was
referring to was 19 specific assault guns and copycat models and would also limit
detachable magazines to 10 rounds (Associated Press, May 2, 1994).
In early May, the Assault Weapons Ban once again looked like it was doomed to
failure. Charles Schumar, Democrat Representative from New York, stated that gun
control proponents were still about 15 votes short for passage of the ban. NRA
spokesman Wayne LaPierre stated: “I don’t think you will see a big swing on this issue.
People have staked out positions during their campaigns, they have staked them out for
years. It is hard for us to win converts from their side, its tough for them to win converts
from our side” (Seelye, May 4, 1993). However, by May 9th, enough Republicans had
gone over to the gun control proponent side for the ban to be passed in the House. On
August 25th the Senate also passed the Assault Weapons Ban.
Through the creation of the Brady Bill, the shooting of President Reagan and
James Brady were constantly mentioned as a driving factor that initiated the bill. The
Assault Weapons Ban was first proposed after the Purdy Massacre and even more public
support for it was created after the Killeen, Texas, Massacre. Once there was a change in
party in the Presidency, the door was opened for both bills to become law. It is evident
that gun violence focusing events opened the door for these two policies to be created;
however, I still argue that the bills that were created were moderate in nature because of
their narrow scope. The Brady bill only added a few new provisions and the Assault
Weapons Ban focused on only 19 weapons. Both the Brady Bill and the Assault
Weapons Ban had amendments added that effectively killed them after a number of
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after five years, and the Assault Weapons Ban expired in its entirety after 10 years.
These added provisions and amendments would not have been placed there had the
National Rifle Association and its Republican allies not battled each bill every step of the
way. At present, both the Assault Weapons Ban, and the Brady Bill are defunct.
The Late 90s to 2008: Columbine Slayings, Republican and NRA victories of the
109th Congress, Virginia Tech Massacre
On April 20, 1999 two high school gun men shot and killed many of their fellow
class mates in the worst high school shooting to have ever taken place. On the same day
President Clinton remarked that he was “profoundly shocked and saddened” by the
school shooting in Colorado, and he expressed the hope that the country would somehow
find ways to prevent future bloodshed (Stout, Apr 21 1999).
On April 26th, an article discussing the National Rifle Associations tactics after
gun violence focusing events illuminated some interesting facts. Gary Kleck, professor
of criminology at Florida State, stated that the NRA typically draws back from the gun
debate after a major violent crime. A memorandum that was being circulated by gun
groups stated: “At this time I do not feel that a statement for widespread distribution to
the media is appropriate because it has not been suggested and barring irresponsible
exploitation by anti-gun groups, I do not believe that it will be suggested that firearms, or
the promotion of the recreational use of firearms, are in anyway responsible for this
tragedy.” (Meier, Apr 26, 1999) This resembles the data from the previous section
where lenient gun control bills dipped significant during congressional terms where there
were major focusing events.
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The National Rifle Association was assigned blame for the shooting by the administration
indirectly. President Clinton’s spokesman stated: “It's premature to assign blame. I think
there is a consensus in this country that we need to do more. The President will propose
doing more. And its time for the NRA to get out of the past and get on the right side of
this issue.” However, many were not optimistic about gun control legislation being
created because of the negative view on it from the Congress. The reason for this
negative view by Congressional members stemmed back to the Assault Weapons Ban in
1994. President Clinton stated: “The fight for the Assault Weapons Ban cost 20 members
their seats in Congress. The NRA is the reason the Republicans control the House.”
Senator Tom Daschle, Democratic Senator from South Dakota, stated: “I’m not sure that
gun legislation is what we need.” Rather he cited the Internet and the media as being the
prime suspect for the school shooting at Columbine (Seelye, Apr 27 1999).
The question of whether the National Rifle Association had that severe of an
impact on congressional members has been debated. Robert Dreyfuss, in his study of the
NRA and its political activities after the passage of the Brady Bill and the Assault
Weapons Ban, makes some interesting conclusions. First, Dreyfuss found that the NRA
was the nation’s biggest spender on elections in 1994. Second, the NRA targeted
Democrats who had voted for gun control legislation and were not in safe seats. The
NRA did not necessarily attack these legislators just on the gun control issue, but on a
variety of issues. The NRA would find what topics a Democrat congressional member
was weak on with their constituents, and would run attack ads in their districts based on
these issues. Thus, the NRA showed a variety of tactics in eliminating competitors. The
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its large support base and because of large donations from the gun industry (Dreyfuss,
1995) Thus, the perception by Democrats that the NRA was one of the primary reasons
that many of them were defeated in the 1994 election turns out to not only be a
perception but a reality.
On May 6, 1999 new gun control measures were offered in the Senate. Citing the
Columbine shooting specifically, Senator Charles E. Schumer, Democrat from New
York, stated that eight new gun bill provisions would be introduced. Schumer stated that
he thought the new amendments to the bill would “maximize its impact on criminals and
children while minimizing its impact on law abiding citizens.” Trent Lott, Republican
from Mississippi, in responding to the new gun bill proposals, stated: “I’m not sure if the
solution to the prevention of this sort of problem like we had in Colorado is necessarily
more federal legislation.” (Bruni, May 7, 1999)
Support for the gun measures in the Senate continued, with some Republicans
even switching sides on the debate. The proposed gun control amendments mostly were
aimed at making it more difficult for children to obtain firearms; however, there were
certain provisions that were included that would have led to new gun controls, which led
to problems for the provisions. Senate majority leader Trent Lott threatened to shelve the
bill and prevent a vote on it if the gun control measures were not removed. Senator
Patrick J. Leahy, Democrat from Vermont stated: “The majority leader is paving the way
to kill this bill and to shift the blame, mostly because of the gun related issues that have
come up during this debate”(Bruni, May 18, 1999).
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main provision that was added was to make it mandatory that there be child safety locks
on firearms. This moderate provision took significant compromise to be passed.
However, on June 18th, a similar bill was defeated in the Republican-controlled House.
President Clinton stated: “The House leadership has gutted this bill in the dark of night.
Our nation is waiting for Washington to pass a real law that keeps guns away from
children and out of the hands of children. I call on Congress to stop playing politics and
start living up to the responsibility to save lives.” Some Republicans who were in favor
of the bills passage were upset by the NRA’s influence on the party. Representative
Christopher Shays, Republican from Connecticut, stated: “I hope in my lifetime the
marriage between the NRA and my party ends in divorce. It’s a bad marriage” (Bruni,
June 19, 1999).
The battle for gun control legislation after the Columbine slaying demonstrates
how contentious gun control legislation can be. The first thing of note is how fearful
legislators were of confronting gun control legislation after the two major gun control
bills that were passed in 1993 and 1994 led to the removal of many legislators in the
following election. Gun control became taboo. The reason for the removal of legislators
was because of the powerful lobbying effort by the NRA to remove anti-firearm
congressional members from office. The second thing to note is how closely the
Republican Party and the NRA work together in proposing lenient gun control legislation
and how effective they are in defeating restrictive gun control measures.
We now turn to a brief discussion of the two lenient pieces of gun control
legislation that were created in the 109th Congress. The two pieces of legislation that
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legislation that prevented firearms from being seized during period of crises was not even
mentioned in the New York Times, and the gun control legislation that prevented firearms
manufacturers from being held libel for their weapons being used in the commission of a
crime only received one article of coverage. This just goes to demonstrate that lenient
gun control legislation can be placed on the agenda and then formulated with very little
interest from many people outside of Washington.
The last major focusing event to be discussed in the United States is the Virginia
Tech Massacre. The Virginia Tech Massacre was the worst mass murder in the United
States since the Killeen Texas slayings. Immediately following the shooting there was an
outcry by gun control advocates for more gun control. However, there was not a
significant desire by congressional members to attempt to create new legislation. Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, Democrat of Nevada, stated: “I hope there’s not a rush to do
anything. We need to take a deep breath.” Even Senator Charles Schumer, an outspoken
voice for more gun controls, stated that it was too early to discuss additional gun control
measures (Eaton and Luo, April 18, 2007).
Even though Virginia Tech was a major focusing event, there was almost zero
response from policy makers on the issue. Once again the fear of reprisal for voting for
stricter gun control laws prevented gun control advocates from reacting. Even hard line
gun control supporters stayed mute on the subject. Thus, after the 1994 election,
restrictive gun control legislation has become taboo to most Democrats.
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This chapter went into great detail about the public’s attitudes towards firearms, it
then switched to Congressional attention based on focusing events, and it finally
concluded with a discussion of the reaction of politicians and interest group leaders to
focusing events. I believe that the data discussed in this chapter lend credibility and
support to my hypotheses.
The data lends support to both of my hypotheses that were made about the United
States. My two hypotheses for the United States are listed below:
PH1A: The presidential structure and the NRA are able to prevent the passage
of new restrictive gun control legislation after a focusing event when
Republicans are in control of the Presidency and the Congress, or when there is
divided government.
PH1B: The presidential structure and the NRA are able to prevent major
changes in restrictive gun control policy after a focusing event when the
Democrats are in control of the Presidency and the Congress; change can
happen but it is rare and when it does its incremental.
When we look at the public opinion in the United States, we can see that over
time the public has widely supported more gun controls. The public has not necessarily
favored the banning of firearms, but they have sought more restrictions. The data
suggests that public opinion is not implemented because of the power of the National
Rifle Association to prevent gun control legislation from seeing the light of day.
The major point from this examination of gun control agenda attention is that
focusing events do drive agenda attention; however, agenda attention very rarely results
in gun control policy. When Republicans are in control, restrictive gun control
legislation has never been created. The only time restrictive gun control legislation has
been created was when the Democrats controlled both chambers of Congress and the
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incremental change to gun control laws because of their limited goals. Thus, the data
gives support to both hypotheses PH1A and PH1B.
When I discussed Congressional agenda attention to gun control policy, it could
be assumed that the NRA was influencing the outcome; however, it was hard to give
concrete proof. That is why the statements from politicians and interest groups
discussing the primary movers and shakers in the gun control policy realm were
important. Overwhelmingly, politicians from both parties stated that the National Rifle
Association was the primary reason that gun control legislation was thwarted. When gun
control legislation was created, in the Brady Bill and the Assault Weapons Ban, the
politicians that brought the bill into being were punished severely in the 1994 election,
which led to a Republican take over of the House. Thus, even though the data for
Congressional attention did not demonstrate the NRA’s power directly; the statements
made by politicians demonstrate that its power was considerable in influencing decisions.
The data in Chapter Three suggests that the primary reason that gun control
legislation is not created after focusing events in the United States is because of National
Rifle Association and its ability to target members of Congress. The multiple access
points that allow the NRA to influence decision makers in Congress are due to the form
of the presidential system in the United States. Thus, the data demonstrates that the
primary factors that impact the creation or, more often, the defeat of legislation is the
powerful status quo interest group, the NRA, and the institutional design of the American
government which allows many points of access to attack and defeat legislation.
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Chapter Four
Case Study Two: Canada
This chapter will examine the role of gun violence focusing events in Canada.
The first section of this chapter goes into a discussion of public opinion on various
aspects of gun control. This allows a solid understanding of whether gun control
attitudes have varied over time. It should also provide some understanding of the gun
culture within Canada, and whether opinions on more restrictive gun control laws has
increased or decreased over time. Unfortunately, the majority of the polls in Canada that
deal with public opinion on gun control did not come into being until the 1990s. The
exception to the rule was the piece by Mauser and Margolis (1992). Their conclusions
along with their public opinion polls make up the basis of the final portion of the first
section of this chapter.
The second section of this chapter will focus on bill introduction and formulation
in Parliament. This section covers the introduction of government bills into parliament
whose main focus was gun control. Unlike the United States, where there were literally
hundreds of gun control bills proposed since 1963, the number of gun bills proposed are
far lower. This section will examine each gun bill proposed, which party proposed it, and
whether it became law or not.
The third section uses The Globe and Mail to find discussions from politicians
and interest groups in Canada after major focusing events and about proposed gun control
policy. This allows for a more in depth understanding of the attitudes of the public,
policy makers, and interest groups at the time of the event. This section will go into a
more in depth discussion of each focusing event at the time of the event and subsequent
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creation of new gun control policy. Unfortunately, I have only been able to access The
Globe and Mail articles from the late 1980s to 2008. However, I believe that this is not a
major hurdle because the majority of important legislation was created after this date, as
was the creation of the powerful pro-gun control group, the Coalition for Gun Control.
Thus, I believe that the data garnered from the late 1980s to 2008 will provide an
accurate picture of gun control politics in Canada.
Section One: Public Opinion
The public opinion on the subject of gun control in Canada was very difficult to
find. Through discussion with representatives of the Gallup poll it was found that that
polling service couldn’t find evidence of having conducted gun control opinion polls in
Canada. The only polling service that I was able to find that had did multiple polls on the
publics opinion on gun control in Canada was Ipsos-Reid, and their affiliate Angus-Reid.
Unfortunately, Ipsos-Reid did not poll on gun control until the mid-90s, and they have
not used any multi-year polls. However, the polls that they used provide us with an
understanding of the public’s opinion during some of the most turbulent times of gun
policy creation in Canada.
The first poll that Ipsos-Reid used that brought up the issue of gun control was
conducted between October 25th and November 1st 1995. A total of 1,503 adults were
polled, with representative portions being polled from all provinces. The poll asked
many broad political questions, but the question that was of importance to the gun control
issue was: What were the biggest disappointments with the Liberal governments’
accomplishments? Gun control was listed as the 8th biggest disappointment by
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biggest failure, and the poll did not take into consideration if gun control was a
disappointment because laws had been created or because laws had not been created.
In November of 1996 the same poll was revisited. A total of 1506 adults were
polled with representative portions being polled from all provinces. Gun control was
once again considered to be a disappointment. This time it was considered to be the 10th
largest disappointment of the Liberal controlled parliament; however, once again, only a
small percentage of the population, 3% considered it to be the top problem.
Between December 9th and 15th of 1996, Ipsos-Reid conducted its first poll that
was directly related to gun control. The national sample size was 1,504, with the samples
from each province polled being as follows: Ontario- 526; Quebec- 401; British
Columbia- 201; Alberta-135; Manitoba/Saskatchewan- 121, and Atlantic Provinces- 120.
The poll sought to find out the public support for the new federal gun control legislation
that was proposed in 1996, Bill C-68.
The poll found that 65% of Canadians surveyed expressed support for the federal
government’s new gun control legislation. Of the people polled, 44% were strongly in
favor of the new legislation, and 21% were moderately in favor of the legislation. Of
those that opposed the gun control legislation, 19% stated that they strongly opposed it,
and 10% stated they were moderately opposed.
When the poll is broken down by the support for gun control by province, the
results are unsurprising. The eastern and more urban provinces are far more supportive
of the federal government’s gun control legislation, Ontario had 67% of the population in
favor of the federal legislation, and 79% of Quebec’s population were in favor of it, and
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unsurprisingly were not as favorable toward the legislation; however, in the western
provinces public opinion was not as drastically opposed to gun control legislation as
might have been assumed. In Alberta 48% of the population favored the bill, with 46%
opposing it. In Manitoba/Saskatchewan 51% of the population opposed the legislation.
In British Columbia, 58% of the population actually favored the gun control legislation.
When the poll was broken down by demographics, Ipsos-Reid found that the
overwhelming support for the federal legislation was from women, with 73% of those
being polled favoring gun control; whereas, only 58% of males polled favored the
legislation. Those who favored the gun control legislation were mostly from non-gun
households, 73% of those polled who did not own a firearm strongly supported the gun
control legislation. In contrast, 73% of those polled who owned firearms stated that they
were against the federal legislation, with 56% of those stating that they were strongly
against it.
This Ipsos-Reid poll gives us a solid view of Canadian attitudes toward gun
control. Non-gun owners and people living in the eastern provinces, especially women,
were strongly in favor of more restrictive gun control that was found in Bill C-68.
However, western provinces were not as opposed to the legislation as often perceived.
Most western provinces were split almost 50/50 on supporting or opposing Bill C-68.
This data may demonstrate to us that Canadians from all areas may be more inclined to
support federal gun control legislation than their counterparts in the United States.
Bill C-68 was the primary bill that set up the gun registry in Canada. The
previous poll demonstrates that it was widely supported at the time of its creation.
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their opinion on the gun registry.
When the poll was taken in 2002 we find that support for the gun registry had
dwindled significantly. The primary question the poll asked the public was whether the
gun registry in Canada should be scrapped, or completely eliminated. Fifty-three percent
of Canadians believed that the gun registry should be scrapped; western provinces in
particular were in favor of doing away with the entire program, with 67% of British
Columbians, 67% of Albertans, 62% of residents of Manitoba and Saskatchewan in favor
of discarding the gun registry. The desire to scrap the gun registry wasn’t as high in
eastern provinces with 48% of Ontarians, 45% of Quebecers, and 54% of residents of the
Atlantic provinces favoring elimination of the bill.
When the polling numbers are broken down even further, we find that the greatest
support for eliminating the gun registry was found in rural areas, with 62% of
respondents favoring scrapping the gun registry, in contrast to the 51% of respondents
living in urban areas who favored scrapping the gun registry. Also, men were far more
likely to favor the elimination of the gun registry, with 60% of men and only 47% of
women desiring that the gun registry should be eliminated.
Canadians heavily favored the gun registry when it was first proposed after a
series of major focusing events. However, after six years of no major focusing events,
and the gun registry costing large amounts of money, support for the gun registry
dwindled significantly.
In 2004, Ipsos-Reid once again sought to find if Canadians favored scrapping the
gun registry. Fifty-two percent of Canadians believed that the gun registry should be
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from the Western provinces,, with 64% of British Columbians, 64% of residents from
Saskatchewan/Manitoba, 57% of residents from Alberta. Eastern provinces for the most
still held a slim advantage in those desiring the gun registry to be kept in place, with 48%
of residents of Quebec, and 45% of the residents of Ontario favoring the elimination of
the gun registry. However, 61% of residents from Atlantic Canadian provinces favored
elimination of the gun registry. Demographically, those living in rural areas were more
likely to favor the elimination of the gun registry, 64%, to only 49% of urban Canadians.
Men were also still more likely to favor the dissolution of the gun registry with 58%
favoring its elimination to only 46% of women.
In 2006, Ipsos-Reid again interviewed Canadians, their opinions on the gun
registry had changed. On May 15, 2006, 54% of Canadians believed the gun registry was
badly organized, was not working properly, and should be scrapped. However, 67% of
Canadians believed that some sort of gun registry should be maintained, but not the
current system of 2006. Western provinces still maintained the largest percentages of
Canadians who believed that the gun registry should be scrapped, with 72% of residents
of Alberta, 71% of residents of Saskatchewan/Manitoba, and 62% of residents from
British Columbia sharing this opinion. In the Eastern provinces, 60% of residents of
Ontario, 55% of residents of the Atlantic provinces, and 44% of residents of Quebec were
unhappy with the gun registry in its 2006 form. Demographically, 62% of men believed
that the gun registry should be scrapped, to only 48% of women thinking that way.
When the new Conservative government took control of parliament in 2006,
Ipsos-Reid asked Canadians: “Should the Conservative keep in place some sort of system
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believed that the Conservatives should keep in place some sort of system to register
firearms, whereas 31% felt that all gun registration should be eliminated. The largest
supporters for maintaining some form of gun registry were found in Ontario, 71% of
those polled, and Quebec, 76% of those polled. The residents of Saskatchewan/Manitoba
and Alberta were the most against maintaining a gun registry, with 47% of residents of
Saskatchewan/Manitoba and 41% of residents from Alberta strongly opposing a gun
registry.
The 2007 Virginia Tech massacre led the Ipsos-Reid poll to conduct a poll asking
Canadians if they thought an event like that could take place in Canada. The poll
revealed that 64% of Canadians believed that the same kind of campus shooting could
take place in Canada. Seventy-four percent of women polled believed an event like the
one seen at Virginia Tech could happen in Canada, as opposed to 55% of men believing a
similar event could take place.
Ipsos-Reid took the question a step further and asked: Is there any way to prevent
an event like this from occurring. Sixty-three percent of Canadians did not believe any
action can be taken to prevent this sort of tragedy. Ipsos-Reid also asked if Canadians
thought that the gun registry would help prevent this type of incident. Sixty-five percent
of Canadians polled believed that the gun registry would have no impact in stopping such
an event. Men are also more likely than women to believe that the gun registry would
have little to no impact, with 69% of men feeling that way compared, to 60% of women.
The last two public opinion polls come from Ipsos-Reid affiliate Angus-Reid.
The January 2008 poll investigated whether a countrywide ban on handguns would be
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serious gun violence problem in Canada. However, when asked if there should be a total
ban on handguns, 45% of the population thinks there should be a ban while 46% disagree
with a handgun ban. The poll also asked if Canadians thought a handgun ban would be
effective in deterring crime. Forty-nine percent of Canadians thought that the ban would
be effective in deterring crime; however, 49% also thought that the ban would be
ineffective in deterring crime.
Although the public opinion data on gun control in Canada was hard to find and
the data doesn’t cover my entire period of study; it does give us some useful insights on
how Canadians view the gun control issue. In the mid-90s after there were a multitude of
major focusing events in Canada, the majority of Canadians favored stricter gun control.
However, as time went by and there were no more major focusing events in Canada and
the gun registry became cumbersome, wasteful, and widely viewed as ineffective, public
opinion on the gun registry and gun control as a whole changed.
The next portion of this section goes into a discussion of the study of gun control
public opinion conducted by Mauser and Margolis (1992). Their findings are similar to
mine in that they do not believe that public opinion on gun control in the United States
and Canada are radically different.

Mauser and Margolis: Their Study of Canadian and American Public Opinion on
Guns
Mauser and Margolis (1992) argued that the public opinion on gun control in both
the United State and Canada were similar. They found that large majorities of the publics
from both countries support moderate gun control laws. Mauser and Margolis suggest
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scholars assume as common knowledge rather than cold hard facts.
Some of the interesting statistics that Mauser and Margolis mention in the body of
their work is that in Canada, over 50% of the population believes that Canadians have a
right to bear arms. They also found that 79% of Canadians and 86% of Americans
agreed that only law abiding citizens would be impacted by stricter gun control
legislation and that the laws would have little impact on crime. However, on the issue of
handguns, Canadians as a whole are more willing for far more stringent controls than
their American counterparts.
The following charts and graphs were taken from Mauser and Margolis (1992)
work. They allow for us to see some comparison between the two countries. The first of
these charts ask: “Do you favor or oppose a law which would require a person to obtain a
police permit before he or she could buy a firearm?
Canada

United States

Gallup
(1977)

ICCS
(1990)

Favor

85%

92%

Oppose

12

No opinion 3
N=1500

Caddell
(1978)

ICCS
(1990)

82%

68%

7

14

29

1

5

3

N=387

N=1500

N=334

(Graph taken from Mauser and Margolis 1992)
This graph demonstrates that in 1977 large majorities of both Canadians and
Americans favored obtaining a license from the police to be able to acquire a firearm.
However, by 1990, the number of Canadians who favored this had increased by 7%;
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demonstrates that large percentages of Canadians and Americans favor a license before a
legal purchase of a firearm is allowable.
The second chart asked the question: “Do you believe that you, as a citizen, have
a right to own a gun?”
Canada (1990)

USA (1990)

Total

Firearms Non-firearms Total

Sample

Owners

Owners

Yes

56%

80%

45%

86%

No

44

20

55

14

N

(386)

(121)

(260)

(339)

Firearms Non

Sample Owners

Owners

96%

75%

4
(160)

25
(170)

(Graph taken from Mauser and Margolis 1992)
This chart demonstrates that a majority of both Canadians and American believe
that there is a right granted to them to own a firearm. The percentage is far higher in the
United States than in Canada, with the biggest discrepancy being when comparing nonfirearms owners in Canada with non-firearms owners in the United States. Non-firearms
owners in Canada were far less likely to support the opinion that there was a right to own
them.
The final two charts taken from the Mauser and Margolis piece investigate
firearms laws and their impact on criminal activity. The first of these two charts asks: In
general would you say there are: already too many laws governing the possession of
firearms, the present laws are about right, or that we need more laws?
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Too many laws
About right

Mauser

ICCS

DMI

ICCS

BC
(1988)

Canada
(1990)

USA
(1978)

USA
(1990)

13%

12%

6%

3

37

34

41

38%

Need more laws 45

60

44

45

3

2

5

NA/DK

12
N=405

N=393

N=1500

N=344

(Graph taken from Mauser and Margolis 1992)
When we look at the above chart we find that small percentages of both countries
think that there were too many gun control laws in place. The percentages of both
countries who found that the amount of gun control laws were about right were nearly
identical, with only slightly more Americans saying that gun control laws were about
right than Canadians. The one figure that is the most interesting to me is the number of
Canadians who thought that there should be more gun control laws. In 1988, the number
of Canadian who thought there should be more laws were nearly identical to their
counterparts in the United States from 1978 and 1990. However, in 1990 the number of
Canadians who favor more gun control laws increased by 15%; whereas, the number of
Americans who favored more gun control laws stayed static at 45. I would argue that the
primary reason there was this huge jump was because of the Montreal Massacre and the
push by many to create new gun control laws. If there were no major focusing event
present, I would suggest that the number of Canadians who favored stricter gun control
laws would probably look more like the 1988 numbers than the 1990 numbers.
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more firearms laws, do you think the crime rate would decrease, increase, or stay the
same as it is now?
Canada

USA

Decrease

42%

30%

Stay the same

52

55

8

15

N=380

N=323

Increase

(Graph taken from Mauser and Margolis 1992)

This last graph demonstrates that Canadians and Americans for the most part
share similar views on whether new gun control would have much impact on crime rates.
More Canadians than Americans thought that crime would decrease; whereas, more
Americans than Canadians thoughts that crime would increase. However, the large
majority of both populations thought that more firearms laws would have no impact on
gun control.
By examining the arguments and data of Mauser and Margolis, I find that they
made similar conclusions on gun control public opinion that I have. That being, public
opinion on gun control in the United States and Canada are both pretty similar to one
another, and it makes it difficult to use public opinion as an explanatory variable for the
differences between gun control in each country.
Public opinion in Canada does not differ a lot when compared to the United
States. However, what I hypothesize to be the major contributing factor to legislation
being created in Canada and legislation not being created in the United States is the
dominance of a powerful pro-firearms group, the NRA, and in Canada the primary
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the Coalition for Gun Control.

Section Two: Bill Proposals and Bill Formulation in Canada
This section is broken in to three portions. The first section discusses government
gun bill proposals when there was a right of center party in control of parliament The
two right of center parties that were in power were the Conservatives and the Progressive
Conservatives. The second section will discuss government gun bill proposals when
there was a left of center government in power, the primary party being the Liberals. The
third and finally section will discuss the government gun bills. It will examine whether
the bill became law or failed.
Right of Center Parties:
One thing that must be noted in discussion of government gun bill proposals in
Canada, not just for right of center parties, but for all parties, is that the number of gun
bills proposed is drastically fewer than in the United States. Like the United States, I
broke government gun bill proposals down into four different categories: overall number
of government gun bills proposed, number of government gun bills proposed when there
is a major focusing event, number of government gun bills proposed in parliaments that
follow parliaments that contained a major focusing event, and the number of government
gun bills proposed when there are no major focusing events. Also like the United States,
bills that were proposed that related to gun crimes and sentencing were not included.
These government bills are not targeting guns specifically; rather they focus on
punishments for crimes, and are generally proposed by right of center parties.
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right of center parties are in power.

Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bill Propsed When Right of Center Party Controls
Parliament 1963-2008(Figure 4.1.1)
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Figure 4.1.1 demonstrates that when Conservatives are in control of parliament
very few gun bills were proposed. There is an average of only .8 gun bills proposed, with
.4 of those being lenient in nature, and .4 being restrictive in nature. This very low
number is not completely surprising considering that the total number of government bills
proposed in parliament is far lower than proposed in the United States Congress;
however, less than one bill being proposed a parliament still seems quite low.
Figure 4.1.2 examines the number of gun bills proposed when there is a major
focusing event and right of center parties control parliament.
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Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bills Proposed When There is a Major Focusing
Event, and Right of Center Party Controls Parliament 1963-2008(Figure 4.1.2)
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Figure 4.1.2 demonstrates that when there is a major focusing event, the number
of government gun bills proposed more than doubles, and that no lenient gun bills are
proposed. However, the data in Figure 4.1.2 is hard to generalize since the only time that
the Conservatives controlled parliament and there were major focusing events was in the
late 80s and early 90s during such major focusing events as the Montreal Massacre. It is
still interesting to note that right of center parties in Canada actively pursued creating
new restrictive gun control legislation and no lenient gun control legislation was
proposed at all to counter the restrictive measures. This still suggests that major focusing
events do impact gun bill agenda setting.
Since there has not been a time when a right of center control parliament followed
a parliament that contained a major focusing event, the finally chart in this section is
Figure 4.1.3, which examines gun bill proposals when there are no major focusing events
and a right of center party controls parliament.
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Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bills Proposed When There are no Major Focusing
Events, Right of Center Party Controls Parliament 1963-2008 (Figure 4.1.3)
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In Figure 4.1.3, we find that when there are no major focusing events, there are no
restrictive gun bills proposed by right of center parties. However, there are lenient gun
bills being proposed, however rarely. The data suggests that when there are no major
focusing events to sway public opinion, right of center parties do not seek to create new
gun control measures in Canada.
When comparing the data in Figure 4.1.2 with the data in Figure 4.1.3 it is clear
that major focusing events greatly influence the nature of gun bill proposals by right of
center parties. We find that the only time restrictive gun control bills are proposed in
Canada are when there are major focusing events. On the other side, when there are no
major focusing events, no restrictive government gun bills are proposed. The number of
lenient government gun bills proposed when right of center parties govern is extremely
low. During times of major focusing events, there are no lenient government gun control
bills being proposed, and when there are no major focusing events there is on average
only one lenient government gun control bill being proposed every other parliament that
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time in getting their lenient bill proposals on the agenda.
Left of Center Parties:
Like right of center parties in Canada, left of center parties do not propose great
amounts of restrictive gun control legislation. The first chart, Figure 4.2.1, examines the
average number of bill proposals when left of center parties control parliament.

Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bill Proposed When Left of Center Party Controls
Parliament 1963-2008 (Figure 4.2.1)
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The data demonstrates that gun control legislation is not introduced at high levels
when left of center parties are in control. There is only an average of one gun bill
proposed every other parliament that is controlled by left of center parties. What is also
interesting to note is that from 1963 to 2008 there were zero lenient gun bill proposed
when left of center parties were in control. The data suggests gun control legislation is
not necessarily a hot topic on the agenda in Canadian parliament. Is there a time when
more gun control bills are proposed? The next three charts break down the numbers.
Figure 4.2.2 looks at gun bill introductions when there are major focusing events
and parliament is controlled by left of center parties.
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Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bills Proposed When there is a Major Focusing
Event, and Left of Center Party Controls Parliament 1963-2008(Figure 4.2.2)
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The data in Figure 4.2.2 demonstrates that when there is a major focusing event
the number of gun bills proposed increase by 100%, and the number of restrictive bills
proposed increase by 100%. The total number of bills introduced is not a very large
number, only one bill, but considering that parliaments tend to be much more efficient
than presidential systems it is not surprising that only one large and expansive bill would
be proposed as opposed to many smaller bills like we see in the United States. The data
in this chart demonstrates that the there is definitely an increase in bill introductions when
there is a major focusing event and left of center parties control parliament.
In order to understand if there is a lagged effect in agenda attention to focusing
events, Figure 4.2.3 examine gun bill introductions in parliaments that follow those that
had a major focusing event, and a left of center party controls parliament.
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Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bills Proposed in Parliaments that follow
Parliaments that contained a Major Focusing Event, Left of Center Party
Control of Parliament 1963-2008 (Figure 4.2.3)
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The data in Figure 4.2.3 shows that the number of gun bills introduced in
parliaments that follow those that had a major focusing event is quite low. The data
demonstrate that only about one in every three parliaments proposes new gun control
legislation. This is not terribly surprising however. In the United States, a congressional
term is only two years and is a relatively short period of time for new gun control
legislation to be created. Parliamentary terms, on the other hand, may last for years. This
means that the data in Figure 4.3.2 is probably not as useful as the American counterpart
charts in Chapter 3.
The final chart, Figure 4.2.4, focuses on when there are no major focusing events
and left of center parties control parliament.
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Number of Bills Proposed

Average Number of Gun Bills Proposed when there are No Major Focusing
Events, Left of Center Party Control of Parliament 1963-2008 (Figure 4.2.4)
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The data demonstrates that when there are no major focusing events and left of
center parties control parliament, there are still very few gun control bills proposed. Only
about one bill proposed every three parliaments. This suggests that when there is no
major focusing event, gun control legislation does not often get on the agenda.
The data in this section demonstrates that gun control agenda attention is at its
highest when there are major focusing events. The number of bills proposed when left of
center parties control parliament is still very low, but I believe this is due to the fact
parliament proposes less legislation of various types than the United States. However,
even with that, gun control legislation seems to be fairly low on the agenda in Canada.
Canadian Bills Proposed and/or Formulated
This section analyzes the government gun bills that were proposed in Canada
between 1963 and 2008. The chart below breaks down the government gun bills that
have been introduced in Canada for the time period 1963-2008.
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Government Gun Bills: 1963-2008

Of the nine government bills that were proposed between 1963 and 2008, four of
them were created in response to major focusing events. Of the nine bills that were
proposed, two were lenient in nature and it is unsurprising that they were not proposed
during parliaments that contained a major focusing event. This means that four, and
arguably five (Bill C-17 was created in an attempt to tweak the legislation created by Bill
C-68), of seven restrictive government gun bill legislation that was proposed was in
response to a major focusing event. If we include Bill C-17, this means that four of five
restrictive government bills that were proposed in response to major focusing events
became law, an 80% success rate. Of the restrictive gun bills proposed when there were
no major focusing events, there was only a 50% success rate. However, the data was
hard to generalize because of the very low number of cases.
Five of the seven restrictive gun bills were proposed by the Liberal Party. Only
two of these restrictive gun bills were in direct response to major focusing events, Bill C-
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created to improve upon Bill C-68, thus it was created indirectly by a focusing event.
This leads to two restrictive gun bills being proposed when there were no major focusing
events and a left of center party was in power, Bills C-83, and C-51. Bill C-83 failed to
become law, and C-51 a restrictive bill, but less restrictive than C-83, was then created.
Thus, three of four restrictive government gun bills that became law in Canada were in
response to major focusing events in Canada.
Only two of the seven restrictive government gun bills were proposed by right of
center parties. Bill C-80 was the first response by the Progressive Conservative
government of Prime Minister Mulroney, but after it was defeated, government Bill C-17
was created, and it eventually became law. Thus, the only piece of restrictive gun control
legislation that was created by right of center parties was in direct response to arguably
the worst focusing event in Canada, the Montreal Massacre.
Section Three:
The Montreal Massacre and Conservative Control of Parliament in the early 90s:
The Montreal Massacre that was perpetrated by Marc Lepine on December 6,
1989. This event triggered the birth of the Coalition for Gun Control, arguably the most
influential gun control interest group in Canada, and it led to the creation of restrictive
gun control legislation.
Two days after the shooting, December 8, 1989, members of the opposition
parties, the New Democrats and the Liberals, began immediately calling for new gun
control legislation. The Conservative government in power at the time was hesitant to
react. Justice Minister Douglas Lewis stated: “They (semi-automatics) are used for
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we’ve been after are automatic weapons, the weapon that is originally designed,
manufactured, assembled to fire in an automatic mode, which they convert to semis to get
them into the country and can be converted back. There is absolutely no peaceful use for
an automatic Uzi… You don’t shoot targets with them because there is nothing left of the
target.” Lewis went on to state that legislation would not protect Canadians from insanity
(Cleroux and McInnes, Dec 8, 1989).
On December 9, 1989 other members of parliament including some Progressive
Conservative backbenchers called for the outright banning of all semi-automatic
weapons. Justice Minister Douglas stated that he had been dealing with interest groups
on both sides of the issue in order to bring forth an amendment to the gun control laws
that would eliminate the importation of automatic weapons to Canada. Firearms
advocates were concerned that a knee jerk reaction to the Montreal rampage would result
in the banning of automatic and semi-automatic weapons (Fraser, Dec 9, 1989).
The Montreal Massacre induced a nearly instant reaction by members of
parliament and interest groups. In three days time members of both parties were calling
for new and restrictive gun control legislation.
On December 11, 1989, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney spoke on his opinion on
the gun control issue. When asked about the ease it was to obtain firearms, Mulroney
stated: “I think that it’s a very serious and unacceptable matter. The manner in which
society, almost in a cavalier manner, tolerates the concept of violence, and violence
against women, is profoundly unacceptable.” Mulroney also expressed displeasure for
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and Mail, December 11, 1989)
The role of the western provinces in retarding gun control legislation is a
recurring theme. Brown-John in a study on the gun registry discusses the political
leanings of provinces. The western provinces are more right leaning and generally favor
less restrictive gun control legislation. The western provinces that are typically very antigun control legislation are: Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and
parts of Ontario. However, the majority of Ontario and Quebec, which contains a
majority of Canada’s population, are generally more liberal and favor more restrictive
gun control legislation (Brown-John, 2003). The battle against restrictive gun control
legislation by western provinces is more pronounced later in the chapter.
After several months of deliberation, the Conservatives created and proposed new
gun control legislation. On March 17, 1990 new justice minister Kim Campbell stated
that new gun control legislation would soon be proposed. The gun control legislation,
Bill C-80, was being proposed as a direct response to the Montreal massacre that had
happened a few months before. And on June 26, 1990, new gun control legislation was
finally proposed. The new gun bill would take a tough stance on military assault
weapons, and to tighten the ownership rules for firearms; however, a ban that would
affect hunting rifles and semi-automatic weapons would be avoided (Globe and Mail,
June 26, 1990)
A year after the Montreal Massacre, the debate over new gun control legislation
intensified. Many opposition party MPs and even some Conservative MPs became
frustrated that new gun control legislation was not created. The Bill C-80 had been
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Conservatives from Ontario and Quebec, but with the anniversary of the Montreal
Massacre, support for the bill once again grew (Fraser, Dec 7, 1990).
Though the National Firearms Association was not mentioned at all from 1989
until early 1991, when opposition party members argued that the reason that the
Conservatives and Justice Minister Kim Campbell had not already turned Bill C-80 in to
law by early 1991. This was due to the gun lobby intimidating Campbell. Wendy Cukier
of Canadians for Gun Control, the precursor to the Coalition for Gun Control, stated:
“The gun lobby often attempts to trivialize gun control lobbyists as a bunch of feminists”.
The reason for this response is that Marc Lepine specifically targeted women in his
attack, which gave birth to the gun control movement in Canada not only about guns, but
also about preventing violence against women. This is a stark contrast to the United
States, where gun control has never taken on a feminist perspective. Many women
legislators, including Conservatives, would not support the Conservative party in
allowing Bill C-80 to die. Progressive Conservative MP Pierette Venne stated: “If there
had been more of us women on the committee, I’m convinced the report would have been
different”. This comment was her response to a report from a Conservative committee
that had stated that there was not much need for more stringent gun control laws
(Delacourt, February 8, 1991).
Justice Minister Campbell took offense to the accusations that she was planning
on weakening the gun control legislation. She stated: “I just wanted to nip in the bud the
suggestion that I have any intention of weakening my firearms legislation. I have not
weakened my commitment, I have not buckled under to any lobby, I have not been
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comments were in response to wide ranging predictions that Bill C-80 would fail
(Wilson, February 9, 1991)
After nearly a year of deliberation, Bill C-80 did in fact fail to become law. The
fact that a government bill did not become law is somewhat surprising. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, there is generally strict party discipline in Canada when it comes to voting.
Joseph Wearing (1998), in a study of dissent within parliament, found that on average
less than 10% of the party will dissent with a government bill, and the percentage of
those dissenting is often as low as to 2-3 percent. However, Wearing states that the two
key issues where MPs are most likely to dissent with their party are bills that deal with
gay rights and gun control (Wearing, 1998). Wearing’s discussion is interesting because
it demonstrates that MPs are conscious of their ridings, and may vote against the party.
Gun control and gay rights are both hot topic issues and it is unsurprising that MPs might
be more likely to vote their conscience than vote with their party on these issues,
especially, if they represent a riding that has particularly strong leanings on the issue.
Thus, the fact that a bill that impacted many Conservatives and their gun owning
constituency was defeated is not as surprising as it might have been to see some other
government bill fail.
However, even with the death of bill C-80, gun control was still a hot topic in the
Conservative parliament in early 1991. On March 17, 1991, after 500,000 signatures
petitioning for new gun control legislation were presented to the House of Commons,
Justice Minister Campbell stated that the recommendations of the petitioners were
“sensible and helpful”. Campbell stated that a new gun bill was being drafted that would
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control legislation proposed in Bill C-80 (York, March, 27, 1991).
On May 30, 1991, new gun control legislation was introduced. The new
legislation, Bill C-17, was a response to the failure of Bill C-80 to make it out of
committee. Bill C-17 was weaker in several areas than Bill C-80; however, to get the
support of many western Conservative MPs, some compromises had to be made. Wendy
Cukier, President of the Coalition for Gun Control, stated: “Most of what we’ve heard
would be bad. The whole process has been oriented toward appeasing the gun lobby and
the Alberta MPs. Everybody underestimated the power of the gun lobby.” Even with the
weakening of the proposed bill, many experts believed that the bill would still have
difficult trouble going through the Conservative controlled House of Commons and the
continued presence of the gun lobby. David Tomlinson, President of the National
Firearms Association stated that he expected the bill to make “some minor
improvements” but he would continue to criticize the government for going ahead with
the bill (York, May 30, 1991)
On June 1, 1991, lobbyists from both sides of the issue commented on the gun
control legislation. Gun control advocates considered the bill to be far too weak;
whereas, gun rights proponents stated that the bill was misguided. President of the
National Firearms Association David Tomlinson stated that he was confident that the bill
would be killed. He stated that the previous gun control bill had been “left upside-down
in a ditch because of strong opposition from thousands of gun owners”. Tomlinson stated
that Deputy Prime Minister Donald Mazankowski, who represented a rural portion of
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extensively to get the new legislation killed (York, June 1, 1991).
On November 7, 1991, Bill C-17 was voted into law. After the bill was approved,
Justice Minister Kim Campbell explained the uniqueness of the Canadian situation in
regards to gun control: “Canada has its own firearms culture. We have many, many,
many law abiding Canadian who own firearms, and that is a very important part of our
cultural tradition. We also have a culture that is non-violent, concerned about public
safety and has respect for public security.” The comments appeared to be discussing the
comparison between gun control legislation in Canada versus gun control legislation in
the United States. It definitely was the case when Liberal MP Russell MacLellan stated:
“Our culture here is not dependent on firearms as it is south of the border.”
Not everyone voted for the legislation, Progressive Conservative John
MacDougall was one of the dissenters. He stated: “We’re against the fact that legislation
is being put in against law-abiding citizens. There’s an awfully large community out
there that for years have handled guns. We seem to be the ones affected with this
legislation, we’re not dealing with the criminal aspect” (Fraser, November 7, 1991). The
fact that there were several Progressive Conservatives that voted against the bill would be
surprising in most instances. However, after considering the previous discussion by
Wearing, it is less of a surprise to see several Conservatives voting against the legislation.
Coalition for Gun Control representative, Wendy Cukier, called the legislation
modest, but a major victory for a loose coalition over special interest groups, such as gun
owners, who had shown immense power in the United States. Cukier stated: “The gun
lobby applied its back room political pressure and nearly convinced the Conservatives to
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focused by the Montreal massacre, and attempts to weaken the legislation were
publicized, all three party leaders pressed the majority of their MPs into supporting the
bill” (Howard, November 8, 1991).
On December 6, 1991 the Senate signed the gun bill into law. Senator Joyce
Fairbairn stated: “This is the strongest response we could give to all those who will
remember the second anniversary of the Montreal tragedy and all the other lives which
have been so cruelly ended by violence with guns.” The bill was rushed through the
Senate to ensure that it would gain royal assent before the second anniversary of the
slayings. Fairbairn also went on to state: “This bill is not the end of the issue. It is a
foundation upon which we must build steadily” (York, December 6, 1991).
The Montreal Massacre and the subsequent battle between western Conservatives
and gun lobbyist with women, liberal parties, and eastern Conservatives eventually led to
the creation of new gun control legislation. The Montreal Massacre was the event that
triggered the creation of the new law. The power of the gun lobby and its right of center
allies in western Canada were able to initially prevent the creation of gun control
legislation, Bill C-80. However, the powerful movement by women, left of center parties
that included the Liberals and Bloc Quebecois, and a defection by many Conservatives,
in particular women, led to the gun lobby being trumped and the second piece of gun
control legislation that was proposed, Bill C-17, to become law. The powerful women’s
movement that sought gun control became the Coalition for Gun Control, and its power
to influence gun control legislation after focusing events continued to increase through
the 90s.
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and interest groups to create more gun control legislation. Many thought that the
legislation created by the Conservatives had been too weak. On August 24th, even more
fuel was added to the fire for the creation of more gun control. A disgruntled university
professor at Concordia University in Montreal killed two faculty members and wounded
three other university employees (Two more of those wounded would eventually die after
the event). The firearm that was used by the professor was a legally obtained and legally
owned firearm.
The shooting brought an immediate response from gun control interest groups.
Heidi Rathjen, executive director of the Coalition for Gun Control, stated that the
shooting would renew the call for tougher gun control. She stated: “One thing is clear:
Without a gun he couldn’t have done what he did. Definitely, easy access to guns is a
factor that has to be looked at in this case… Canadians should not tolerate that restricted,
concealable weapons are easy to obtain” (Gibbon and Picard, August 25, 1992).
More concern over how Professor Fabrikant, the shooter at Concordia University,
obtained his firearms came to light on August 27, 1992, three days after the shooting.
Professor Fabrikant was granted a handgun permit even after several members of the
Concordia faculty had asked that he be denied a permit because of his erratic behavior.
The permit that he requested was denied; however, two permits requested by his wife
were granted and these were the firearms used in the slaying. Justice Minister Kim
Campbell stated that new gun control legislation would look into the need for police to
have medical and psychiatric files of applicants. And gun control advocates stated that
loopholes such as the ones used for professor Fabrikant to obtain the firearms
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Canada (Picard, August 27, 1992).
On September 23, 1992, the rector of Concordia University Patrick Kenniff told
The Globe and Mail that the university was going to be launching a campaign for an
outright ban on handguns in Canada. Kenniff stated: “There is no redeeming feature to
the possession of handguns in this country, no redeeming argument for their possession.
Our goal is to secure the outright prohibition of handguns in Canada.” The support for
the campaign was backed by many interest groups that sought the banning of firearms in
Canada (Picard, September 23, 1992).
The Montreal Massacre and the Concordia University slayings put significant
pressure on the Conservatives to consider gun control legislation. On April 28, 1993,
Patrick Kenniff, the rector of Concordia University, thought it important to find the views
of Tories who were running for the prime ministership. Kenniff stated: “We think this is
an issue of interest to all Canadians, one that should be debated not only in the party
leadership campaign but during the next federal election campaign.” Kenniff and his
supporters were able to obtain over 120,000 signatures to the petition seeking the banning
of handguns (Picard, April 28, 1993).
In late 1993, the Progressive Conservatives lost control of parliament to the
Liberals. The next section looks at bill proposals and focusing events during the Liberal
control of parliament.
The 90s and Liberal Control of Parliament:
Immediately after the Concordia shooting there had been a heavy push by gun
control advocates to create new legislation; however, the Conservatives did not attempt to
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campaign that one of the primary issues on what it would change policy was gun control
(The Globe and Mail, October 5, 1993).
On December 31, 1993 the provisions of Bill C-17 came into effect. Ernest
Sopsich, executive director of the Canadian Shooting Federation commented on the
phasing in of Bill C-17: “The only people who will be affected, the people who will lose
out, are the law-abiding, legitimate shooters, collectors, and hunters. The people who do
not have the legal right to own a firearm because their intent is owning one for criminal
acts, those people don’t give a sweet damn about firearm laws.” (The Globe and Mail,
December 31, 1993)
On April 5, 1994, another major focusing event occurred. Georgina Leimonis
was killed with a sawed off shotgun during a robbery at a Just Desserts restaurant in
Toronto. Though the event involved just a single individual, it sparked a hailstorm of
intense media coverage which sparked an outcry for more gun control legislation. By
April 12, 1994, the Metro Toronto Police Services Board had urged Ottawa to tighten
provisions of the Criminal Code on the use of firearms during the commission of
offenses. Gun control groups also began demanding for tougher gun control laws (Moon,
April 12, 1994).
On April 12, 1994 Justice Minister Allan Rock stated that a total ban on gun
ownership was being considered except by the police and soldiers. Justice Minister Rock
stated: “I came to Ottawa in November of last year with the firm belief that the only
people in this country who should have guns are police officers and soldiers. That is my
personal belief, very strongly held… Above all, I do not want to find Canada falling into
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themselves.” Minister Rock stated he wasn’t sure when new gun control measures would
be introduced, but he planned to introduce them soon and one of the major provisions
would be the complete banning of firearms in cities (Delacourt, April 12, 1994).
On May 16, 1994, Prime Minister Jean Chretien promised that tough new gun
control laws would be created. He stated that the laws would be “as strong as possible.”
Chretien went on to state: “Tough talk is easy. What Canadians want and we have to
provide is tough action. I hope we have the support of all parties for this tough gun
control.” (Howard, May 16, 1994)
On August 26, 1994, Justice Minister Allan Rock first mentioned that the
universal registration of seven million firearms in the country would make Canada a safer
place. Registration of all handguns and restricted weapons was already on the books;
however, the legislation that Minister Rock suggested would require the registration of all
rifles and shotguns as well. One of the biggest arguments against the registration of all
weapons was the cost. However, Minister Rock believed that the cost would be
countered by the larger savings to society due to the increased safety and lower
criminality. Rock stated: “Imagine a system that can be operated at minimal cost with
minimal imposition…” (Picard, August, 26 1994). On October 22, 1994, Prime Minister
Chretien reinforced the opinion of Justice Minister Rock when he stated that a federal
firearms registry needed to be put into place. He stated: “I believe we have to force
everybody to register their guns. We register all cars. What’s wrong with registering all
guns?” (Winsor and Tu, October 22, 1994)
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Canadian gun lobby to prevent legislation, unlike its counterpart in the United States.
The article stated that the gun lobby in Canada used its most vigorous opposition ever in
1994 in an attempt to prevent the gun registry proposal from being placed on the agenda.
However, the gun lobby in Canada has continually been thwarted by the Coalition for
Gun Control. Reasons for the failure of the gun lobby in Canada were due to the lack of
the National Rifle Associations unity, network of contacts, and single minded resolve.
Jules Sobrian, founder of the Responsible Firearms Coalition of Ontario stated: “The gun
lobby right now is an unarmed Goliath. There might be seven million of us, but we
cannot do anything.” Sobrian added: “You might say it’s a movement waiting for a
leader. The leaders are fellows who have a lot of personality, but for some reason their
tactics don’t work. They are mostly pacifists and don’t want to be identified as rednecks
with guns” (Makin, November 26, 1994).
On December 1, 1994, the Liberals and Justice Minister Allan Rock finally
proposed the gun control bill that advocates had been awaiting. Rock proposed to
introduce mandatory prison sentences of at least four years for serious crimes in which a
gun is used. He proposed to end the sale of all military style rifles and to ban all handgun
ownership by civilians unless they collect guns or target shoot, and they would have to
justify their ownership of the weapons every five years. And finally, and considered to
be the most controversial of Justice Minister Rocks proposals was the registration of all
weapons (“Getting tough on guns”, December 1, 1994)
On February 14, 1995, Justice Minister Rock unveiled Bill C-68, also called the
Firearms Act. Gun proponents were adamantly against the gun registry as proposed by
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legislation by calling it “absolutely insane”. He went on to state: “This is an unjust law
and an unjust law is usually treated by society by being ignored.” Wendy Cukier, leader
of the Coalition for Gun Control, hoped that the Justice Minister would stick to his plan
and enact the gun bill in its entirety. She stated: “There’s no question the battle is far
from over. We’re expecting a tremendous backlash and we’re hoping that the minister
and the rest of the Liberal caucus will stand firm.” (Campbell, February 15, 1995)
Even with the objections from gun groups, Bill C-68 was agreed on in principle
on April 6, 1995. However, there was considerable dissent within the Liberal party about
the bill. Docherty (1997) found that MPs have a significant problem in parliament when
they have to weigh their home constituency against the desires of the party. Docherty
found that when Bill C-68 was first being drafted; thirty Liberal MPs, mostly from rural
ridings, voiced their opposition to the bill. When the bill was finally voted on to become
law, there were still many Liberal MPs from rural ridings that were unsatisfied with the
bill, and some broke ranks and voted against the bill. Those Liberals that broke rank
were punished by Prime Minister Jean Chretien and removed from committee
appointments. However, Liberals from rural ridings faced a tough position with a
conservative pro-gun constituency and a liberal pro-control government. The concern of
these Liberal MPs is quite real when considering that the seats of MPs in Canada aren’t
nearly as safe as their counterpart in the United States and there is huge turnover each
election.
Even with the dissent within the Liberal party, Bill C-68 was given significant
support. The entirety of the party Bloc Quebecois backed the passage of the bill (Ha,
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decided that some provisions of the bill could be compromised on to gain the full support
of the party, but he did not budge on the provision that called for the registration of all
firearms (“Rock’s gun control bill facing compromises”, May 19, 1995).
On June 13, 1995, Bill C-68 was passed by the House of Commons. The bill also
banned the future importation and sale of a wide variety of small and easily concealed
handguns known as Saturday-night specials. The Liberals hoped to design the gun
registry in a cost effective way as well (Ha, June 14, 1995). On November 23, 1995 the
Canadian Senate passed the gun bill as well. Justice Minister Rock stated: “We will now
proceed to implement the system of registration in a way that’s easy to use, practical and
sensitive to the needs of recreational firearms community in this country. We’ll need their
(gun owners) assistance in achieving those goals.” The Coalition for Gun Control was
also impressed by the bill becoming law. Wendy Cukier of the Coalition for Gun Control
stated: “It’s going to be a while before we’ll know what the impact is, but I’m confident
that we’ve set a new course for the country.” (Ha, November 23, 1995)
After the passage of Bill C-68, there was a considerable decrease in attention to
gun control policy in Canada. However, the last of the major focusing events in Canada
that this study focuses upon took place on September 27, 1996. On September 27, 1996,
Mark Chahal shot and killed his estranged wife and her entire family with his legally
obtained firearms in Vernon, British Columbia. This event became known as the Vernon
Massacre (Matas and Howard, September 28, 1996). However, besides a few comments
about the incident by Minister Rock stating that Bill C-68 would help prevent these forms
of disasters, there was no new gun control items placed on the agenda immediately after
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passed and it took considerable will power by Justice Minister Rock, the Liberals, and
gun control groups to get that piece of legislation passed. Also Bill C-68, the Firearms
Act, had yet to be implemented, the majority of the provisions would not start being
phased in for a few years. Thus, the legislation to prevent these types of events was on
the books, even if they had yet to be implemented.
The next and final piece of gun control legislation that was passed by the
Canadian parliament was Bill C-15 in 2001. Bill C-15 was created in a way to modify
and to fix Bill C-68. The reason that Bill C-15 was created was because of various
design flaws with the gun registry. The changes made by Bill C-15 were just as
ineffectual as the original Bill, C-68.
The last portion of this section goes into a discussion of the gun registry and its
flaws. Brown-John (2003) examined the gun registry in order to understand where it had
gone wrong. Brown-John found various issues that lead to the gun registry being widely
regarded as inefficient. The first place that the gun registry had initially failed was
allowing for provinces the right to opt out of doing registration, which is what the
majority of western provinces did immediately. This forced the federal government to
create institutions within the provinces to do the registration themselves. This cost the
national government in Canada significantly.
Second the forms for registering firearms in Canada were extremely complicated
and difficult for gun owners to fill out correctly. Over, 80% of all gun registration
applications had errors on them and the gun owners had to personally sit with a member
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to rectify the problem forms were made more simple to use.
Third, the technology used for registering the firearms was designed poorly, was
inefficient, and very costly. The technology that was used was supposed to cost in the
neighborhood of 20% of the money budgeting to the gun registry. However, it has taken
closer to 60% of the budget to maintain and operate the gun registry computer systems.
Fourth, the gun registry was a completely new government institution. BrownJohn believed that with the creation of any new government there are inherent design
problems. He likened the creation of the gun registry to the creation of the Office of
Homeland Security in the United States. He argues that both are totally new institutions
and with new institutions come many problems. Interestingly, both the gun registry and
the Office of Homeland Security were created in response to focusing events.
Finally, the gun registry is widely considered to be inefficient and a failure by
Canadians because of the cost. When it was initially budgeted, it was thought that $85
million dollars would be enough to run the program. However, as of 2003, the gun
registry had spent closer to $1 billion dollars (Brown-John, 2003).
Analyzing Canadian Hypotheses:
This final section evaluates the hypotheses on Canada I made in Chapter 2. The
two hypotheses made were as follows:
PH2A: The parliamentary structure of Canada and the Coalition for Gun Control are
able to place items on the agenda and encourage the passage of new restrictive gun
control policy after a focusing event when a leftist government is in power, these
changes are often drastic overhauls to the gun control policy realm. (Drastic change is
defined by periods when entirely new comprehensive legislation is created.)
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able to place items on the agenda and encourage the passage of new restrictive gun
control policy after a focusing event when a right wing government is in power, these
changes will be incremental in nature.
When we evaluate the first hypothesis, PH2A, we find that the data in this section
supports it. The parliamentary style government allowed the left of center parties that
were in control to be able to dictate the type of restrictive legislation that those parties
would be placing on the agenda. The Coalition for Gun Control, which was created after
the Montreal Massacre, was able to provide considerably influence to politicians of all
parties. However, when left of center parties were in control, the Coalition of Gun
Control was far more influential than their opponents in the gun lobby. Thus, the perfect
situation was created for a massive overhaul of the system, when a left of center party ,
the Liberals, was in control, and the presence of major focusing events, the Concordia
shooting late in 1992 before the Liberals took over and the Georgina Leimonis murder
right after the Liberals took over in 1993. These two events, coupled with the Liberals
and their allies in the Coalition for Gun Control, laid the ground work for a drastic
overhaul to the gun control system, the creation of Bill C-68 and the gun registry. The
Vernon Massacre is the one event that did not lead to new gun control legislation when it
occurred; however, I argue that because it occurred so soon after the passage of Bill C68, and the components of Bill C-68 had yet to be implemented the Liberals and the
Coalition for Gun Control used the event as a reaffirmation as to why the gun registry
was created and not as a triggering event to create more legislation.
Hypothesis PH2A was given strong support by the data. When we turn to its
counterpart, PH2B we find similar support. The right of center party in power when the
Montreal Massacre occurred, the Conservatives, did not initially have a strong desire to
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the event, died in committee. However, after its death there was considerable pressure by
women from within the Conservative party and from the group that would be the
Coalition for Gun Control. This pressure trumped the lobbying efforts of the diffuse,
multi-headed, multi-goaled and often unorganized gun lobby and led to the creation of
Bill C-17. Bill C-17 was a watered down version of Bill C-80 and did not appease the
gun lobby nor did it appease gun control advocates. Gun control advocates considered
the bill to be too weak. Thus, the data lends support for PH2B, in that the Coalition for
Gun Control, and its precursor, Canadians for Gun Control, were able to put enough
pressure on the Conservative party in power to create gun control legislation. However,
because the Conservative party is a right of center party, the ideology of its members
helped water down Bill C-17 to make only slight or incremental changes.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions
This final chapter compares the similarities between the United States and Canada
on the subject of gun control. The first portion compares public opinion in the United
States and Canada on the subject of gun control. The second portion compares bill
introduction and agenda attention to gun control policy in the United States and Canada.
The final portion compares the activity of interest groups in the United States and
Canada. After comparing each of the above items final conclusions will be made on the
primary hypothesis of the piece: The United States is less responsive to gun violence
focusing events than Canada because of institutional arrangements, the party in
power, and interest group pressures.

Comparing Public Opinion: the United States v. Canada.
When we consider Lipsets argument from earlier chapters, it would be assumed
that the public opinion in Canada would greatly favor restrictive gun control legislation
when comparing Canada with the United States. Unfortunately, the public opinion data
that was available for Canada did not come from the full spectrum of the study; however,
the public opinion data that was used came at the height of the gun control movement in
Canada. Because of this, I believe that the data that was available provides us with
enough to make accurate predictions on the difference between gun control opinion in the
United States and Canada.
In 1996, the year of the Vernon Massacre in Canada and the creation of Bill C-68,
it would be assumed that the public opinion in Canada would be greatly in favor of
firearms controls. In fact, 65% of the population of Canada did in fact favor the bill.
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in the nearest time period, 1995, we find that 62% of the population favored more
restrictive gun control based on Gallup poll data.
In 2002, Ipsos-Reid poll, the data showed that 53% of Canadians wanted to
eliminate the gun registry and move away from the restrictive gun control laws. In 2002,
Gallup poll, 51% of the American public favored more restrictive gun control legislation.
Though not measuring the exact same issue, the data does demonstrate that the Canadian
public and the American public in 2002 both were split on gun control issues. In 2004,
52% of Canadians wanted to eliminate the gun registry; whereas, in the United States,
60% of the population favored more restrictive gun control legislation.
In 2006, when the Conservatives took control of the parliament once again, 54%
of the population wanted to eliminate the gun registry in its current form; however, 67%
of the population believed in some form of gun registration. In 2006, 56% of the
American public favored more restrictive gun control legislation.
In 2008, Angus Reid asked the Canadian public if they believed there should be a
complete handgun ban. Only 45% of the Canadian public believed that there should be
such a ban. When compared to a Gallup poll question also posed in 2008, only 29% of
Americans were in favor of a complete ban.
The data above is a sampling and comparison of some of the data taken from
Chapters 3 and 4. The data helps demonstrate that when we compare public attitudes on
gun control in the United States with public attitudes on gun control in Canada, there is
not a significant difference in opinion over time. The majority of both Canadians and
Americans favor more restrictive gun control legislation. There appear to be more
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extreme.
When we delved even deeper and brought in a discussion of Mauser and Margolis
(1992), I found that public opinion of Canadians and the public opinion of Americans do
not drastically differ. The data taken from Mauser and Margolis helped illustrate the
point that using public opinion as an explanatory variable as to why gun control
legislation differs between the United States and Canada is insufficient. The next two
sections of this chapter take a careful examination of institutional differences and interest
group differences.
Comparing the Influence of Government Structure and Party Influence: A Review
of Agenda Setting and Formulation in both the United States and Canada
When we review the agenda attention and formulation data from Chapters 3 and
4, we find that there is a significant difference in the number of gun bills proposed in the
United States when compared to Canada. The United States has proposed hundreds of
gun control bills over time, but only a few have became law. In Canada, only a few gun
control bills have been proposed, but the majority of them have become law. The reason
for the stark contrast in bill proposals is due to the structure of government in the United
States when compared to Canada. Bills have little chance of becoming law in the United
States presidential system; however, in Canada, when a bill is proposed by the
government it has a very strong likelihood of becoming law.
Interestingly, even though the United States has proposed hundreds of bills and
Canada just a few, the number of federal laws that have been created in both countries
from 1963 to 2008 are similar. There has been six federal laws created in the United
States, and five federal laws created in Canada. However, where we see a major
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nature; whereas, all the laws created in Canada were restrictive.
The data suggest that the United States proposes so many gun control bills
because they so rarely make it past the agenda setting stage. In Canada, gun control
legislation is proposed rarely, but when it is proposed it nearly always becomes law,
especially if the gun control legislation is restrictive in nature. Thus, the structure of
government is very influential in determining the success of a proposed gun control bill.
In the United States the bill will be expected to die, and in Canada the bill will be
expected to become law.
Now, I turn to investigate the importance of parties. I argued in my hypothesis
that the party in power would influence agenda attention and formulation, along with a
major focusing event. Surprisingly, in Chapter 3, even when Republicans were in control
of the government, there were a significant number of restrictive gun control bills being
proposed. However, the only time that gun control of a restrictive nature was created and
formulated was when there was a unified Democrat government. Thus, the party in
power may not be able to dictate agenda attention to gun control, but it can dictate
whether gun control legislation will be created and formulated in the United States.
In Canada, I also argued that the party in power would be able to dictate what
type of legislation would be created after a major focusing event. When right of center
parties were in power, they were unable to prevent the restrictive gun control bill from
moving to the formulation stage. This was widely due to the pressure placed upon them
by the Coalition for Gun Control and from women within the party. When left of center
parties were in control of government, restrictive gun control legislation was placed on
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difficult time not creating gun control legislation because of pressure from factions within
the party and from a powerful pro-gun control lobby; whereas, left of center parties are
able to formulate restrictive gun control legislation after a major focusing event because
of support from a powerful pro-gun control lobby.

Comparing Interest Groups: The National Rifle Association v. the Coalition for Gun
Control
When we compare the culmination of data gained from the United States and
Canada in regard to interest group, we find some interesting things about interest group
influence in the creation of gun control policy. The information suggests that the
dominant interest group in the United States is National Rifle Association, a pro-gun
group. On the contrary, the Coalition for Gun Control is the dominant interest group in
Canada, a pro-gun control group.
So, why are these two interest groups the most dominant in their country?
Though the NRA and the Coalition for Gun Control share entirely different view points
on the gun control issue, they are both influential in that they have a single minded goal
and they have effective lobbyists and spokes persons that are able to influence policy
makers. Also, the opposition interest groups in both countries are far less powerful. In
the United States, the Brady Campaign took years to organize properly and has yet to
gain the influence in Washington like the NRA. The National Firearms Association is
one of many gun lobbyists groups in Canada; however, as stated in Chapter 4, the gun
groups of Canada have a significant problem organizing and banding together to express
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influence Canadian policy makers.
The power of the dominant interest groups in each country is significant. The
National Rifle Association has been able to maintain its stranglehold on policy creation
because of various reasons. First, the NRA is well organized and well funded. The
budget of the NRA dwarfs its competition in the Brady Campaign. This allows for the
NRA the ability to hire more lobbyists who pursue the NRA’s goals in Congress. Along
with the ability to influence politicians directly, the NRA is able to influence politicians
because of their campaign tactics.
After the gun control legislation was created in 1992 and 1993, the NRA
responded by attacking many Democrats who had supported the legislation. The NRA
did not just attack these politicians with campaign ads on gun control; they ran ads on
issues that did not pertain to gun control as a means to undermine the Congressional
member. In 1994, the NRA spent more on elections than any other interest group. The
ability to spend, and spend big in a variety of ways to undermine gun control opposition
is a prime reason why the NRA is so powerful (Dreyfuss, 1995).
Second, the NRA has an intense membership base. As Dahl (1956) argued,
intense minorities when dealing with a generally apathetic majority allows for minority
tyranny of the majority. With the NRA, this is exactly the case. The NRA has been able
to have significant sway over policy creation because of the intensity of it and its
members.
Unlike the NRA, where their power and influence is easy to deduce, the Coalition
for Gun Control and its power are hard to define. The Coalition for Gun Control was
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women, who were outraged about the slayings and wanted there to be change. The
Coalition quickly gained support from the public and initially was more of a political
movement than an organized interest group. The pressure that they placed on the
parliament through public outcry eventually led to the creation of restrictive gun control
policy. As time progressed, the Coalition became a formalized and influential group. I
argued that the reason the Coalition has been able to gain support and influence is based
on two factors. First, because of the large amount of support given to it by the public and
the amount of pressure that it and the public have been able to place on Canadian
politicians, the government believed it had to act. Second, the Coalition is single minded
in its support of the regulation, restriction, or removal of all firearms. This unification of
purpose in a single interest group has allowed for it to be more influential than the weaker
and more fragmented pro-gun interest groups in Canada.
When we consider interest groups and their influence in creating policy after a
focusing event, we can look at the National Rifle Association as a group that is able to
retard the impact of an event and help prevent legislation from being created by either
major political party in the United States. On the other side, the Coalition for Gun
Control has been very influential in Canada in motivating policy makers from both
parties to create gun control legislation after a focusing event. Thus, it can be argued that
interest group influence is one of the primary reasons that gun control legislation is either
created or prevented after a major focusing event.
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Like Pal (2003), I find that the role of institutions and interest groups is
particularly important in determining the outcome of policy. Like Pal (2003), and
Mauser and Margolis (1992), I also found that the role of public opinion/culture were not
influential enough in determining the differences in gun control policy in the United
States and Canada. My study adds a bit more spice to the pot because it brings in a
discussion of parties and most importantly a more in depth discussion of the importance
of focusing events. Pal (2003) briefly mentions that events appear to cause policy
activity, but does not take in an in depth study of them. This final discussion takes each
of the primary factors in to account and discusses there overall importance to my primary
hypothesis:
The United States is less responsive to gun violence focusing events than
Canada because of institutional arrangements, the party in power, and interest
group pressures.
When analyzing the data from the entire body of work, I find that the data gives
strong support to my main hypothesis. The United States is less responsive than Canada
to major focusing events in all ways but one. The United States proposes more gun
control legislation than Canada every Congressional term; however, gun control
legislation is rarely created. Thus, I believe that the United States is more responsive at
the agenda setting level. However, the data shows that gun control legislation is nearly
never created in the United States, even after major focusing events. This means that
from the formulation stage to the implementation stage the United States is far less
responsive than Canada.
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the United States and Canada, the most important component is interest group influence.
Interest groups, as demonstrated in discussion and from the major newspapers in previous
chapters, are quite capable of influencing whether or not a bill will become law because
of their influence on politicians. In the United States, the NRA makes it virtually
impossible for federal gun control legislation to be created; the Republicans generally
share the NRA’s view on gun control, and the Democrats fear the backlash that they
faced in 1994. In Canada, the Coalition for Gun Control was able to twist the arm of the
right of center party there to create gun control legislation after the Montreal Massacre.
The Coalition for Gun Control also helped influence the stringency of the gun control
legislation that was created thereafter in Canada.
The second most important factor is the institutional arrangement of government.
When a bill is proposed in the United States Congress, its chance of becoming law is
slim. However, in Canada when a government bill is proposed the chance of it becoming
law is very good. Thus, when a major focusing event occurs, interest groups pressure the
government to act. In the United States, the government may endorse a piece of
legislation in response to the event but its chance of survival is very small; however,
when the pressure is placed on the government in Canada to enact a proposed bill; it
generally becomes law.
Finally, the third most important factor is the party in power. In the United States
when the Republicans control government, or when there is divided government, a
restrictive piece of gun control legislation has never been created. When the Democrats
have had unified control of the government is the only time restrictive gun control

- 185 legislation has been created. In Canada, the only time a right of center party has ever
proposed restrictive gun control legislation was after the Montreal Massacre and this was
due to interest group pressure and from within the party itself. The bill that was created
was a very weak in the opinion of gun control groups. When left of center parties are in
control a lenient gun control bill has never been proposed and the most restrictive gun
control legislation that has been created was born from left of center party rule.
The dissertation has demonstrated that in almost all cases, before restrictive gun
control will be considered in either the United States or Canada, a focusing event must be
present. Even when there are major focusing events, the government may not respond by
creating new legislation; however, focusing events appear to be a key reason as to why
gun control reaches the agenda in either country. I conclude by saying that the United
States is less responsive to major gun violence focusing events, and less likely to create
new gun control policy than Canada due to interest group pressures, institutional
arrangements, and party politics.
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